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ABSTRACT
Sun, Xingshu Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2018. Opto-Electro-Thermal Approach
to Modeling Photovoltaic Performance and Reliability from Cell to Module. Major
Professors: Muhammad Ashraful Alam, Mark Lundstrom.
Thanks to technology advancement in recent decades, the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of solar photovoltaics (PV) has ﬁnally been driven down close to that
of traditional fossil fuels. Still, PV only provides approximately 0.5% of the total electricity consumption in the United States. To make PV more competitive with other
energy resources, we must continuously reduce the LCOE of PV through improving
their performance and reliability. As PV eﬃciencies approach the theoretical limit,
however, further improvements are diﬃcult. Meanwhile, solar modules in the ﬁeld
regularly fail prematurely before the manufacturers 25-year warranty. Therefore, future PV research needs innovative approaches and inventive solutions to continuously
drive LCOE down.
In this work, we present a novel approach to PV system design and analysis. The
approach, comprised of three components: multiscale, multiphysics, and time,
aims at systemically and collaboratively improving the performance and reliability of
PV. First, we establish a simulation framework for translating the cell-level characteristics to the module level (multiscale). This framework has been demonstrated to
reduce the cell-to-module eﬃciency gap. The framework also enables the investigation
of module-level reliability. Physics-based compact models - the building blocks for
this multiscale framework are, however, still missing or underdeveloped for promising
materials such as perovskites and CIGS. Hence, we have developed compact models
for these two technologies, which analytically describe salient features of their opera-

xxi
tion as a function of illumination and temperature. The models are also suitable for
integration into a large-scale circuit network to simulate a solar module.
In the second aspect of the approach, we study the fundamental physics underlying the notorious self-heating eﬀects for PV and examine their detrimental inﬂuence
on the electrical performance (multiphysics). After ascertaining the sources of
self-heating, we propose novel optics-based self-cooling methodologies to reduce the
operating temperature. The cooling technique developed in this work has been predicted to substantially enhance the eﬃciency and durability of commercial Si solar
modules.
In the third and last aspect of the approach, we have established a simulation
framework that can forward predict the future energy yield for PV systems for ﬁnancial scrutiny and inversely mine the historical ﬁeld data to diagnose the pathology of
degraded solar modules (time). The framework, which physically accounts for environmental factors (e.g., irradiance, temperature), can generate accurate projection
and insightful analysis of the geographic- and technology-speciﬁc performance and reliability of solar modules. For the forward modeling, we simulate the optimization and
predict the performance of bifacial solar modules to rigorously evaluate this emerging
technology in a global context. For the inverse modeling, we apply this framework to
physically mine the 20-year ﬁeld data for a nearly worn-out silicon PV system and
successfully pin down the primary degradation pathways, something that is beyond
the capability of conventional methods. This framework can be applied to solar farms
installed globally (an abundant yet unexploited testbed) to establish a rich database
of these geographic- and technology-dependent degradation processes, a knowledge
prerequisite for the next-generation reliability-aware design of PV systems.
Finally, we note that the research paradigm for PV developed in this work can
also be applied to other applications, e.g., battery and electronics, which share similar
technical challenges for performance and reliability.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
To combat climate change and meet the exploding energy demand of a rapidly

growing world population, the production of renewable energy must increase significantly. The ability to harvest suﬃcient renewable energy sustainably will be one
of the greatest global challenges of this century [1, 2]. Solar photovoltaics (PV) is
one of the fastest growing categories of renewable energy resources [3], due to the
availability of abundant solar resources on Earth (∼ 1017 kW.h every year) [4–6], the
improved “bankability” of PV [7] (i.e., economic viability for institutional lenders to
oﬀer ﬁnancing), and the rapid expansion of manufacture capabilities [8], etc. Remarkably, the total installation of PV worldwide has ramped up from ∼0.17 GW in
2000 to ∼300 GW in 2016, a total ∼180,000% increase in only 16 years [9, 10]! In
2014, almost 7% of the electricity demand was met through PV in Germany [11].
Meanwhile, PV share of total electricity production rose from 2.7% in 2015 to 4.3%
in 2016 in Japan [12]. Photovoltaics have also helped to solve electricity poverty in
part of Asia and Africa where electricity for household, education, healthcare, and
agriculture strongly depends on distributed PV systems [13].
Notwithstanding the signiﬁcant achievement in PV development, one of the primary obstacles to making PV more prevalent as an energy source is the economic
competition with the ultra-low levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of conventional
energy sources, such as oil, natural gas, coal, etc. One can calculate LCOE of PV by
dividing the total life-cycle cost ($) by the total energy yield produced (kW.h) over
the entire lifetime as
Rt
CostF ix + 0 Lif e CostV ar (t)dt
Total Cost
LCOE =
= R tLif e
,
Total Energy Yield
PM odule (IL, T, t)dt
0

(1.1)
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where CostF ix and CostV ar denote ﬁxed and variable costs, respectively; PM odule (IL, T, t)
is the module output power as a function of illumination (IL), temperature (T ), and
time(t); and tLif e is the lifespan of the solar module which is contingent on environmental factors (e.g., temperature (T ), relative humidity (RH), ultraviolet light
concentration (U V )). This thesis is dedicated to improve PM odule (IL, T, t) and extend
tLif e in order to drive down LCOE.
This metric, LCOE, accounts for capital costs, ongoing system-related costs, and
discounting of the net value, all of which are normalized by the amount of electricity
produced. It provides a number to objectively compare various energy sources. Over
the past decades, the PV industry has been striving to reduce the LCOE of solar
energy. For instance, many countries have been oﬀering incentive policies in favor of
PV, which reduces the numerator in Eqn. 1.1. In the US, individuals and entities
are rewarded a Federal tax credit of 30% for installing residential and commercial
PV systems [14]. Meanwhile, continuous technical breakthroughs, along with the
enlarged manufacturing capacity, in the PV industry have also driven the LCOE
down substantially.
Most of the research progress aimed to lower the LCOE of PV can be roughly
divided by the following parameters in Eqn. 1.1:
1. Lowering the manufacturing cost (CostF ix ): Optimizing the manufacture
lines has helped reduce the CAPEX (CostF ix of new factories and equipment)
for mass production of solar modules [15,16]. For instance, the factory gate price
of silicon modules in the US has plunged from $1.7/W in 2010 to $0.35/W in
2017. Meanwhile, many groups have been exploring more cost-eﬀective directbandgap materials that are both Earth-abundant and compatible with lowcost fabrication processes than the incumbent silicon in the hope of reducing
material cost [17]. For example, thin ﬁlm materials, such as perovskite, have the
potential achieve module cost of 0.26 $/W, half that of silicon technology [18,19].
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2. Improving the output power (PM odule (IL, T, t)): The ﬁrst solar cell was a
1% eﬃcient Si solar cell (i.e., convert 1% of the sunlight of 1000 W/m2 into
electricity), developed at Bell Lab in 1951 [20]. Since then, substantial research
eﬀorts have been exerted on further improving the eﬃciency by material puriﬁcation, electrical design, light management, etc. For example, the eﬃciency
of multicrystalline solar cells (contain more impurities but much cheaper to
manufacture than monocrystalline silicon), which comprise 70% of the present
global PV production, has clambered up to 21.9% [21]. Even more remarkably,
the record eﬃciency has been soaring toward the fundamental thermodynamic
limit — the highest eﬃciencies for single-junction (GaAs) and multijunction
solar cells are currently ∼28.8% [22] and ∼46% [23], respectively. Despite this
astonishing progress, as the record eﬃciencies start to approach the theoretical
limit (known as the ShockleyQueisser limit) [24, 25], it has become increasingly
more diﬃcult and challenging to push the record eﬃciency higher. Hence, the
record eﬃciency has been stagnant recently [26]. Indeed new innovations are
essential to overcome this research barrier. Recently, a surging technology — bifacial solar modules — that allows light-collection from both the front and rear
sides has demonstrated great potential to improve output power [27]. The performance of bifacial modules strongly depends on the environment (e.g., diﬀuse
light, ground albedo coeﬃcient) and the installation (e.g., tilt angle, elevation).
However, a comprehensive understanding of their performance and optimization
is still missing in a global context; thereby it still entails a rigorous investigation
to fully assess the potential of this technology.
3. Prolonging the lifetime of solar modules (tLif e ): Solar modules must
survive at least for a few decades in the ﬁeld to ensure the ﬁnancial viability.
Currently, manufacturers guarantee a 25-year warranty (i.e., guaranteed to retain 80% of the initial power output). Also, before deployment, all the solar
modules are required to undergo a set of meticulous qualiﬁcation tests speciﬁed
by the International Electro-Technical Commission (IEC) to promise long-term
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durability [28]. However, recent ﬁeld surveys have revealed that many solar
modules failed prematurely [29] which could result in undesired ﬁnancial losses.
Hence, the reliability of solar modules must be further improved, a prerequisite
to continuing driving down the LCOE of PV.
The LCOE of PV is continuously decreasing; nonetheless, an energy outlook report by the U.S. Energy Information Administration still predicts that the LCOE
of PV ($59.8 per MW.h) will be approximately four times higher than conventional
energy sources, such as natural gas-ﬁred generation ($14 per MW.h for conventional
combined cycle) [30]. Another study conducted by Lazard has shown that the LCOE
of large-scale utility solar farms has dropped down to $46 per MW.h (already lower
than most conventional energy sources) [31]. Hence, there has been a steady increase
in constructing utility solar farms even without incentive policies [32]. Residential
rooftop solar modules, however, still cost up to $319 per MW.h due to: 1) limited
purchasing power, and 2) sub-optimal output power [33]. Therefore, it urges the PV
community to continuously engineer solar modules to eliminate the price gap between
diﬀerent PV applications.
In the following parts of the Introduction, we will discuss a set of novel research
approaches and technology opportunities — that can lower the LCOE of PV in the
future. We will also discuss the challenges associated with implementing these new
technologies in practice.

1.2

An End-to-End Approach based on Compact Models
To reduce LCOE, one eﬀective way is to lower CostF ix . Another way to do so is to

increase PM odule (IL, T, t) and tLif e by an end-to-end approach inspired by electronic
research. In the electronics industry, it is a common practice that one starts with
the physical design at the nm-scale transistor level and then integrates billions of
transistors into a cm-scale chip by logic synthesis, see Fig. 1.1. In principle, this endto-end framework is transferable to PV research whereby one can connect the cell-level
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performance to the design of large-scale PV systems; yet this approach has not been
fully explored (most papers only report cell-level eﬃciencies). In this section, we
will introduce some pioneering contributions that have implemented this end-to-end
research methodology to improve the module output power, PM odule (IL, T, t), in Eqn.
1.1 by 1) optimizing module-level eﬃciency and 2) investigating module reliability.
(c)

(a)

Electronics:

(1) Close efficiency gap (physics-based)

Transistor (~nm)

Computer Architecture (~cm)

Compact Model
(2) Study PV reliability (electro-thermal)
Cell (~cm)

Module (~m)

Photovoltaics:
(b)

(d)

Fig. 1.1. The analogy between (a) the transistor-to-computer approach
in IC and (b) the cell-to-module perspective for photovoltaics. This endto-end approach can facilitate: 1) (c) optimization of the cell-to-module
eﬃciency gap (the plot obtained from [34] ©2016 IEEE) and 2) (d) understanding of PV reliability issues.

1.2.1

Increasing PM odule (IL, T, t = 0) by Closing the Cell-to-Module Eﬃciency Gap

Many commercially available PV technologies demonstrate a remarkable state-ofthe-art cell eﬃciency, e.g., silicon heterojunction technology has just exceeded 26% cell
eﬃciency [35]. However, there still exists a universal gap for cell-to-module eﬃciencies
(e.g., the eﬃciency gaps are, respectively, ∼2.6% and ∼3.5% for the 88-cell and 72-
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cell solar modules fabricated by Panasonic Inc. [36]). A summary of cell-to-module
eﬃciency gaps for diﬀerent technologies is shown in Fig. 1.1.
Previous Work on Process-to-Module Modeling. A few studies have pioneered a new process-to-module (end-to-end) modeling framework whereby the contributions of process and cell variations to this eﬃciency gap have been carefully
explored [34, 37, 38]. The simulation ﬂow of this framework generally consists of
three hierarchical levels: 1) a compact model that describes deposition process during
the fabrication of solar cells and can anticipate material parameters (e.g., bandgap,
grain size, thickness) as a function of process parameters such as deposition pressure/temperature, 2) a physics-based compact model that reﬂects the material properties obtained from the process model to the resulting IV characteristics, and ﬁnally
3) individual cell-level IV curves will be concatenated to construct the module-level
performance via a circuit network. Based on this framework, it has been observed
that the process/cell variations contribute to the cell-to-module eﬃciency loss, which
is as high as those from series resistance and dead area losses. This variation-induced
loss persists even in the most advanced technologies. Hence, we must adopt a corresponding bining strategy to minimize this variation-induced loss. Not only can this
framework identify the origins of the eﬃciency gap, but it can also oﬀer novel solutions to surmount this bottleneck at the module level. For example, Dongaonkar et
al. have proposed in-line scribing techniques after the fabrication of monolithic solar
modules [39]. They discovered that such methods can extricate monolithic module
from half of the eﬃciency loss to shunting which corresponds to 1 – 2% absolute
improvement in module eﬃciency.
How About Emerging Technologies? In the aforementioned end-to-end framework, compact models with physically deﬁned parameters are vital to connecting fabrication process occurring on the nm scale to the module level performance on the
meter scale, and even predict farm level energy production, far beyond the capability
of conventional empirical models [40]. Therefore, physics-based compact models are
indispensable. A variety of physics-based compact models have been developed for
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commercially available solar cells, such as HIT, CIGS, CdTe [34,41–47]. Similar models, however, are still missing for emerging technologies like perovskites, which has
achieved unprecedentedly rapid development (i.e., cell eﬃciency of 3.8% in 2009 [48]
to 22.7% in 2017 [49]). Before the technology of perovskite PV matures for commercial production, it is crucial to establish their eﬃciency limits and come up with
solutions for optimization at the module level. Thus, it motivates us to develop a set
of analytical compact models for diﬀerent types of perovskite solar cells in the hope of
casting some light to improve their module-level performance and enable an accurate
prediction of the long-term energy yield for this promising technology.

1.2.2

Predicting PM odule (IL, T, t) by Opto-Electro-Thermal Compact Models

Varying Temperature and Illumination in the Field. Previous end-to-end
studies only optimized the module-level performance under the standard test condition (STC), i.e., IL = 1000 W/m2 and T = 25 o C in PM odule (IL, T, t). However, in the
ﬁeld, illumination intensity and temperature have substantial geographic and seasonal
variations, and solar modules rarely operate right at the STC. On the other hand,
many of the existing compact models [34, 41–47] can only simulate IV characteristics
at the STC. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate illumination and temperature
dependencies into the compact models to accurately project the realistic output power
PM odule (IL, T, t) in the ﬁeld with varying illumination and temperature.

1.2.3

Extending tLif e by Studying Module-Level Reliability.

Besides improving the nascent output power (PM odule (IL, T, t = 0)), this endto-end framework has also been applied to study the reliability of large-area solar
modules [50–52], such as partial-shading degradation which can reduce tLif e signiﬁcantly after initial installation (will be discussed in detail in Sec. 1.3.2). It must be
noted that experiments have shown a pronounced non-uniform temperature distribu-
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tion that ensues after partial shading [50], see Fig. 1.1. This thermal eﬀects will then
impact the cell-level electrical characteristics and must be solved electro-thermally
and self-consistently. As a result, a pure electrical framework may not be able to
predict the performance and reliability of the shaded solar modules accurately. However, the temperature dependencies of the existing compact model parameters were
not explicitly speciﬁed. Consequently, the current framework based on these purely
electrical compact models can only perform electrical simulation and is inept to account for the thermal state of the solar modules.
In this thesis, we develop a compact model that can anticipate the illuminationand temperature-dependent IV curves for CIGS, a commercially available technology.
This new model can predict the energy yield of large-scale PV farms installed in the
ﬁeld. The model can also be incorporated into an electro-thermal coupled simulation
framework to advance our understanding of non-uniform partial shading degradation
at the module level.

Improving PM odule (IL, T, t) and tLif e through Robust Thermal Manage-

1.3

ment for Photovoltaics
In the previous section, we discussed the importance of connecting cell-level and
module-level characteristics by an end-to-end approach, so that we can optimize the
process, eﬃciency, and durability of solar modules. In this section, we wish to talk
about thermal properties of PV and their implications on the short- (PM odule (IL, T, t))
and long- (tLif e ) term energy yield in Eqn. 1.1.

1.3.1

Eliminate Intrinsic Self-Heating

Why Modules Heat Up. Theoretically, a single-junction solar cell can convert
at most ∼33% of the incoming sunlight into electricity [25], whereas the majority
of the remaining light is dissipated as heat [24, 53] or directly transmits through the
solar cell without being absorbed (the sub-bangap photons). The energy conversion
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eﬃciency of practical solar cells can be even lower due to other non-idealities, such as
Shockley-Read-Hall/Auger recombination [54], parasitic series/shunt resistance [55–
58], resulting in more heat dissipation and self-heating of solar cells. Depending on
the environment, the average temperature of a solar module can be 20o C to 40o C
higher than the ambient.
Detriments Caused by Self-Heating. The self-heating of PV modules reduces
both short-term and long-term power outputs. In the short term, the eﬃciencies of
diﬀerent PV technologies decrease with temperature, e.g., the eﬃciency of crystalline
Si modules drops by ∼0.45% for every 1 o C increase in temperature [59]. In the long
term, the reliability of modules suﬀers from thermally activated degradation processes
EA

(∼e− kT ), such as contact corrosion and polymer degradation, which accelerate exponentially at higher temperatures. A recent survey in India has shown that solar
modules in hot climates degrade at ∼1.5 %/year, eight times faster than the ones installed in cold climates (∼0.2 %/year) [29]. Modules with a 25-year warranty survive
less than 15 years in hot environments. As a result, it is important to understand and
eliminate PV self-heating to improve both the short-term and the long-term energy
yields.
Recently, it also has been recognized that sub-bandgap (sub-BG) photons of
the solar spectrum may contribute signiﬁcantly to self-heating in solar cells. References [60–62] have conﬁrmed experimentally that ∼80% of the sub-BG photons are
parasitically absorbed in Si solar cells by the metal reﬂector and highly doped emitter
(free carrier absorption) due to light trapping. Light trapping design is imperative
to maintain high short-circuit current in commercial silicon solar modules. Hence,
this light trapping induced parasitic absorption is inevitable. Indeed, the substantial
amount of sub-BG absorption in Si photovoltaics has explained the higher operating
temperature observed during outdoor tests of Si-based modules as compared to GaAs
modules, which showed low absorptivity in the sub-BG spectrum [62]. The parasitic
sub-BG absorption, however, has not been explored for polycrystalline thin ﬁlm solar
cells (e.g., CIGS, CdTe).
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Cooling Techniques. Given the extremely debilitating eﬀects of self-heating
on PV performance, it is imperative to develop a set of cooling strategies that can
regulate the temperature of PV. There are several active and passive cooling schemes
already in use to reduce the operating temperature of PV modules. These include
evaporative and ﬁn cooling [63] to enhance convective heat transfer, liquid submerged
PV [64, 65] as an alternative heat sink, heat pipe-based systems [66] to improve conductive heat transfer, and so on [67]. These methods cool the solar modules already
heated by the sunlight. A scheme designed to prevent or suppress self-heating could
be far more eﬀective. Modiﬁcation of the module conﬁguration based on the fundamental physics of self-heating of PV may create a simpler, yet more eﬀective cooling
method for modules. In this context, a recent proposal involving radiative cooling of
solar cells has drawn much attention [68–71]. Both experiments and simulations show
that radiative cooling can reduce the operating temperature of solar modules by 1 o C
to 2 o C. However, references [68–71] have utilized a pure thermal framework [72, 73]
to evaluate the temperature reduction of solar modules by radiative cooling, where
the role of electricity output of a practical solar module in determining the module
temperature was also not accounted for (e.g., a slab of Si wafer instead of a solar
cell was assumed in [68–71], and ideal solar cells at the Shockley-Queisser limit were
assumed in [71]). As a result, it has still been diﬃcult to ascertain the eﬀectiveness of
radiative cooling on commercial PV modules. Therefore, in this thesis, we will apply
an opto-electro-thermal coupled simulation framework to self-consistently investigate
the beneﬁt of radiative cooling.

1.3.2

Eliminate Shading-Induced Heating

Shading-Induced Heating. In addition to intrinsic self-heating, partial shading induced self-heating has also been recognized as one of the reliability concerns for
series-connected solar cell technology, especially in thin ﬁlm photovoltaic technology
(TFPV). Unlike crystalline PV technology, monolithic integration (by laser scribing)
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for creating a series connection of a single string of 50 — 200 solar cells in TFPV
modules makes integration of bypass diodes [74] and rewiring schemes [75] challenging. One of the consequences of partial shading is that the shaded cells are forced
into reverse bias to maintain current continuity with the series-connected illuminated
cells. Reverse biased solar cells develop a large internal electric ﬁeld, high current
density, and high temperature (due to high power dissipation), all of which can lead
to reliability failures of the solar modules. Localized shunts can be formed due to
reverse bias and high-temperature stress during the shadow event causing signiﬁcant
permanent damages (mainly losses in ﬁll factor) of the modules. The shunts create
worm-like defects caused by delamination between the absorber and buﬀer layers and
material segregation in the absorber [76, 77].
Combat Partial-Shading. Given that shadow-induced heating is a serious reliability concern especially for monolithic solar modules, several novel designs have been
proposed to relieve shading stress to mitigate partial shading degradation at the cell,
module, and system levels, respectively. At the cell level, one can lower the power
dissipation at reverse bias of the shaded cells by reducing the breakdown voltage,
which has been demonstrated on c-Si solar modules [78]. Reference [79] shows that
similar approach to reduce breakdown voltage can be applied to CIGS by reducing the
absorber thickness, such that the required reverse voltage to drive 30 mA/cm2 (photocurrent of unshaded cells) decreases both under dark and light, see Fig. 8 in [79].
At the module-level, improving the geometric design of monolithic modules can also
mitigate shadow induced heating. Reference [80] suggests an innovative geometric
pattern of solar modules that can break the symmetry in cell shape and orientation
to improve shade tolerance as well as total eﬃciency. Additionally, inducing perpendicular isolation scribe lines to divide a module into several submodules connected in
parallel can also diminish the aﬀected area by shadow by constraining shading stress
only to the shaded submodules [79]. The design tradeoﬀ of the dead area losses from
the addition of the scribe lines needs to be carefully considered. Last but not least,
reference [79] also has demonstrated that shading tolerance can be enhanced at the
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system level by interconnecting modules into a hybrid conﬁguration both in parallel
and series.
To summarize, because solar modules can convert only a fraction of the sunlight
into electricity, they self-heat in the ﬁeld inexorably. The ensuing elevated temperature will substantially accelerate thermally activated degradation pathways (i.e.,
increase with temperature exponentially) and shorten the lifespan (tLif e ). Hence, it
urges a deep understanding of self-heating in solar modules to identify the predominant contributing factors, and ultimately contrive cost-eﬀective methods to lower the
operating temperature as we will discuss in this thesis.

1.4

Bifacial Photovoltaics Can Increase PM odule (IL, T, t)
Bifacial solar photovoltaics are an emerging technology that have demonstrated

great potential to improve annual electricity yields and decrease LCOE for photovoltaics. In this section, we will brieﬂy introduce this technology and discuss the
prospects and challenges.
Direct Light
Diffuse Light

Albedo Light
Elevated

Fig. 1.2. A schematic depicting an elevated bifacial module. The rear side
of this bifacial module can absorb diﬀuse and albedo light in addition to
the front-side absorption.
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1.4.1

Technical Advantages

Increased Energy Yield. Monofacial solar modules make up 90% of the present
PV market [81]. Due to the opaque rear side, however, monofacial solar modules
can only collect solar irradiance from the front side; hence, a signiﬁcant portion of
the sunlight that hits on the rear surface is not utilized at all. In contrast to its
monofacial counterpart, a bifacial solar module has a transparent rear side, which
allows it to recover part of diﬀuse and albedo light from the rear side, see Fig. 1.2.
Therefore, bifacial solar modules can generate more electricity per module area. The
ﬁrst proposal for bifacial solar cells dated back to the 1960s, where Hiroshi ﬁled the
ﬁrst patent on this technology [82]. Since then, Cuevas et al. [83] have demonstrated a
bifacial gain up to 50% relative to identically oriented and tilted monofacial modules.
Here, bifacial gain is deﬁned as

Bifacial Gain = (YBi −YMono )/YMono ,

(1.2)

where YBi and YM ono are the electricity yields in kWh for bifacial and monofacial
solar modules, respectively.
Longer Lifetime. Bifacial solar modules also have better intrinsic thermal properties than monofacial counterparts; speciﬁcally, lower sub-bandgap absorption. Recall that, as discussed in Sec. 1.3.1, the aluminum metal back contact layer in conventional silicon monofacial modules parasitically absorbs a substantial amount of
sub-bandgap photons trapped by the textured structure. Instead of the aluminum
metal back contact layer, silicon bifacial solar modules adopt interdigitated Al metal
grid to let light pass from the rear side. This transparent rear side has been experimentally demonstrated to considerably curtail the absorption of sub-bandgap photons,
which potentially renders bifacial modules cooler than monofacial ones [84]. The
reduced temperature and lower temperature coeﬃcient (enabled by heterojunction
silicon technologies with high open-circuit voltage [85]) can further boost the performance and reliability of bifacial modules. Moreover, the glass-to-glass structure
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of bifacial modules improves the long-term durability compared to the traditional
glass-to-backsheet monofacial modules. The improved durability will further increase
the electricity production of bifacial modules in the long term. It must be noted that
the extra rear-side absorption may also heat up bifacial modules. Therefore, though
bifacial modules exhibit more desired thermal properties than monofacial ones, which
one runs cooler in the ﬁeld remains an interesting open question.
Compatibility with Existing Manufacturing. Many existing materials (e.g.,
dye-sensitized [86], CdTe [87], CIGS [88]) are also readily convertible into bifacial
solar modules. Due to the high eﬃciency and the manufacturing compatibility into
the bifacial conﬁguration, silicon technologies, e.g., Si heterojunction cells, have received most attention [27]. This process compatibility, the extra energy produced
by rear-side collection, and more protracted module lifetime can potentially decrease
the installation cost and the LCOE substantially [89, 90]. This overall economic advantages persist in spite of the fact that manufacturing bifacial solar modules can be
more expensive than monofacial ones due to additional materials (e.g., dual glasses)
and processes (e.g., screen-printing rear contacts). Based on these considerations, the
International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaics (ITRPV) anticipates the global
market share of bifacial technology to expand from less than 5% in 2016 to 30% in
2027 [81].

1.4.2

Accurate Forward Modeling to Predict

R tLif e
0

PM odule (IL, T, t)dt

The 50% bifacial gain predicted for an idealized standalone bifacial module by
Cuevas et al. [83], however, is not always achievable in practice; thus, some of the
highly optimistic projections regarding technology adoption may not be realistic.
For example, intrinsic non-idealities, such as self-shading and mutual-shading (i.e.,
ground-reﬂected albedo light reduced by shadows cast by the module itself as well
as adjacent modules), can reduce the bifacial gain to less than 10% [91]. Therefore,
one can develop rigorous forward modeling method to accurately predict and optimize
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the long-term performance potential of bifacial modules, i.e.,

R tLif e
0

PM odule (IL, T, t)dt,

only after accounting for these intrinsic non-idealities rigorously.
The performance of bifacial solar modules depends substantially on the environment (e.g., latitude and longitude) and the deployment (e.g., tilt and azimuth angles).
Therefore, they must be optimized speciﬁcally for each location. Indeed, the PV
community will beneﬁt greatly from a set of empirical equations that can calculate
the optimum tilt and azimuth angles of bifacial solar modules given the geographic
location, similar to those developed for monofacial ones [92]; however, such design
guidelines are not currently available. In this thesis, we will conduct a thorough study
on bifacial solar modules based on our sophisticated forward modeling framework to
eliminate these knowledge gaps.

1.5

Reliability-Aware Design for PV to extend tLif e
The ability to extend the lifetime (tLif e ) of solar modules, another key factor to

reduce LCOE for PV, remains an intractable challenge. For example, manufacturers
guarantee a 25-year warranty whereas ﬁeld reports have shown PV lifetimes of less
than 15 years [29]. Hence, it is critical to develop degradation-resistance solar modules. The existing empirical approaches, however, fail to capture the essential physics
of PV reliability [93]. A lack of fundamental understanding prevents the advance of
reliability-aware design for PV systems.

1.5.1

Complexity and Intricacy of PV Reliability

Various Degradation Mechanisms. Degradation of PV systems is not a single
process but rather involves a combination of multiple complex physical phenomena
(e.g., corrosion, EVA discoloration) that evolve slowly over time and ultimately result
in the failure of solar modules. We have summarized a list of common degradation
pathways reported in the literature in Table 1.1. Each degradation mechanism also
impacts solar modules diﬀerently. For example, EVA discoloration/delamination will
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decrease short-circuit current by blocking the light transmission optically while solder
bond failure primarily aﬀects the series resistance electrically. These degradation
pathways are also mutually coupled, i.e., one may trigger/accelerate another. For
instance, delaminated EVA or cracked glass can exacerbate moisture ingress into solar
modules which in turn causes corrosion of metal contacts. Solder bond failure can
generate hot spots in a module, which later will accelerate other thermally activated
degradation processes. Thus, PV degradation is in practice often intertwined by these
mutual coupling eﬀects, which obfuscates the isolation of degradation mechanisms
from ﬁeld data.
Preventive Strategies. Over the past few years, researchers have developed a
set of innovative strategies to curb targeted degradation pathways. Kempe et al. have
successfully demonstrated that Cerium-doped glass can prevent polymeric encapsulants (e.g., EVA) from UV-induced discoloration [113]. They also have found that
silicon, an alternative encapsulant material to EVA, exhibits more robust resistance
to UV photons, thereby less susceptible to discoloration. Moreover, potential-induced
degradation (PID) - sodium ions migrate under electrical ﬁeld across module frame
to solar cell and eventually create defects in solar cell -- can lower carrier lifetime
and cause shunting paths, thereby very pernicious to module performance. Reference [114] has discovered that simply inserting Corning® Willow™ Glass between the
aluminum frame and coverglass can impede ion migration and consequentially mitigate PID. At the system level, researchers have also invented a novel PID-preventive
transformerless inverter for PV systems by manipulating the voltage polarity [115].
Moreover, Sunpower’s high-end interdigitated back contact solar cells (IBC) can
achieve a useful lifetime (deﬁned as 99% of modules producing at least 70% of their
initial rating power) of more than 40 years and demonstrate much superior reliability
in accelerated tests compared to conventional solar modules [116]. This improvement
primarily can be attribute to 1) the use of n-type silicon as the solar absorber to
eliminate light-induced-degradation, 2) a plated tin coated copper to prevent moisture
ingress and oxidation and also strengthen the mechanical properties against stress and
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Table 1.1.
A detailed summary of common degradation mechanisms observed in
ﬁelded solar modules.
Optical Degradation

Thermal
Degradation

Mechanism

External Factor

EVA

EVA

Discoloration [94, 95]

Delamination [96, 97]

UV, Temperature

Coupling Eﬀect

Soiling [98, 99]

Hot Spot [50, 52, 76]

UV, Humidity,

Soil/Dust,

Partial Shading,

Thermal Cycle

Inadequate Cleaning

Other Degradation

Contact Corrosion

Hot Spot

Other Thermally
Activated
Degradation
Processes

Electrical Degradation
Mechanism

Contact

Solder Bond

Potential Induced

Diode/J-

Corrosion [100, 101]

Failure [102–104]

Degradation

box [107, 108]

[93, 105, 106]
External Factor

Temperature,

Thermal Cycle

Humidity
Coupling Eﬀect

EVA Delamination

Hot Spot

Temperature,

Temperature,

Humidity, Voltage

Humidity

Corrosion, EVA
Delamination

Mechanical Degradation
Mechanism

External Factor

Coupling Eﬀect

Backsheet

Fractured

Failure [109]

Cell [110, 111]

Thermal Cycling,

Thermal Cycling,

Humidity, UV

External Stress

Contact Corrosion

Glass Breakage [112]

Thermal Cycling, External Stress

Contact Corrosion, EVA Delamination

thermal expansion, 3) the use of UV-quenchers to prevent EVA yellowing [94], and 4)
the lower operating temperature that can suppress thermally activated degradation
processes (Nominal Operating Condition Temperature are respectively 41.5 o C and 45
o

C for Sunpower SPR-X22-360 [117] and GCL-P6/72G [118] solar modules). Indeed,

these remedial techniques for PV degradation are compelling, yet they may also make
PV manufacturing costlier.
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Geographic and Meteorological Factors. On the other hand, the distribution
and magnitude of PV degradation vary substantially across geographic locations as
revealed by the ﬁeld surveys [119,120], since each degradation mechanism is sensitive
to diﬀerent environmental factors (e.g., UV radiation causes EVA discoloration), as
summarized in Table 1.1. Indeed, it would be most eﬀective to engineer the reliability of solar modules based on geographic locations and meteorological information
to ensure maximum longevity. However, there is still a lack of comprehensive understanding of this location- and weather-speciﬁc degradation – the foundation for
reliability-aware design. As a result, solar modules are currently manufactured irrespective of location and climate, and are often either overdesigned (at the price of
extra cost) or underdesigned (unable to resist localized degradation processes).

1.5.2

Characterization Method for PV Reliability

A Method to Create Global Degradation Database. Therefore, a characterization method that can diagnose and collect the degradation pathways of
ﬁelded solar modules methodically while taking the meteorological information into
account can improve our understanding of location- and weather-speciﬁc degradation processes and ultimately suggest opportunities for reliability-aware technology
improvement. There have been many studies on PV reliability reported in the literature, based on diﬀerent characterization methodologies. These methodologies can be
roughly divided into two groups: oﬀ-line and on-line techniques.
Oﬀ-line Techniques. Typical oﬀ-line techniques examine PV degradation by periodically and temporarily disconnecting solar modules for a detailed characterization.
For instance, Jordan et al. [121] and Sutterlueti et al. [122] inspected the degradation
mechanisms of PV systems by interpreting IV curves based on the physically-deﬁned
ﬁve parameter model and the empirical loss factors model (LFM), respectively. Additional sophisticated characterization techniques (e.g., electroluminescence and infrared imaging) can even yield the spatial-resolved degradation analysis for ﬁelded
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solar modules [50, 123]. Indeed, these oﬀ-line methods are incredibly powerful for
degradation characterization; however, they require interrupting the normal operation of solar modules at the maximum power point, hence not suitable for continuous
monitoring.
On-line Techniques. On-line techniques, on the other hand, rely on information
routinely collected from solar modules. For example, references [124, 125] have analyzed the on-line temporal evolution of PV degradation by continuously examining
three time-series performance metrics: 1) DC/GPOA, the ratio of DC power over the
plane-of-array irradiance [126], 2) the performance ratio (PR), a number between 0
and 1 (under standard test condition (STC)) equal to the ratio between actual energy
yield and nameplate rating [127], 3) the regression PVUSE method that empirically
translates on-site output power to the STC values [128]. These methods have the
advantage that the modules are not disconnected/interrupted for characterization.
The understanding of the degradation pathways, which is critical to establishing the
fundamental physics of degradation and promoting reliability-aware design, is still
missing from this analysis.
Machine Learning Techniques. Another on-line characterization approach involves analyzing PV data by statistical machine learning algorithms [129–131]. Machine Learning has been proved to be a potent tool to analyze massive data and
generate useful insights for diﬀerent applications. Nonetheless, the weight functions
in these algorithms are not physically deﬁned, and it can be diﬃcult to correlate the
weights to speciﬁc degradation mechanisms. Moreover, network training necessitates
a tremendous amount of ﬁeld data spanning across diﬀerent geographic locations
and technologies as training sets, which are not easily accessible. Therefore, an online methodology that can physically and continuously track the degradation of PV
systems in real time by interpreting the available ﬁeld data (and providing insights
obtainable only by oﬀ-line techniques) can be a transformative tool for the PV community.
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1.6

Outline of The Thesis
The overall research goal of this thesis is to establish an opto-electro-thermal

framework that enables simulation and optimization of photovoltaics for improved
performance and reliability from cell to module. To do so, our approach embodies
three components as delineated in Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3. Our approach to studying and enhancing the performance and
reliability of solar modules in three domains: 1) connecting individual
cell characteristics to module performance (multiscale), 2) forward and
inverse modeling of electricity yields (time), 3) exploring thermal behavior
for improving electrical output for photovoltaics (multiphysics).

First, we create a multiscale simulation framework that is capable of bridging
cell-level and module-level characteristics. The framework enables module-level optimization to close the cell-to-module eﬃciency gap and the study on PV reliability,
e.g., partial shading degradation. In this context, our main contribution is to develop
a suite of physics-based models (i.e., equivalent circuits) that 1) can describe the
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salient features of solar cells as a function of illumination and temperature, and 2) is
compatible with circuit simulator so that a network composed of thousands of these
equivalent circuits can be used to simulate a solar module.
Second, we investigate the thermal properties (multiphysics) of photovoltaics for
a variety of technologies to deepen our understanding of PV self-heating as well as
its impact on the short- and long-term performance of solar modules and ultimately
develop corresponding self-cooling techniques. Speciﬁcally, we explore the origins of
the intrinsic and extrinsic self-heating observed in solar modules and propose opticsbased cooling strategies to reduce the operating temperature spectrally.
Third, we develop a framework to perform forward/inverse modeling of PV systems in the time domain. Forward (predictive) modeling of energy yield is critical to
scrutinizing the “bankability” of solar farms before installation. Geographical location
strongly inﬂuences PV performance. Thus, such analysis entails inputting extensive
local weather information (sun path, irradiance, temperature, etc.) to our sophisticated system-level simulator. Similarly, performance degradation of solar modules
is dictated by local meteorological conditions (e.g., humidity accelerates metal corrosion). Therefore, in the inverse (characterization) direction, we have developed a
physics-based algorithm that can monitor and diagnose localized degradation of solar modules by continuously quarrying the ﬁeld data collected, while accounting for
weather information. This algorithm can be applied to analyze solar modules across
the globe and yield a comprehensive database of geographic-speciﬁc degradation.
The resulting database can eventually facilitate the future reliability-aware design for
photovoltaics.
The detailed outline of the thesis is below:
• In chapter 2, we develop two physics-based analytical models to describe the
operation of both perovskite and CIGS solar cells, explicitly accounting nonuniform generation, voltage-dependent carrier collection, and light-enhanced
reverse breakdown. The model would allow experimentalists to characterize key
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parameters of existing cells, understand performance bottlenecks, and predict
performance and reliability of solar modules made of these two materials.
• In chapter 3, we discuss the physical origins of self-heating eﬀects in PV: 1)
the intrinsic self-heating resulted from sub-bandgap absorption and imperfect
thermal radiation and 2) the extrinsic self-heating caused by partial shading.
To suppress self-heating, we optically redesign the module structure to reﬂect
the sub-bandgap photons and enhance IR radiation to the surroundings. The
self-cooling techniques herein have proven to delay PV module failure due to
thermally activated degradation by up to ∼85%.
• In chapter 4, we present a global study on the performance and optimization of
bifacial solar modules using a rigorous and comprehensive modeling framework.
Speciﬁcally, our results demonstrate that with a low albedo of 0.25, the bifacial
gain of ground-mounted bifacial modules is less than 10% worldwide. However,
increasing the albedo to 0.5 and elevating modules 1 m above the ground can
boost the bifacial gain to 30%. Moreover, we derive a set of empirical design
rules, which optimize bifacial solar modules across the world and provide the
groundwork for rapid assessment of the location-speciﬁc performance.
• In chapter 5, we develop a novel technique capable of continuously monitoring and diagnosing the ongoing degradation in PV systems — the Suns-Vmp
method. This method oﬀers a simple and powerful approach to studying timedependent degradation of solar modules by physically mining the MPP data.
We validate the proposed method by analyzing a test facility at the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).
• In chapter 6, we summarize the thesis and discuss a few research directions
worth exploring in the future.
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2. PHYSICS-BASED ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR
CELL-TO-MODULE MODELING
2.1

Introduction
A cell-to-module modeling framework is crucial to study and optimize the per-

formance and reliability of solar modules [38, 50, 132], which strongly depend on environmental factors (e.g., temperature, irradiance). Therefore, to establish such a
framework, analytical models that can describe the temperature- and illuminationdependent IV characteristics are indispensable. However, existing models [40, 133]
developed for silicon solar cells fail to accurately model thin ﬁlm technologies - where
the superposition principle does not hold (i.e., the light current equals the sum of the
dark current and a constant photocurrent). More importantly, these models use empirical formulations to simulate the temperature- and illumination-dependencies of IV
and may not adequately reﬂect the actual illumination- and temperature- dependencies of cell performance (e.g., light-enhanced breakdown in CIGS [134]). Undoubtedly,
physics-based analytical models that can veraciously describe the IV characteristics
under diﬀerent temperatures and illuminations based on physically deﬁned parameters can be very valuable.
Hence, in this chapter 1 , we will present two physics-based analytical models developed for two PV technologies at diﬀerent development stages – 1) the emerging
perovskite solar cells [18] and 2) the commercially available copper indium gallium
selenide (CIGS) solar cells. This chapter is organized as follows: In Sec. 2.2, we
will ﬁrst discuss the derivation and physics of the analytical model for perovksite
solar cells and validate the accuracy thereof by experimental measurements of four
The contents of this chapter are taken from [135] ©2015 IEEE, [136] ©2015 IEEE, [137] ©2016
IEEE
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diﬀerently conﬁgured cells. Next, we will demonstrate the analysis and optimization of cell eﬃciencies enabled by our analytical model. The results here can shed
some light on the potential future improvement of perovksite solar cells, a promising
future PV technology. Section 2.3 presents the model for CIGS solar cells, and is
divided into two parts — 1) the forward IV with voltage-dependent photocurrent and
2) the light-enhanced reverse breakdown. For both parts, we will discuss the underlying physics and mathematical derivation of the model and systematically validate
the model against measurements. Compared to other models that only simulate IV
at the standard test condition (IL = 1000 W/m2 and T = 25 o C), this model explicitly accounts for the temperature and illumination dependencies in the physical
parameters; hence, the model is ready to be integrated into an opto-electro-thermal
framework that can project energy production ((PM odule (IL, T, t))) under varying illumination and temperature as well as simulate the degree and spatial distribution
the shadow-induced self-heating in CIGS solar cell self-consistently, as discussed in
Chapter 3.

2.2

Perovskite Solar Cell

2.2.1

Model Development and Validation

Cell Conﬁguration. A typical cell consists of a perovskite absorber layer (∼300
to 500 nm), a hole transport layer (p-type), an electron transport layer (n-type),
and front and back contacts, arranged in various conﬁgurations. The traditional
structure in Fig. 2.1 (a, b) has PEDOT: PSS and PCBM as the front hole transport
layer and the back electron transport layer, respectively; in the inverted structure,
however, TiO2 is the front electron transport layer and Spiro-OMeTAD is the back
hole transport layer, as in Fig. 2.1 (c, d). Moreover, for both the traditional and
inverted conﬁgurations, it has been argued that the absorber layer in high-eﬃciency
cells is essentially intrinsic [138], see Fig. 2.1 (a,c); the mode of operation changes and
the eﬃciency is reduced for cells with signiﬁcant p-type self-doping [139], see Fig. 2.1
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(b,d). Therefore, perovskite solar cells can be grouped into (Type-1) p-i-n, (Type-2)
p-p-n, (Type-3) n-i-p, (Type-4) n-p-p cells; the corresponding energy band diagrams
are shown in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1. The energy diagram of perovskite solar cells in traditional
structure (PEDOT: PSS/ Perovskite/PCBM): (a) Type-1 (p-i-n) and (b)
Type-2 (p-p-n) and titania-based inverted cells (TiO2 /Perovskite/SpiroOMeTAD): (c) Type-3 (n-i-p) and (d) Type-4 (n-p-p).

Continuity Equations. It has been suggested that the high dielectric constant
of perovskites allows the photogenerated excitons to dissociate immediately into free
carriers [140, 141]. The photo-generated electron and holes then drift and diﬀuse
through the absorber and transport layers before being collected by the contacts.
Consequently, an analytical model can be developed by solving the steady state electron and hole continuity equations within the absorber, namely,
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D

∂ 2 n(x)
∂n(x)
+ µE(x)
+ G(x) − R(x) = 0,
2
∂x
∂ x

(2.1)

D

∂p(x)
∂ 2 p(x)
− µE(x)
+ G(x) − R(x) = 0.
2
∂x
∂ x

(2.2)

Here, n(p) is the electron/hole concentration; D and µ are the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and
mobility, respectively; and G(x) represents the position-dependent photo-generation.
The extraordinarily long diﬀusion length in perovskite [142–144] ensures that one can
ignore carrier recombination within the absorber layer, i.e., R(x) = 0. Finally, E(x)
is the position-resolved electric ﬁeld within the absorber layer.
Position-resolved electrical ﬁeld. As shown in Fig. 2.1, E(x) is a constant
(linear potential proﬁle) for type-1 (n-i-p) and type-3 (p-i-n) cells, i.e., the absence
of doping or trapped charges ensure that E(x) = (Vbi − V )/t0 , where Vbi is the
build-in potential and t0 is the thickness of the intrinsic layer. For type-2 (p-pn) and type -4 (n-p-p) devices, however, numerical simulation shows that the ﬁeld
essentially linear within the depletion region, i.e., E(x) = (1 − x/Wd )Emax (V ), where
Wd is the depletion width and |Emax (V )| = 2(Vbi − V )/Wd (V ); E(x) = 0 in the
neutral region deﬁned by x > Wd . The position-dependent E(x) is reﬂected in the
parabolic potential proﬁles shown in Fig. 2.1 (b) and (d). Our extensive numerical
simulation [138] shows that the photogenerated carriers do not perturb the electric
ﬁeld signiﬁcantly, therefore, the following analysis will presume E(x) is independent
of photogeneration at 1-sun illumination.
Position-resolved generation proﬁle. Neglecting any parasitic reﬂectance
from the back surface, we approximate the generated proﬁle in the absorber layer
as G(x) = Gef f e−x/λave , where Gef f and λave (∼100 nm) are the material speciﬁc
constants, averaged over the solar spectrum. Note that the maximum absorption is
R∞
Gmax = 0 Gef f e−x/λave dx =Gef f λave .
Boundary conditions. Finally, electron and hole transport layers are considered perfect conductors for the majority carriers; while they act as imperfect blocking
layers for the minority carriers, characterized by the eﬀective surface recombination
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velocity Jf (b) = qsf (b) Δn(p). The Δn(p) is the excess minority carrier concentration,
and the sf (b) is the eﬀective surface recombination velocity at the front (back) transport layer, accounting for three recombination processes: 1) carrier escaping from the
wrong contact; 2) recombination due to the interface defects; 3) recombination within
the bulk of the transport layer.
Table 2.1.
Model parameters of Eqs. 2.3 - 2.5 expressed in terms of the physical
; βf (b) ≡ D/(t0 ×
parameters of the cell. Here, (V 0 ≡ q(V − Vbi )/kTp
sf (b) )); m ≡ t0 /λave ; n ≡ Wd (0 V)/t0 ; Δ ≡ 1 − n (Vbi − V )/Vbi ).
The physical meaning of the parameters has been discussed in the
text.
Variables

p-i-n / n-i-p
0

eV −1
V0

1/αf

+ βf

p-p-n

n-p-p
0

Δ×eV +βf (V ≤ Vbi )

Δ + βf (V ≤ Vbi )
0

eV −1
V0

+ βf (V > Vbi )

0

0

eV −1
V0

1/αb

A

αf × (

+ βb

0
1−eV −m

V 0 −m

− βf )

Δ×eV +βb (V ≤ Vbi )
e

V0

−1
V0

Δ + βb (V ≤ Vbi )

+ βb (V > Vbi )
V0

αf × ( m1 (e−m×Δ −

αf × ( em (e−m −

1) − βf ) (V ≤ Vbi )

em×(Δ−1) ) − βf )(V ≤
Vbi )

αf × (
B

αb ×

0

V +m
( 1−e
V 0 +m

− βb )

0
1−eV −m

V 0 −m

− βf ) (V > Vbi )

αb × ( m1 (e−m×(Δ−1) −

αb × ( m1 (1 − em×Δ ) −

e−m ) − βb ) (V ≤ Vbi )

βb ) (V ≤ Vbi )

V 0 +m

αb × ( 1−e
− βb ) (V > Vbi )
V 0 +m

Analytical solutions. Remarkably, Eqns. 2.1 and 2.2 can be solved analytically
to derive the complete current-voltage characteristics of the four types of perovskite
cells, as follows
qV

Jdark = (αf × Jf 0 + αb × Jb0 )(e kT − 1),

(2.3)
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Jphoto = qGmax (A − Be−m ),

(2.4)

Jlight = Jdark + Jphoto .

(2.5)

The parameters of the model, namely, αf (b) , βf (b) , A(B), m, n, and Δ are functions
of the following physical parameters of the cell (see Table 2.1): t0 is the thickness
of the absorber layer; Jf 0(b0) is the dark diode current recombining at the front/back
transport layer; Vbi is the built in potential across the absorber layer; D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient; sf (b) is the eﬀective surface recombination velocity at the front/back
interface; Wd (0 V) is the equilibrium depletion width for self-doped devices; and Gmax
is the maximum absorption. The detailed derivation of the model is summarized in
Appendix A.
Parameter estimation. Among these parameters, Gmax is obtained by integrating the position-dependent photon absorption calculated by the transfer matrix
method (here qGmax = 23 mA/cm2 ) [145]; D ≈ 0.05 cm2 s−1 is known for the material
system for both electron and hole [143]; Vbi can be estimated either by using the
capacitance-voltage characteristics [139] or by using the crossover voltage of the dark
and light IV [42]. The eﬀective surface recombination velocities can be ﬁtted using
the photogenerated current Jphoto = Jlight − Jdark [146]. Finally, we can obtain the
dark diode current Jf 0(b0) by ﬁtting the dark current.
Experimental validation. In order to validate the model, we ﬁt both dark
and light IV characteristics for four diﬀerent perovskite cells using the model as
shown in Fig. 2.2. See Appendix A for the details of the ﬁtting algorithm. Samples
#1 (15.7%) and #2 (11.1%) are solution-based PCBM based architecture (Type1 and Type-2) [138], whereas samples #3 (15.4%) and #4 (8.6%) are titania-based
inverted architecture (Type-3 and Type-4) fabricated by vapor deposition and solution
process, respectively [147]. The ﬁtting parameters obtained for the four samples are
summarized in Table II. Remarkably, the analytical model not only reproduces the key
features of the I-V characteristics of very diﬀerent cell geometries, but also captures
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very well the known physical parameters of the cell (e.g. thickness of the absorber).
Indeed, the error in the power output due to imperfect ﬁtting is less than 0.1%
(absolute) for samples 1-3, and ∼0.5% (absolute) for sample #4.

Fig. 2.2. (a) Samples #1 (Type-1 (p-i-n), Eﬃciency = 15.7%, JSC = 22.7
mA/cm2, VOC = 0.85 V, FF = 81%). (b) Samples #2 (Type-2 (p-p-n),
Eﬃciency = 11.1%, JSC = 21.9 mA/cm2, VOC = 0.75 V, FF = 64%). (c)
Samples #3 (Type-3 (n-i-p), Eﬃciency = 15.4%, JSC = 21.5 mA/cm2,
VOC = 1.07 V, FF = 67%). (d) Samples #4 (Type-4 (n-p-p), Eﬃciency
= 8.6%, JSC = 17.6 mA/cm2, VOC = 0.84 V, FF = 58%). Note that i)
qGmax = 23 mA/cm2 is used. ii) Negligible parasitic resistors (Rseries and
Rshunt ) except in sample #4.

2.2.2

Eﬃciency Analysis and Optimization

Limiting factor (self-doped perovksite) Fig. 2.2 (b,d) shows that the light
IV of the self-doped devices has a steep decrease (∼0 V to 0.5 V) in photocurrent
much before the maximum power point (MPP). Indeed, this characteristic feature can
be correlated to self-doping eﬀects arising from the defects or impurities introduced
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during the manufacture of the cell. Our model interprets this linear decrease in
photocurrent of type-2 and type-4 cells to the well-known voltage-dependent reduction
of Wd (V) (also the charge collection region) of a PN junction. Without a physicsbased model, this feature can be easily mistaken as a parasitic resistance. The selfdoped devices also have an inferior Vbi and greater Jf 0(b0) that leads to a lower VOC ,
compared to the intrinsic cells with the same conﬁguration, see Table 2.2. Hence, the
main factor that limits the performance of samples #2 and #4 is the reduction of
charge collection eﬃciency due to self-doping eﬀect.
Table 2.2.
Extracted physical parameters of samples #1 (Fig 2.2 (a)), #2 (Fig
2.2 (b)), #3 (Fig 2.2 (c)), and #4 (Fig 2.2 (d)).
Sample

#1

#2

#3

#4

Type

p-i-n

p-p-n

n-i-p

n-p-p

t0 (nm)

450

400

310

147

Jf 0

2.7 × 10−12

4.0 × 10−12

1.6 × 10−17

6 × 10−15

4.0 × 10−12

5.0 × 10−12

4.8 × 10−17

4.1 × 10−15

Vbi (V)

0.78

0.67

1

0.75

sf (cm/s)

2.0 × 102

5.0 × 102

1.0 × 104

13.1

sb (cm/s)

19.2

8.6 × 102

5.4

∞

Wd (0 V)

/

300

/

146

(mA/cm2 )
Jb0
(mA/cm2 )

(nm)

Limiting factor (intrinsic perovksite). While examining the intrinsic samples
#1 and #3, we note that #1 has the highest ﬁll-factor (FF), but its VOC is 0.3 V
smaller than that of #3. The reduction in VOC can be explained by lower Vbi and
higher Jf 0(b0) caused by the combination of band misalignment and lower doping con-
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centration in the transport layers of the perovskite cells with the traditional structure,
which is the major performance limitation of #1. Sample #3, on the other hand,
has the lower ﬁll-factor, arising from relatively high eﬀective surface recombination
velocities at both contacts, indicating insuﬃcient blocking of charge loss to the wrong
contact. Even though #1 and #3 have similar eﬃciencies, our model demonstrates
that the fundamental performance limitations are completely diﬀerent.
Physically deﬁned parameters. Using the model, we can also extract the
thicknesses of the four samples, which are in the expected range (∼350 nm 500 nm
for #1 and #3, ∼ 330 nm for #2) [138,147]. Among the samples, there is also a strong
correlation between the absorber thickness t0 and JSC , related to the completeness of
the absorption. Moreover, we observe signiﬁcant shunt resistance (Rshunt = 1 kΩ.cm2 )
in sample #4, which agrees with the reports [147] that thin absorber might lead to
shunting pinholes. Further, except for sample #4, all devices have relatively poor
(high) sf ront , which may be caused by insuﬃcient barrier between PEDOT:PSS and
perovskites [138] as well as poor carrier collection in TiO2 [148–150].
Eﬃciency optimization. Once we extract the physical parameters associated
with high-eﬃciency samples (#1 and #3) with essentially intrinsic absorbers, it is
natural to ask if the eﬃciency can be improved further, and if so, what factors are
most important. The physics-based compact model allows us to explore the phasespace of eﬃciency as a function of various parameters, as follows.
Impact of thickness. For example, while keeping all other parameters equal to
the values extracted in Table 2.2, one can explore the importance of absorber thickness
on cell eﬃciency, see Fig. 2.3. Our model shows that both samples are close to their
optimal thickness, though there is incomplete absorption (JSC < qGmax ). Thinner
absorber cannot absorb light completely, while thicker absorber suppresses charge
collection and degrades the ﬁll factor. This is because the competition between the
surface recombination and the electric ﬁeld determines the carrier collection eﬃciency
near the interface, and electric ﬁeld E = (Vbi − V )/t0 decreases with the thickness.
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To summarize, for the samples considered, thickness optimization would not improve
performance.
Impact of surface recombination velocities. Similarly, we can investigate
the eﬀects of the front/back surface recombination velocities on device eﬃciencies,
with all other parameters kept ﬁxed to those in Table 2.2. The deduced surface
recombination velocities for samples #1 and #3 are listed in Table 2.2 as well as
labeled as black dots in Fig. 2.4. The results suggests that, in principle, improving
the front surface recombination velocities by two orders of magnitude can boost the
eﬃciency by ∼3% and even ∼5% for samples #1 and #3, respectively. Any potential
improvement in the back selective blocking layer, however, oﬀers very little gain, since
most of the photo-generation occurs close to the front contact. Hence, engineering the
front transport layer would be essential for further improvement of cell eﬃciencies.
Design toward thermodynamic limit. But even with the optimal surface
recombination velocities, we are still not close to the thermodynamic limit (∼30%), see
Fig. 2.4. Towards this goal, one must improve the JSC , FF, and VOC (thermodynamic
limit: JSC ∼26 mA/cm2, FF ∼90%, VOC ∼1.3 V [24]). One may reduce the parasitic
absorption loss in the transport layers, which can increase Gmax in Eqn. 2.4, to
improve the JSC ; one may still improve the FF by increasing the charge diﬀusion
coeﬃcient D, since it is mainly the variable βf (b) = D/(to × sf (b) ) that determines

Fig. 2.3. (a) Eﬃciency vs. absorber thickness for samples #1 and #3.
(b) Fill factor vs. absorber thickness for samples #1 and #3.
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Fig. 2.4. (a) Contour plot of the front/back surface recombination velocities vs. eﬃciency for sample #1. (b) Contour plot of the front/back
surface recombination velocities vs. eﬃciency for sample #3.

the FF; one may also increase the built-in potential Vbi , through adjusting the band
alignment at the interface as well as increasing the doping of the transport layers, to
improve the VOC .
Hysteresis eﬀect. Finally, it is also important to discuss the hysteresis eﬀect
observed in the J-V characteristics, which can be an important concern for the inverted structure shown in Fig. 2.1 (c, d)). The phenomenon arises primarily from
by trapping/detrapping of defects within the oxide or at the oxide/perovskite interface [148, 149]. Reassuringly, recent results show that process-improvements, such as
Li-treatment of TiO2 , can suppress/eliminate hysteresis, see [151]. Moreover, cells
with the traditional structures (oxide-free, as in Fig. 2.1 (a, b)) show very little hysteresis [138, 152]. Given the fact that hysteresis eﬀects will be eventually minimized
once perovskites are mature enough for integration in modules, the compact model
proposed in this section does not account for the eﬀect of hysteresis explicitly.
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2.3

Copper Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) Solar Cell
Next, we will discuss the physics-based model developed for CIGS solar cells, a

commercially available technology. This section will start with the forward IV model
then extend to the reverse breakdown regime. Our model is capable of capturing the
salient temperature- and illumination- dependencies of IV characteristics, thereby
it can be integrated into an opto-electro-thermal coupled framework to understand
PV self-heating. The statistical distribution of shunt current is also included for
simulating the variability that contributes the cell-to-module eﬃciency gap [132].

2.3.1

Forward IV — Voltage-Dependent Carrier Collection

The model describing the forward IV comprises of photocurrent (JP hoto ), diode
current (JDiode ), and parasitic components (RSeries and JShunt ), see Fig. 2.5(c). We
will discuss their physical interpretation and mathematical formulation sequentially
as follows.

Photocurrent (JP hoto )
Cell conﬁguration. A typical CIGS cell consists of a ZnO window layer (∼200
nm), an ultrathin (∼50 nm) but large-bandgap CdS buﬀer layer, stacked on top
of a thick (1 to 3 µm) CIGS absorber layer [153]; see Fig. 2.5(b). JP hoto can be
obtained analytically by solving the position-dependent continuity equations only for
the photo-generated carriers [154, 155], namely,
∂nGen (pGen )
∂ 2 nGen (pgen )
D
+
µE
(x)
+ G (x) − RGen (x) = 0,
∂x
∂x2

JP hoto,n(p) = qµE (x) nGen (pGen ) ± qD

∂nGen (pGen )
.
∂x

(2.6)

(2.7)

Here, nGen (pGen ) is the generated electron (hole) concentration; D and µ are the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient and mobility, respectively; G(x) represents the position-resolved
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Fig. 2.5. (a) The exponential generation proﬁle in the CIGS absorber
layer. (b) The energy band diagram of a typical CIGS cell. The boundary conditions labeled here are only for the generated carriers. (c) The
equivalent circuit diagram for CIGS solar cells. The parameters and analytical equations for each element are summarized in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.

generation, as in Fig. 2.5(a); and RGen (x) is the bulk (radiative, Auger, ShockleyRead-Hall) recombination of the photo-generated carriers before they are collected by
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the contacts. Note that RGen (x) is the diﬀerence of bulk recombination rates under
light and dark conditions (RGen (x) = RLight (x) − RDark (x)). Finally, E (x) is the
position-dependent electric ﬁeld within the absorber layer.
Key model assumptions. Equations 2.6 and 2.7 are coupled nonlinear equations, amenable only to numerical solutions, as with ADEPT [156] or Sentaurus [157].
However, with two simpliﬁcations related to G (x) /Rgen (x) and the ﬁeld-dependent
carrier collection, we can solve the equation analytically, as follows.
Approximation 1: Recombination-corrected generation. Neglecting parasitic generation in the window and buﬀer layers and reﬂectance from the back metal
contact, Beer’s law allows us to approximate the generated proﬁle in the absorber
layer as G (x) = GEf f e−x/λAve , where GEf f and λAve are the material speciﬁc constants, averaged over the solar spectrum. Therefore, the total photocurrent in the
R∞
absence of bulk recombination is JT ot−P hoto = q 0 GEf f e−x/λAve dx = qGEf f λAve .
The recombination term, RGen (x), is determined by nGen (x) and pGen (x) as well as
the carrier lifetime. Using self-consistent optoelectronic numerical simulation, we ﬁnd
Rt
that the generation-induced bulk recombination current (JGen−Rec = o RGen (x)dx) is
voltage-independent and remains a small fraction of the total photocurrent up to opencircuit voltage ( VOC ), see Fig. A.9(a). This is because, for V < VOC , RGen occurs
primarily in the quasi-neutral bulk region, where the bulk recombination is voltageindependent; see Fig. A.8. In addition, JGen−Rec scales linearly with JT ot−P hoto
under diﬀerent illumination intensities (JGen−Rec = a × JT ot−P hoto , a ≈ 5%) as
shown in Fig. A4(b). Therefore, we can account for RGen (x) in Eqn. 2.6 by normalizing the generation proﬁle to G0 (x) = GEf f 0 e−x/λAve so that the short-circuit
0
current,JSC = JT ot−P hoto − JGen−Rec = qGEf
f λAve . Consequently, Eqn. 2.6 can be

rewritten as

D

∂nGen (pGen )
∂ 2 nGen (pGen )
+ µE (x)
+ G0 (x) = 0.
2
∂x
∂x

(2.8)

Approximation 2: Linearity of the electric ﬁeld We can further simplify
Eqn. 2.8 by carefully analyzing the electric ﬁeld, E (x) , from numerical simulation.
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Speciﬁcally, numerical simulation shows that within the p-type absorber, E (x) is
linear inside the depletion region (x≤W ), i.e., E (x) = [1 − x/W (V )] E M ax (V ) , but
vanishes beyond it (x >W (V )). Here, W is the depletion width and |EM ax (V )| =
2β (VBi − V ) /W (V ); VBi and V are respectively the total built-in potential and the
bias voltage across both n and p sides of the junction. Since we only consider E(x)
within the p-type absorber, a parameter β is introduced to account for the voltage
partition between absorber and window layers, exactly analogous to voltage partition
between channel and the oxide in a metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitor [158].
Speciﬁcally, with applied voltage V for the entire device, a β × V drops across the
absorber layer, while (1−β) × V drops across the window and buﬀer layers. Our
detailed numerical simulation shows that photo-generation up to one-sun illumination
does not signiﬁcantly perturb the electric ﬁeld; therefore, E(x) in Eqn. 2.8 is assumed
to be independent of illumination intensity.
Boundary conditions. Finally, one needs to set the boundary conditions to
solve Eqns. 2.7 and 2.8. For electrons, the photocurrent at the interface between the
buﬀer and absorber layers (see Fig. 2.5(b)) is given by JP hoto,n = −q × sn × nGen ,
where sn = vR e−ΔEC /kT deﬁnes the interface thermionic-emission velocity and ΔEC
is the conduction band oﬀset and vR is the Richardson velocity [155]; large ΔEC
reduces the thermionic velocity; the reduced carrier-collection eﬃciency distorts the IV characteristics [159]. For holes, the valence band oﬀset ΔEV at the buﬀer/absorber
interface is presumed to be large enough so that Jp = 0; see Fig. 2.5(b). The back
contact at x = t is treated as an ideal ohmic contact (negligible Schottky barrier)
for both electrons and holes, so that nGen = pGen = 0, as shown in Fig. 2.5(b).
The assumption of a Schottky-barrier-free back contact is supported by experimental
observations [160–162]. If needed, a back-to-back diode circuit can be added to this
model to account for the Schottky barrier [163].
Analytical solution. Integrating G0 (x), E (x), two aforementioned assumptions,
and the ﬂux boundary conditions into Eqns. 2.7 and 2.8, we obtain the solution of
the photocurrent as
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JP hoto = JSC × fOpt × fColl ,

fOpt ≡ 1−

(2.9)

λAve
t − W (V )
t
(exp(−
)−exp(−
)),
λAve
W (V )
λAve

fColl ≡ (1+

vDif f
Bi −V )
sn ×exp( qβ(VkT
)

)

−1

.

(2.10)

(2.11)

The parameters in Eqns. 2.9 to 2.11 are physical and can be calibrated using independent measurements. For example, t is the thickness of the CIGS layer, and W (V ) and
VBi can be estimated from the Mott-Schottky analysis of capacitance-voltage (C-V)
measurements.
Equation interpretation. Notwithstanding their apparent complexity, Eqns.
2.9 to 2.11 can be explained in simple terms. For example, Eqn. 2.10 determines the
total optical absorption in the solar cell. So if the cell thickness t is on the order of
λAve (t ≈ λAve ) , then fOpt < 1, indicating incomplete absorption of photons. The
formulation of Eqn. 2.10 also ensures that the optical eﬃciency, fOpt , is bounded between 0 and 1 for any combination of λAve , W (V ), and t (> W (V )). Similarly, Eqn.
2.11 governs the eﬃciency of carrier collection fColl . In Eqn. 2.11 , vDif f ≡

D
t−WDelp (V )

is the diﬀusion velocity in the quasi-neutral region and sn ≡ vR e−ΔEC /kT is the interface thermionic-emission velocity for electrons at the heterojunction. Hence, Eqn.
2.11 balances two competing transport processes of the photogenerated electrons: 1)
ﬁeld-assisted drift toward the heterojunction interface followed by thermionic emission
to the front contact, and 2) back-diﬀusion through the quasi-neutral region followed
by recombination at the “wrong” (back) contact. Increasing forward-bias V reduces
the depletion ﬁeld, resulting in the increasing fraction of electrons diﬀusing to the
back contact and recombining there instead of contributing to photocurrent; correspondingly, the collection eﬃciency, fColl , decreases. Recall that the carrier loss due
to bulk recombination is explicitly accounted for in the normalized generation proﬁle
in Eqn. 2.8, which assumes t  W (V ).
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Model simpliﬁcation. For practical CIGS cells [153], t  λAve , t  W (V ),
and ηOpt → 1. With these approximations, the photocurrent simpliﬁes to

JP hoto ' JSC
Here, αC ≈

D
t×sn

≡

vDif f
,
sn

1
Bi −V )
)
1+αC ×exp( qβ(VkT

.

(2.12)

which is the ratio between diﬀusion velocity and thermionic-

emission velocity. Equation 2.12 implies that, for high-quality CIGS cells, the heterojunction (accounted in αC ) is the main cause for voltage-dependent carrier collection,
which is in agreement with [42, 164]. Equation 2.12 is a simpliﬁed version of Eqns.
2.9 to 2.11 preferred for use in large-scale module simulation for numerical speed and
robustness.
Comparison to previous models. It is interesting to compare Eqn. 2.12 to
previously published equations (Eqn. 2 in [45] and Eqn. 3 in [165]), i.e., JP hoto '
JSC (1 −

exp(−WDelp (V )/λAve )
),
LDif f /λAve +1

where LDif f is the carrier diﬀusion length. The equation

implies that if LDif f → ∞ (no bulk recombination), then JP hoto equals JSC , independent of bias voltage. The detailed simulation in [42], however, shows that even
in the absence of bulk recombination, JP hoto in heterojunction devices should be zero
at V =VBi due to carrier partition, consistent with Eqn. 2.12 (JP hoto ' 0 at V =VBi
given αC  1). Hence, Eqn. 2.12 is an improvement upon the equation in [45, 165],
because the physics of carrier partition between drift and diﬀusion in the forward bias
was captured.
Temperature and illumination dependencies. Let us consider the temperature and intensity dependencies of JP hoto (IL, T ). Among the four parameters of the
photocurrent in Eqn. 2.12, ﬁrst, Jsc is proportional to IL, but is essentially independent of T because the bandgap of CIGS is not temperature sensitive [166]. Our
measurements support this assertion (see Sec. III): Jsc of our CIGS solar samples is
measured to be temperature independent within the temperature range of interest
(260 K to 360 K), which agrees with [167, 168]. Second, the T dependency of VBi
of a heterojunction can be analytically described in terms of the bandgap, EG , and
the conduction band oﬀset, ΔEC ; see [169]. Third, the T dependency of αc in Eqn.
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2.12 can be approximated as αc ∼ eΔEC /kT , because αc is proportional to 1/sn and
sn ∼ e−ΔEC /kT . Fourth, the voltage partition factor β is assumed to be temperature
independent, because doping density does not change signiﬁcantly in the temperature range of interest. Note that the temperature and irradiance dependencies of
photocurrent in Eqn. 2.12 are handled implicitly through the dependencies of its
underlying variables.

Diode Current (JDiode )
Equation for diode current. One also has to obtain the analytical description
of JDiode in Fig. 2.5(c) to complete the model. The complexity of the diode current
depends on the solar cell type. For example, the 5-parameter model shows that diode
current in a p-n junction cell can be described by two exponential terms with ideality
factors 1 and 2, respectively [40]. The dark currents in p-i-n cells (e.g., perovskite,
a-Si) are more complex, but can nonetheless be derived analytically [52, 135, 170].
Although a similar approach can be used to derive the diode current for heterojunction
cells (e.g., HIT [164]), two considerations simplify the problem signiﬁcantly. First,
numerical simulation shows that the diode current is independent of illumination (up
to 1 sun; see Fig. A.6), which has been supported by our experimental results (see
Fig. A.7). Second, numerical simulation and experimental data for a variety of cells
also show that the voltage dependence of the diode current can be expressed as

JDiode = J0 (T )(exp(

qV
) − 1).
N (T ) kT

(2.13)

Here, J0 (T ) is the temperature-dependent reverse saturation current, which is directly
related to the bandgap and carrier diﬀusion length of the absorber; N is the ideality
factor ranging from 1–2, depending on the distribution of defects.
Temperature dependency of diode current. Regarding the two parameters
(J0 and N ) of the diode current in Eqn. 2.13, there have been extensive studies
regarding their temperature dependencies [171, 172]. It has been argued that J0 is
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linear with e−EG /N (T )kT and 1/N (T ) = 1/2 × (1 + T /T ∗ ) (assuming no tunneling),
where EG is the absorber bandgap, and kT ∗ (ranging from 30 meV to 150 meV) is the
characteristic slope of the exponentially distributed defects in the absorber. Large
kT ∗ indicates that most of the recombination in the depletion region is through the
mid-bandgap defects, giving an ideality factor N = 2. Small kT ∗ corresponds to
signiﬁcant density of states of the shallow-level defects close to the valence band;
carrier recombination due to such shallow defects gives N = 1.

Series and Shunt Resistances (RSeries and JShunt )
Series resistance. As shown in Fig. 2.5(c), one must specify shunt and series resistances to complete the model, because they contribute parasitic power loss
and increase the cell-to-module eﬃciency gap. The series resistance depends on the
resistivity and thickness of the transparent conductive oxide (TCO) as well as the
geometry of the cell [80] and the bulk resistivity of the absorber. It has been shown
in [55] that the resistive loss due to 3-D current ﬂow through the TCO layer and
the bulk absorber in a solar cell can be modelled by a single resistor, Rseries . Hence,
Rseries in Fig. 2.5(c) can be easily speciﬁed from measurements [173].
Nonlinearity of shunt conduction. Next, let us consider the shunt current.
In Si cells, Rshunt is modeled as a symmetric linear resistor. For thin-ﬁlm solar cells,
shunt current is also symmetric, but conduction is typically non-ohmic due to spacecharge-limited (SCL) transport across the absorber layer [56, 57]. A careful examination of the experimental data [56] of CIGS cells shows that transport transitions
from linear to nonlinear shunt current with increasing voltage, namely,

JShunt = GShunt × V + IOShunt × V γ .

(2.14)

where GShunt and IOShunt are the prefactor of the linear and nonlinear shunt current,
respectively, and γ is the power index of SCL transport determined by the defect
distribution in the absorber. It has been shown experimentally that Jshunt depends
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weakly on temperature and illumination [56], so we do not consider it explicitly. Note
that Eq. 2.14 has been applied widely to analyze the performance limit of CIGS solar
cells [132, 174, 175].
Statistical distribution of shunt conduction. Shunt current is of particular
importance for module-level simulation because it is a key source of variability in
individual cells. A recent study has shown that log-normal shunt distribution is
universal in thin-ﬁlm technologies (e.g., CIGS, CdTe, a-Si) [56]. Based on careful
analysis of 34 commercial CIGS cells, we ﬁnd that the log-normal distribution is
justiﬁed here as well (Table Table 2.4 summarizes the key equations). The log-normal
distribution exhibits a long ’tail’ in its probability density function. In a module, the
highly shunted cells at the ’tail’ dissipate power generated by their neighboring good
cells, degrading overall module eﬃciency [132].
The forward IV part of the model in Fig. 2.5 (c) is now fully speciﬁed, and the
temperature/illumination dependencies are summarized in Table 2.4. We will now
validate the model against experimental data.

Experimental Validation and Discussion
Sample preparation. The experiments were based on the standard high-eﬃciency
(∼18%) CIGS samples fabricated at NREL. The CIGS absorbers were prepared by a
co-evaporation method based on the three-stage process, followed by the deposition of
CdS and ZnO layers and Ni/Al grid lines on top of the absorbers [176]. The detailed
fabrication process and characterization results of similar devices from NREL have
been described in [177, 178].
The model validation involves four steps:
1. Measurement: The I-V characteristics of the samples were measured as a function of temperature (282 K to 362 K) and illumination intensities (0 sun to 1
sun).
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Fig. 2.6. The measured I-V (solid lines) vs. the analytical model (symbols)
at diﬀerent temperatures (282 K 364 K) and illumination intensities (0
sun, 0.25 sun, 0.5 sun, and 1 sun). The square symbols denote the ﬁtted
data, whereas the circle symbols are all extrapolated results.

2. Calibration: We ﬁrst ﬁt the dark and light I-V characteristics under 1-sun
illumination at a single temperature (294 K) to Eqns. 2.11 and 2.13 using
a nonlinear least-squares ﬁtting algorithm (’lsqcurveﬁt’ function in Matlab ®
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[179]). The typical numerical range for the initial guess of each parameter is
speciﬁed in Table 2.5. The series and shunt resistance were extracted from the
dark I-V curve using PVanalyzer [173].
3. Prediction: We extrapolated the parameters obtained in step 2 (from I-V at 294
K and 1-sun illumination) to all other temperatures and illumination intensities
by the equations in Table 2.4.
Fitting results. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the model predicts the salient features of
the experimental I-V characteristics at various T and IL remarkably well. The validation suggests a noteworthy fact that a single I-V measurement at room temperature
and 1-sun intensity may be suﬃcient to predict cell response at arbitrary combinations
of T and IL, which is necessary to model cell-to-module gap, modules under partial
shade, and lifetime energy output. Additionally, ﬁnal ﬁtting parameters in Eqns.
2.11 and 2.14 are physically relevant, and they provide insight into the construction
or pathology of the cells under measurement. Note that the analytical equations and
physical parameters are listed in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.

2.3.2

Reverse IV — Light-Enhanced Breakdown

Model Development
The importance of reverse breakdown. Partially shaded solar cells in a module can be stressed into reverse breakdown [52, 180, 181], which results in signiﬁcant
self-heating. Consequently, it is important to include the temperature-dependent
breakdown characteristics in the compact model. Interestingly, recent experiments
[134, 182] show that the breakdown voltage reduces from -6 V in dark to -2 V under
light.
Not avalanche breakdown. Among the various mechanisms, we can exclude
avalanche breakdown for the following reasons: given the doping density of 1014 to 1017
cm−3 [155], the avalanche breakdown voltage is expected to be from -10 V to -100 V,
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Fig. 2.7. Reverse breakdown current via tunneling-assisted Poole-Frenkel
mechanism. (a) In darkness, electrons in the valence band in the absorber
tunnel to the defect level (red) in the buﬀer layer then are emitted to
the conduction and collected by the electrode. (b) The empty defect
state (blue) under illumination allows Poole-Frenkel conduction directly
occurring in the absorber.

which is beyond the magnitudes of both the dark and illuminated breakdown voltages
observed in the experimental data. Also, as shown in Fig. 2.8, the dark and light
breakdown voltages decrease with increasing temperature (i.e. are characterized by a
negative temperature coeﬃcient), inconsistent with avalanche breakdown [155, 183].
Not tunneling breakdown. Similarly, the reverse breakdown cannot be explained by band-to-band tunneling. In general, band-to-band tunneling is described
by a negative temperature coeﬃcient because the bandgap shrinks with increasing
temperature. The short-circuit current in CIGS, however, is independent of temperature, indicating that the bandgap of neither the buﬀer nor the absorber layer
are temperature dependent. Hence, it is unlikely that the reported light-enhanced
breakdown is due to band-to-band tunneling, either.
Poole-Frenkel conduction induced breakdown. Therefore, we propose to
model the reverse breakdown using tunneling-assisted Poole-Frenkel conduction [184],
characterized by low breakdown voltage and negative temperature coeﬃcient. As
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shown in Fig. 2.7, the process of Poole-Frenkel conduction involves the following
steps: (1) electrons tunnel toward a defect level elastically; (2) the high electric ﬁeld
lowers the barrier and the temperature assists electrons to emit into the conduction
band; and ﬁnally, (3) electrons are collected by the contact. The derived equations
and physical parameters based on the Pool-Frenkel model are summarized in Tables
2.4 and 2.5.
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Fig. 2.8. Benchmark results of temperature-dependent CIGS reverse
breakdown IV (solid lines) under (a) dark and (b) light against the compact model (squares). Data was measured at Uppsala University [182],
and temperature varies from 260 K to 340 K with a 20 K interval. (c)
Breakdown voltage of CIGS as a function of illumination intensity. The
solid line is the model and squares are measured data from [182].
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Experimental Validation
After ﬁtting our model to the experimental data from [134, 182], we ﬁnd that
the model is capable of describing the breakdown characteristics as a function of
temperature and voltage under diﬀerent illumination conditions, see Fig. 2.8. The
Poole-Frenkel parameter (J RB0 ∼ e−ET /kT ) depends on the defect level, ET . The
extracted defect level under dark is ET = E C − ET = 1.2 eV, whereas the dominant
defect level under illumination is 0.4 eV. The hypothesis of Poole-Frenkel conduction
to model light-enhanced breakdown must be validated by additional experiments.
The transition for breakdown current as a function of illumination intensities is also
treated empirically. To our best knowledge, however, it is the ﬁrst model that provides
an intuitive and quantitative interpretation of the light-enhanced breakdown, and is
adequate for module-level simulation.

2.3.3

Advantages of Physics-Based Model

A physics-based model is powerful because it makes the following important contributions:
• First, the model can be used as a characterization technique. For example,
among the parameters obtained by ﬁtting the room-temperature data in Fig. 2.6
and Vbi ≈ 0.8 V (in good agreement with the C-V measurement). In additional,
EG = 1.1 eV, consistent with external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) measurement,
and the heterojunction discontinuity for electrons ΔEC = 0.1 eV were used
to extrapolate the I-V data at one sun and 298 K to arbitrary temperatures
and illumination intensities. Hence, the model provides a means to calibrate
physical parameters without performing C-V or EQE measurements. Indeed,
parameters such as ΔEC are critical, but are diﬃcult to measure by other ways.
• Second, the model allows us to predict eﬃciency at diﬀerent temperatures and
the temperature coeﬃcient of the maximum output power without performing
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temperature-dependent light I-V measurement. Excellent agreement is obtained
between two sets of experimental data and the analytical model; see Fig. 2.9
and Table 2.3. Note that, unlike [185], there are no empirical ﬁtting parameters
to account for the T and IL dependencies in this work and the model does not
necessarily need to be calibrated against T -IL data. Therefore, this model can
be directly incorporated into a system-level simulation framework to physically
predict the performance of CIGS-based solar modules under diﬀerent ambient
temperature and solar irradiance. Together with the model of module lifetime
from [54], the simulation framework can also estimate the long-term energy gain
of CIGS solar modules for various geographic locations and weather conditions,
which provides useful projection and guidance for large-scale PV installations.
• Third and ﬁnally, the model supports the development of an electro-thermal
coupled simulation framework for solar modules. Equivalent circuits based on
this model, which can accurately describe the temperature-dependent I-V characteristics at the cell level, can be integrated into a large-scale circuit network
to self-consistently simulate the internal electrical and thermal distribution of a
module. We will demonstrate such an application by modeling shadow-induced
self-heating in CIGS modules in Sec. 3.3.2, and the simulation framework is
also transferrable to interpret thermographic imaging for characterizing solar
modules [186].

Table 2.3.
Measured and simulated temperature coeﬃcients with uncertainties
for Pmax of the two NREL samples.
Pmax Temp. Coeﬀ.

Sample #1

Sample #2

Measurement

−0.38 ± 0.04

−0.40 ± 0.05

Analytical Model

−0.38 ± 0.04

−0.39 ± 0.07
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Fig. 2.9. Power conversion eﬃciency (PCE) of sample # 1 (square) and
sample # 2 (circle) vs. the analytical model (solid and dashed lines for
#1 and #2, respectively) as a function of temperature.

Model limitations The model, nevertheless, has its limitations. For highly defective CIGS cells, several assumptions in the derivation, e.g., illumination-independent
diode (injection) current, may not be valid [44] and the assumption of voltageindependent generation-induced bulk recombination current is not accurate for lowdoped absorbers with W (V ) ≈ t. In addition, the bias- and light-induced metastability of defect response is not considered in the process of assessing the temperature
and illumination dependencies [187, 188]. Therefore, the model must be used very
carefully for very low-eﬃciency cells, because it is developed based on CIGS cells
with moderately high eﬃciency.

2.4

Conclusions
In this chapter, we provide a comprehensive discussion of two analytical models

designated to perovskite and CIGS solar cells, respectively. The key conclusions
of this chapter for perovskite and CIGS solar cells are respectively summarized as
follows:
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2.4.1

Perovskite Solar Cell:

1. We have derived an analytical model that describes both dark and light currentvoltage characteristics for four diﬀerent types [p-i-n/p-p-n and n-i-p/n-p-p] of
perovskite solar cells.
2. The model provides a simple and complementary approach to characterize, optimize, and screen fabricated cells. Physical parameters that cannot be directly
measured, such as Vbi of a p-i-n device, can also be deduced using the model.
3. Apart from determining the parameters of an existing cell and suggesting opportunities for further improvement, this analytical compact model serves another
fundamental need, namely, the ability to predict the ultimate performance of
the module composed of many individual perovskite cells and closing the cellto-module eﬃciency gap unveiled in [189, 190].

2.4.2

CIGS Solar Cell:

1. The model provides a simple recipe to characterize the physical parameters
(e.g., Vbi ) of CIGS solar cell only from I-V data and to estimate the temperature/illumination coeﬃcients of eﬃciency without performing temperature-and
illumination-dependent measurements.
2. The model can be integrated into an electro-thermal coupled module simulation framework to further investigate and reduce the cell-to-module eﬃciency
gap [39], improve module reliability [50], as well as interpret thermal imaging
measurements of solar modules [186].
3. At the system level, given the climatic and geographic information, the model
can be used to accurately predict the long-term electricity yields for large-scale
PV farms, which can provide guidance on solar installation for a given location.
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Table 2.4.
The equations of the analytical model
Analytical equations for I-V characteristics
1

JP hoto = JSC
1+αc e

qβ(V −Vbi )
kT

qV

JDiode = J0 (e N kT − 1)
JShunt = GShunt × V + IOShunt × V γ
q
q
−V
JBR = JBR,0 × V × exp( kT
)(V < 0)
m
JLight = JP hoto + JDiode + JShunt + JBR
Illumination and temperature dependencies of the parameters
JSC
αc

αc,T

JSC,IL = IL × JSC,one sun
� 1

= αc,300K × exp( ΔEk C 300K
− T1 )

β
VBi

VBi,T =

ΔEC
q

+ EqG

βT = β300K

T
+ 300K
VBi,300K −

ΔEC
q

−

EG
q



kT
T
log(( 300K
)3 )
q

N
J0
JBR,0
JBR,D
JBR,L

J0,T = J0,300

NT = 2/(1 + TT∗ )

EG
1
K × exp( k
N300 K 300


− NT T )
1

K

JBR,0 = JBR,D + tanh(200 × IL) × JBR,L
� 1

E
JBR,D,T = JBR,D,300 K × exp( A,D
− T1 )
k
300 K
� 1

E
1
JBR,L,T = JBR,L,300 K × exp( A,L
−
)
k
300 K
T

m

mT = m300

K

Statistical equation for log-normal shunt distribution
P DF (IOShunt |µ, σ)

1 √
IOShunt σ 2π

)
× exp( −(log(IOShunt
2σ 2

−µ)2

)

−
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Table 2.5.
Deﬁnition and typical values—at room temperature (300 K) and one
sun—for the parameters
Fitting parameters for dark I-V
J0

Diode saturation Current

∼ 10−6 mA/cm2

N

Ideality factor

1–2

GShunt

Prefactor of linear shunt current

0–1 mS/cm2

γ

Power index of log shunt current

2–3

IOShunt

Prefactor of nonlinear shunt current

0–1 mS/(Vγ−1
cm2 )

Fitting parameters for JP hoto = JLight − JDiode
Jsc

Short-circuit current

35 mA/cm2

VBi

Total built-in voltage of the p-n junction

0.6–0.9 V

αc

Ratio between diﬀusion velocity and

50–200

thermionic-emission velocity
Fitting parameter for JBR
JBR,D

Dark breakdown current density prefactor

6.8 × 10−9
mA/cm2

JBR,L

Light breakdown current density prefactor

2.4 × 10−5
mA/cm2

m

Breakdown current index

0.24

Parameters used for extrapolation to arbitrary temperatures
kT ∗

Characteristic slope of the bulk defects

60–200 meV

EG

Bandgap of CIGS

1.0 ∼ 1.4 eV

ΔEC

Conduction band oﬀset between CdS and

0.1 eV

CIGS layers
EA,D

Dark activation energy of breakdown

1.2 eV

EA,L

Light activation energy of breakdown

0.4 eV
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3. SELF-HEATING AND COOLING OF SOLAR
MODULES
3.1

Introduction
Transition In the last chapter, we develop physics-based analytical models that

can describe the temperature- and illumination-dependent IV for solar cells. In this
chapter, our objective is to integrate these compact model into a versatile multiphysics simulation framework to 1) understand the self-heating eﬀect in solar modules
exposed in the ﬁeld and 2) develop self-cooling techniques to reduce the operating
temperature.
Self-heating A typical solar module converts ∼20% of the incoming sunlight into
electricity. Therefore, up to ∼80% of the sunlight may dissipate as heat in the module,
causing undesired self-heating as well as performance degradation [29]. Depending
on the environment, the average temperature of a solar module can be 20 ◦ C – 40
◦

C higher than the ambient. Furthermore, self-heating worsens when modules are

subject to partial shading (i.e., elevate the temperature up to 80 ◦ C), which has been
experimentally conﬁrmed. Such high temperature can abruptly damage the physical
and chemical properties of semiconductors and generate shunt defects, which will
reduce the ﬁll-factor of solar modules substantially [191].
Performance erosion Self-heating of PV modules reduces both the short-term
and long-term power outputs. In the short term, the eﬃciencies of diﬀerent PV technologies decrease with temperature, e.g., the eﬃciency of crystalline Si modules drops
by ∼0.45% for every 1◦ C increase in temperature. In the long term, the reliability of
modules suﬀers from thermally activated degradation processes, such as contact corrosion and polymer degradation, which accelerate at higher temperatures. A recent
survey in India has shown that solar modules in hot climates degrade at ∼1.5 %/year,
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eight times faster than the ones installed in cold climates (∼0.2 %/year) [29]. The
module lifespan was less than 15 years in hot environments, far below the 25-year
standard warranty. As a result, it is important to develop eﬀective cooling schemes
to improve both the short-term and long-term energy yields as discussed in this chapter.
Chapter ﬂow This chapter 1 , as been organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we
discuss the balance of energy ﬂuxes in solar modules by introducing our opto-electrothermal coupled framework. Our framework can predict the degree of self-heating as
well as the spatial distribution thereof. The underlying physics of PV self-heating is
explored in Sec. 3.3. Here, we will explain the intrinsic self-heating (i.e., sub-bandgap
absorption and imperfect thermal radiation) and shading-induced self-heating. Next,
the corresponding optics-based cooling methods (i.e., selective-spectral and radiative cooling) and their impacts on PV performance (PM odule (IL, T, t)) and reliability
(tLif e ) are presented in Sec. 3.4.

3.2

Simulation Framework

3.2.1

Energy Balance for Solar Modules

Energy ﬂuxes. A terrestrial PV module is subject to the following energy ﬂuxes,
see Fig. 3.1: 1) the absorbed solar irradiance, PSun , determined by the solar spectrum
(e.g., AM1.5) as well as the absorptivity of the PV module; 2) the sky cooling, PSky ,
through radiative energy exchange with the atmosphere from the side facing the sky;
3) similarly, cooling due to energy transfer to the ground, PGround from the backside; 4) convective cooling by air at the top and bottom surfaces and conductive heat
transfer through the aluminum frames, PConv(d),top/bottom ; 5) most importantly, the
output power delivered by PV modules to the external load, POut .
1

The contents of this chapter are taken from [136] ©2015 IEEE, [192] ©2017 IEEE
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Glass
Encapsulant

Solar Cell

+

Encapsulant
Backsheet

Ground

Fig. 3.1. Schematic of a terrestrial PV module, where we have identiﬁed
the incoming and outgoing energy ﬂuxes. Eqn. 3.1 summarizes the energybalance equation for the solar module.

Energy-balanced equations. For a thermodynamic system in the steady state,
the incoming and outgoing energy ﬂuxes should balance out to reach equilibrium;
namely,

PSun = PSky + PGround + PConv(d),top + PConv(d),bottom + POut ,

(3.1)

for terrestrial solar modules. Note that each energy ﬂux in (3.1) are determined by the
thermal state and optical properties of the PV modules as well as the outside environment. So one must solve (3.1) opto-electro-thermally and self-consistently to calculate
the steady-state temperature of PV modules. For instance, optically, we calculate
PSun by integrating the measured absorptivity and the solar spectrum. Thermally,
PSky depends on the temperature of PV modules, TP V , and the ambient temperature,
TA , as well as the emissivity of PV modules and atmospheric transmittance in the
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infrared (IR) region. Electrically, the output power, POut , is temperature-dependent
and varies among diﬀerent PV technologies. Finally, the calculated temperature at
equilibrium must give energy ﬂuxes that satisfy (3.1).
Solar absorption. Next, we will discuss the physics and formulation to calculate
each energy ﬂux in Eqn. 3.1. The absorbed sunlight can be written as
∞

Z

dλISun (λ) × ε(λ, θSun ) × cos(θSun ),

PSun =

(3.2)

0

where θsun is the solar incidence angle (θSun = 0o in this work), ISun (λ) is spectral
ﬂux density of the solar spectrum at diﬀerent wavelengths λ and ε(λ, θSun ) is the
absorptivity of solar modules at incidence angle θsun . For conventional solar modules,
ISun (λ) is the AM1.5G spectral density, while AM1.5 D and AM0 spectrums should
be used for concentrated and extraterrestrial PV, respectively.
Sky cooling power. Sky cooling power in Eqn. 3.1 for terrestrial modules is

PSky (TP V , TA ) = PRad (TP V ) − PAtm (TA ) .

(3.3)

In Eqn. 3.3, PRad (TP V ), the thermal emission power radiated from the glass cover
for both terrestrial and extraterrestrial modules can be expressed as
Z
PRad (TP V ) =

∞

Z

dλIBB (TP V , λ) × ε(λ, Ω).

dΩcos(θ)

(3.4)

0

Here, ε(λ, Ω) is the angular emissivity of glass; IBB (T, λ) = (2hc2 /λ5 )/(exp(hc/(λkB T ))−
1) where h is the Plank constant, c is the velocity of light, and kB is the Boltzmann
R 2π
R
R π/2
constant; dΩ = 0 dθsin(θ) 0 dφ is the angular integral over a hemisphere. Similar, PAtm (TA ) which is the thermal radiation from the atmosphere to PV modules
can be written as

Z
PAtm (TA ) =

∞

Z

dλIBB (TA , λ) × ε(λ, Ω) × εAtm (λ, Ω).

dΩcos(θ)

(3.5)

0

Using Kirchhoﬀ’s law and the Beer-Lambert law [193], the angular emissivity of
the atmosphere εAtm (λ, Ω) can be written as εAtm (λ, Ω) = 1 − tAtm (λ)1/cos(θ) , where
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tAtm (λ) is the atmospheric transmittance in the zenith direction in Fig. 3.5. As
pointed out in [193], the downward atmospheric spectrum can be divided into two
sub-spectrums: the ﬁrst one spanning 8-13 µm, and the second involving the rest of
the wavelengths. The 2nd spectrum (outside the 8 -13 µm wavelength range) is emitted
by water vapor and carbon dioxide within the lowest few hundred meters of the sky,
at the local ambient temperature TA . In contrast, the 8 - 13 µm spectrum stems from
the upper part of the troposphere with T < TA . Hence, the atmosphere has lower
spectral emissivity within 8 to 13 µm wavelength, see Fig. 3 in [193]. Because the
emissivity depends on wavelength, we calculate the atmospheric radiation (see Eqn.
3.5) by integrating the Planck’s equation (at TA ) with the atmospheric emissivity,
εAtm (λ, Ω), over the entire IR wavelength range.
Ground radiation. Since wavelength-dependent emissivity of backsheet is not
available, cooling power of thermal radiation exchange between the bottom surface
and the ground (Earth) is calculated using the Stefan–Boltzmann law as

PGround (TP V , TA ) = σεF (TP V 4 − TA 4 ),

(3.6)

where ε is the hemispherical emissivity of the back surface, F is the view factor and σ
is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The ground temperature (could be slightly lower
than TA in practice) is assumed to be the same as the ambient temperature in this
work. The view factor is assumed to be unity for terrestrial (i.e., no tilting) solar
modules in this chapter.
Convective power. The convective cooling power is calculated by

PConv(d) (TP V , TA ) = h × (TP V − TA ) ,

(3.7)

where h is the eﬀective heat transfer coeﬃcient combing the free and forced convection
and conduction. In this chapter, the eﬀective heat transfer coeﬃcient, h, is set to be
same for the top and bottom surfaces of solar modules assuming no tilting.
Electricity output. Finally, the electrical output power POut (TP V ) of the PV
modules is
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POut (TP V ) = POut (300 K) × (1 + β × (TP V − 300 K)).

(3.8)

Here, for a given PV technology, POut (300 K) is the output power at 300 K and β is
the temperature coeﬃcient, which is negative for most solar technologies.
Energy balance. Coupling Eqns. 3.2 to 3.8 into Eqn. 3.1, one can selfconsistently solve the temperature of solar modules under diﬀerent environmental
conditions. Note that, unlike the empirical approaches in [194, 195], the opto-electrothermal simulation framework in this work can physically calculate operating temperature of modules with diﬀerent solar absorbers (e.g. Si, CIGS) and various environment conditions without any ﬁtting parameters.

TPV (K)

340 Bare cells
330

Modules

320
310

Simulation
GaAs CIGS

Si

CdTe

Fig. 3.2. The outdoor operating temperature of bare cells (blue squares)
and encapsulated modules (red circles) of GaAs, CIGS, Si, and CdTe.

Benchmark against experiments. Fig. 3.2 shows the temperature calculated
by our opto-electro-thermal framework for diﬀerent PV technologies under the same
environment conditions (i.e. the wind speed is ∼0.5 m/s giving an eﬀective convective coeﬃcient h=10 W/(K.m2 ) [72]; conductive heat transfer only at the module
edges through metal frames is neglected; the atmospheric transmittance data is in
Fig. 3.5; the ambient temperature TA and solar irradiance are 300 K and 1000 W/m2 ,
respectively;). There are also two interesting observations from the simulated data:
1) the operating temperature varies among diﬀerent PV technologies. Speciﬁcally,
GaAs modules operate at much lower temperature (∼310 K) compared to others.
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Remarkably, our simulation anticipates the following two trends observed in the outdoor tests: (a) commercial GaAs modules operates at lower temperature (∼ 10 K)
compared to Si-based solar cells [62], and (b) an encapsulated module operates at
lower temperature (10-20 K) compared to a bare cell without coverglass [69]. Indeed,
these two observations can be attributed to two important self-heating mechanisms
in photovoltaics: a) parasitic sub-BG absorption and b) imperfect thermal radiation,
which will be discussed in detail in Sec. 3.3.

3.2.2

Electro-Thermal Coupled SPICE Network

Why spatial simulation? So far we have discussed the simulation framework
that only solves for the steady-state operation temperature of solar modules. However,
because of the uniform-heating assumption, this framework can not spatially resolve
the thermal distribution of solar modules caused by partial shading [52] and localized
hot spots [39, 132]. These inhomogeneous self-heating eﬀects, on the other hand, are
very detrimental to PV performance and reliability, and entail a rigorous modeling
approach.
Existing approaches.

Commercial multi-physics simulation softwares, e.g.,

COMSOL [196], have been widely used to simulate spatially-resolved self-heating
[197, 198]. Unfortunately, these softwares charge expensive licensing fees and may
not be ﬁnancially aﬀordable to many researchers. Hence, we have developed an
open-source electro-thermal coupled simulation framework based on Xyce [199], an
open-source parallel SPICE-compatible simulator developed at the Sandia National
Lab. This SPICE-based open-access framework can allow us to investigate the degree
and spatial distribution of the self-heating eﬀects in solar modules.
Simulation method. This framework can be divided into three parts: 1) the
physics-based compact model in Sec. 2.3 that can describe the illumination- and
temperature-dependent IV for CIGS solar cells, 2) an electrical circuit network connects the compact model, 3) a thermal circuit network to calculate the temperature
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Thermal Network
Tambient
REff

RConv

…
Heat Power

Glass

Heat

TCO
Absorber
Back Contact

Electrical Current

Glass

Compact Model

RTCO

…
RBack

RScribe

Electrical Network

Fig. 3.3. The electrical and thermal circuit network setup for monolithic
module simulation. Electrically, one cell is divided into multiple subcells
(represented by the compact model) connected by resistors accounting
for current ﬂow in the TCO (RT CO ) and back contact ((RBack ) layers.
Moreover, each cell is connected through an interface resistor ((RScribe )
at the scribe area. Thermally, heat power from each cell is accounted
by current sources. The heat ﬂow through the glasses, back contacts,
absorbers, etc., is represented by an eﬀective thermal resistor (REF F ).
Finally, all the current sources are connected to the ambient temperature
through the convective thermal resistors (RConv ).

based on the power dissipation (represented as a current source electrically) calculated
from the electrical circuit network, see Fig. 3.3. The simulation ﬂow is as follows:
1. The framework will ﬁrstly calculate the spatial distribution of voltage and current density based on the compact model and electrical circuit network (i.e.,
RT CO , RBack and RScribe ) at an initial temperature guess of 300 K across the
module.
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2. After calculating the electrical proﬁle of the solar module, the framework will
calculate the power dissipation of each sub-cell and then estimate the temperature proﬁle thereof using the thermal circuit network.
3. Since our physics-based compact model can electro-thermal dependent, the
framework will reiterate the electrical and thermal calculation until it converges. Therefore, we can simulate the spatially resolved self-heating eﬀect
in solar module self-consistently.
Transition. In Sec. 3.3.2, we will apply this framework to study the shadinginduced self-heating in thin ﬁlm solar modules extensively and its impacts on the PV
durability.

3.3

Physics of Self-Heating

3.3.1

Intrinsic Self-Heating

Sub-BandGap Absorption
Solar spectrum. The solar irradiance consists of photons ranging from the ultraviolet spectrum (∼4 eV) to near-IR region (∼0.5 eV). In general, however, only
photons with energy above the bandgap excite electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor
to produce electricity. For Si or CIGS solar cells (EG ≈ 1.1 eV), the above-bandgap
spectrum accounts for ∼84% of the incident solar irradiance. A module with ∼18%
eﬃciency converts part of the above-bandgap solar energy into electricity, the rest is
converted to heat through carrier recombination, thermalization, and entropy generation [200]. One way to lower heat generation from above-bandgap photons is to
increase the intrinsic solar cell eﬃciency (by multi-junction design [201], etc.), which
is not discussed in this section because we wish to focus on single-junction cells. On
the other hand, for Si and CIGS, ∼16% of the sunlight consists of photons with energy below the bandgap. Ideally, the sub-BG photons will not be absorbed by solar
cells, rather it should be reﬂected back by the back metal.
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Fig. 3.4. (a) Measured absorptivity for diﬀerent solar absorber materials
vs. photon wavelength (solid lines: above bandgap photons; dashed lines:
below bandgap photons). The pink area is AM1.5G spectrum. (b) Heat
from sub-BG photons for diﬀerent technologies.

Absorptivity measurement. We have measured the absorptivity proﬁle of four
diﬀerent samples, with particular emphasis on the sub-BG spectrum. The optical
measurements were performed using an Agilent-Cary 5000 spectrophotometer (with
an integrating sphere) [202] at NREL. The Si sample was a commercial solar module
from Ref. [62], and GaAs [203], CIGS [177] and CdTe [204] samples were fabricated
at NREL lab. All the cells (except CIGS) had anti-reﬂection coating. The cell-level
measurement, however, may underestimate the parasitic absorption slightly, because
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∼3% of sunlight is absorbed by in the encapsulation layers of a practical module
structure [205]. Otherwise, the absorptivity proﬁle of a module is essentially the same
as that of ARC-coated bare cell, an assertion validated by our numerical modeling
(not shown).
Origins of sub-bandgap absorption. Our measurements of diﬀerent PV technologies, however, show various degrees of sub-BG absorption (dashed lines in Fig.
3.4(a)). Speciﬁcally, Si, CIGS, and CdTe show high sub-BG absorption, while most
of the below-bandgap photons are reﬂected in GaAs. The parasitic absorption may be
attributed to absorbing back metal reﬂector, Urbach tail, and free carrier absorption
by highly-doped layers (emitter and back surface ﬁeld in Si or window and buﬀer
layers in CIGS and CdTe) [60,61,206]. Consequently, a large fraction of the sunlight,
which consists of the sub-BG photons, now heats the solar module, see Fig. 3.4(b).
Comparison of diﬀerent technologies. Among these technologies, GaAs is
almost immune to sub-BG absorption possibly due to the high-quality metal mirror
(gold) and reduced free carrier absorption. The magnitude of sub-BG absorption is
similar between CIGS and Si (∼12 % of the solar irradiance). Interestingly, CdTe has
the largest parasitic absorption (∼30 %) due to its largest bandgap (∼1.5 eV) and
strong absorptivity in the sub-BG spectrum. The consequence of sub-BG absorption
among diﬀerent technologies is reﬂected in Fig. 3.2, i.e., GaAs and CdTe operate at
the lowest and highest temperatures, respectively. Obviously, the sub-BG absorption
is not an intrinsic property of a cell technology (it can be reduced by modifying cell
design, for example); therefore, the purpose of the discussion above is to highlight
the importance of sub-BG absorption in determining the operating temperature of
solar modules. Consequently, it is desired to eliminate the sub-BG absorption, which
contributes substantially to self-heating, but not to the output power. In Sec. 3.4,
we will propose to redesign solar modules optically such that sub-BG photons are
not absorbed. Next, however, we will discuss another source of self-heating, namely,
imperfect thermal radiation of dissipated heat.
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Imperfect Thermal Radiation
Thermal radiation for cooling. Another important factor dictating operating
temperature of PV (TP V ) is the constant exchange of energy between the module and
the surroundings through thermal radiation. Outdoors, solar modules receive thermal
radiation from the sky and the ground; meanwhile, the top (glass) and bottom (polymer backsheet) layers of PV modules radiate to the sky and the ground, respectively.
Based on the fact that the daytime module temperature is higher than the ambient, the net energy exchange from modules to surroundings is positive. Therefore,
the ambient environment cools modules through thermal radiation with a spectrum
peaking in the IR wavelengths. Without the cover-glass, however, solar absorbers can
display very low emissivity in the IR spectrum, see Fig. 3.5. Hence, the amount of
emitted thermal radiation is substantially suppressed for a bare solar cell, resulting
in much higher temperature, as shown in Fig. 3.2. As a result, even though cell-level
measurements are usually conducted indoors with heat sinks to maintain constant
temperature, one must be careful to interpret the results from outdoor cell-level measurements.
Imperfect thermal radiation. Despite the fact that glass and backsheet are
already highly emissive in the IR region, they are still not perfect. The emissivity of
glass is calculated in Fig. 3.5, which shows a drop of the emissivity in the atmospheric
transmission window (blue shaded area). The window corresponds to the wavelength
range (8 µm –13 µm) where the atmosphere is transparent (high transmittance)
to thermal emission. It is also noteworthy that the wavelengths of peak thermal
radiation from many terrestrial objects exactly match the “transparent” window.
In other words, objects on Earth can exchange a large amount of energy with the
cold troposphere (usually 50 K lower than the ambient temperature at sea level)
through these wavelengths. Hence, any dip of the emissivity between 8 µm and 13
µm can lower the cooling power of a thermal emitter. Also, the emissivity of glass
at higher angles reduces rapidly beyond 50o , see Fig. 3.5. Since thermal radiation is
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Fig. 3.5. Simulated emissivity proﬁle of glass at diﬀerent incident angles
using S 4 [207]. The (n, k) data was obtained from [208]. The emissivity of
Si is obtained from [68]. The ideal emissivity for radiative cooling is also
shown here as green line. The blue area is the atmospheric transmittance
in the zenith direction calculated by ATRAN [209] for New Delhi in spring
with perceptible water vapor (PWV) = 18 mm.

hemispheric (integrated with angles from 0o to 90o ), the angle-dependent emissivity of
glass reduces the thermal radiation from solar modules compared to an ideal emitter.
Overall, the calculated average emissivity (hemispherical emissivity) is 0.82 very close
to the commercial solar glass (ε̄ = 0.84) [210], while commercial PVF backsheet has
ε̄ = 0.85 [211], i.e., both have room for improvements. Therefore, it is desirable to reengineer the top and bottom surfaces of solar modules to enhance thermal radiation
for cooling, as we will discuss in Sec. 3.4.

3.3.2

Shading-Induced Self-Heating

What is partial shading? Partial-Shading has long been known as a major
degradation [52, 76]. When shadow is cast by surroundings (e.g., building, vegetation) on a solar module and creates non-uniform illumination , it disrupts the electrical
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Fig. 3.6. IV characteristics of the shaded cell and unshaded cell in a mono9
lithic solar module. Due to series-connected current matching, the shaded
cell is subject to reverse breakdown, thereby signiﬁcant self-heating.

performance of series-connected solar cells. Namely, the current density of the shaded
cell will substantially reduce because of the lost photocurrent, see Fig. 3.6. However,
in a series circuit, the current must be continuous. Therefore, the unshaded cell will
forces the shaded cell into reverse breakdown in order to maintain current continuity.
Consequently, the shaded cell, instead of generating electricity, starts to dissipate heat
and local hot spots ensue. In conventionally silicon solar modules, it is common to
bypass current using a diode under shading and eschew shading-induced self-heating.
The maximum number of silicon cells protected by a single bypass diode protects is
determined by the breakdown voltage, which is typically 24 for a breakdown voltage
of -12 V [212]. Thin ﬁlm solar modules, however, can only have one bypass diode per
module (typically consist of 100+ cells) due to the monolithic structure. The insufﬁcient bypass diode protection renders thin ﬁlm solar modules extremely susceptible
to shading-induced self-heating [191].
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Fig. 3.7. (a) The spatial distribution and opacity of the shadow. Regions 1 and 2 are the shaded and unshaded areas of the ﬁfth shaded cell,
respectively. Region 3 represents the unshaded cells. (b) The voltage distribution of the module. (c) The current distribution of the module. (d)
The temperature proﬁle of the module.

Shading-induced degradation. The elevated temperature causes severe thermal stress on the solar modules, accelerating thermally activated degradation processes, such as contact corrosion. Furthermore, the high temperature resulted from
partial shading can impose detrimental eﬀects on physical and chemical properties of the semiconductor absorbers and cause irreversible eﬃciency loss. As a result, it is crucial to investigate the degree and distribution of shading-induced selfheating, and properly design qualiﬁcation test for commercial solar modules, i.e., IEC
61215 [79, 213].
Simulation demonstration. For demonstration, we simulate a partial-shaded
solar module using the framework developed in Sec. 3.2.2. Fig. 3.7 shows the
simulation response of this partially shaded module, biased at the maximum power
point associated with the unshaded module. For this illustrative example, we assume
that the left half of 5th cell (region 1) is fully shaded, as in Fig. 3.7(a). Since region
1 can no longer produce photocurrent, the need for current continuity with fully
illuminated cells in region 3 require that the shaded cells in regions 1 and 2 be forced
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into reverse breakdown, as shown in Fig. 3.7(b). As shown in Fig. 3.7(c), the current
density is indeed extremely high near the edge between the shaded and unshaded
areas. The reverse voltage at the boundary is high (around -3 V) resulting in large
breakdown current at the illuminated side due to light-enhanced breakdown. The
reverse voltage decreases toward right in region 2; therefore, the breakdown current
reduces away from the interface between regions 1 and 2 as well. Due to lightenhanced breakdown, the current in the unshaded area (region 2) is much higher
than that of the shaded area (region 1); so is the generated heat. Counterintuitively,
the temperature rise is more pronounced in the unshaded half of the shaded cell, even
though the shaded side operates at higher reverse voltage. The spatial redistribution
of the temperature due to partial shading in Fig. 3.7(d) is also in agreement with
Fig. 5 in [52] and more detailed ﬁnite element-based simulation in Ref. [50].
Mitigation methods. Given shading-induced self-heating as this pernicious
phenomenon to PV reliability, there have been several proposed techniques to mitigate
this issue. For example, Dongaonkar et al. [80] redesign the geometry of the module
to enhance the symmetry of shading, i.e., reduce the non-uniformity of shading. Their
results indicate substantial improvement of shading resistance. Silverman et al. [79]
also proposed partial shading aware design at threefold levels: 1) at the cell-level, one
can reduce the absorber thickness to lower the breakdown voltage, whereby reduce
the heat dissipation under shading stress, 2) at the module-level, the module can be
further be divided into submodules connected in parallel by laser scribing, which can
also improve shading durability, and 3) at the system level, by rewiring the module
connection from completely series-connected into partially parallel-connected, one can
circumvent shading-induced thermal stress. Hence, Sec. 3.4 will primarily focus on
how to reduce the intrinsic self-heating phenomenon, namely, sub-bandgap absorption
and imperfect thermal radiation, in solar modules by novel optical designs.
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3.4

Optics-Based Self-Cooling
The optical methods. Thermodynamics dictate that modules must self-heat,

but our focus is on avoidable temperature rise due to a) strong sub-BG absorption, b)
inadequate thermal radiation. To mitigate this parasitic self-heating, we propose two
optics-based cooling methods, namely, selective-spectral cooling and radiative cooling.
We will brieﬂy discuss the practical implementation or the economic viability of these
cooling methods in the 3.4.3; for now, we focus on the eﬀectiveness of the ideal designs
in reducing the module temperature.

3.4.1

Selective Spectral Cooling

Filtering undesired photons. Ideally, since the sub-BG photons do not contribute to the electricity output, they should be reﬂected by the cells or modules.
Instead, our measurements in Fig. 3.4 show a large fraction of sub-BG photons are
absorbed by the cell (e.g., ∼300 W/m2 for CdTe), which in turn heats up the solar
module. Note that the parasitic absorption is related to the intrinsic material properties of PV modules (e.g., free carrier absorption, reﬂection loss), and it is not trivial
to eliminate the parasitic absorption by improving absorber materials. An alternative
approach may involve selective reﬂection the sub-bandgap photons before they enter
the solar absorber by implementing optical ﬁlters or selective mirrors, see Fig. 3.8.
Filter design. Ideally, the optical ﬁlter in Fig. 3.8(a) should be a short-pass
ﬁlter, which only allows photons above EG to pass and reﬂect the rest. Such a ﬁlter
can be realized using quarter-wave stacks [214]. It is important that the ﬁlter does not
interfere with sky-cooling, therefore, the optical ﬁlter should be inserted in between
coverglass and polymer encapsulant. The ﬁlter can also be engineered to reﬂect
the high-energy ultraviolet photons, which does not contribute eﬃciently to carrier
generation, but cause polymer yellowing and encapsulation delamination [215, 216].
We, however, will not study or optimize for the latter.
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Fig. 3.8. Possible implementations of selective-spectral cooling by using a
reﬂective optical ﬁlter or wavelength-selective mirror reﬂector for LCPV.

Other applications. Selective-spectral cooling can also be particularly interesting for low-concentration PV (LCPV) applications, where the heat from sub-BG
photons scales with concentration factor, but without the beneﬁt of active cooling. For
LCPV, side mirrors are used to concentrate sunlight onto PV modules. The widelyused metal-coated mirrors, however, have the disadvantage of reﬂecting the near-IR
sunlight, which is dissipated as heat in PV modules. One potential improvement is
to adopt wavelength-selective mirror using nanophotonics [69,217] or IR transmissive
polymeric ﬁlms [218,219] such that only the useful photons are directed to solar modules and the rest just pass through the mirror, see Fig. 3.8(b). Self-heating due to
sub-BG photons is therefore reduced.

3.4.2

Radiative Cooling

Radiation-enhanced design. As discussed in Sec. 3.3, the top (glass) and
bottom (polymer backsheet) layers of PV modules are not ideal in terms of emitting
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IR thermal radiation to the atmosphere and the ground. Hence, we propose to add
radiative cooler layers to enhance thermal radiation from PV modules to the surroundings, see Fig. 3.9. The radiative cooler on top of the glass should have the ideal
emissivity proﬁle in Fig. 4 for maximum thermal emission, but must be transparent
below 2.5 µm wavelength for solar irradiance. For objects at temperatures close to
300 K, thermal radiation shorter than 2.5 µm wavelength is negligible (∼ 0.02 W/m2
at 340 K). Hence, the transparency shorter than 2.5 µm does not sacriﬁce much radiative cooling power. In principle, such spectral response can be achieved using a
nanophotonic crystal [69, 217]. An ideal blackbody can be used on the back surface
to maximize thermal radiation exchange with the ground, but one can still use the
radiative cooler for the back layer, since its performance is very close to a blackbody
for IR radiation near 300 K. Note that those selective emitters which restrain thermal radiation between 8 m and 13 µm in [193, 220] are not suitable for cooling solar
modules. The hemispherical emissivity of such emitters (ε̄ = 0.32) is far below that
of glass (ε̄ = 0.82) , and actually would lead to higher temperature of solar modules.
Those designs are only of great interest for cooling below the ambient, which solar
modules illuminated under sunlight cannot achieve because solar irradiance (1000
W/m2 ) is greater than thermal radiation of objects at ∼300 K.

3.4.3

Cooling Results and Implications

Ideal conditions. An interesting question is how much temperature reduction
can be obtained by the two aforementioned cooling methods. To answer this question, we explored the cooling eﬀects using our opto-electro-thermal coupled modeling
framework to simulate the one-sun solar module temperatures with and without cooling. The simulation assumes ideal scenarios of the cooling methods (i.e., ideal ﬁlter
with cutoﬀ at EG for selective-spectral cooling and unity IR emissivity for radiative
cooling), which reveals the theoretical maximum reduction of temperature.
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Fig. 3.9. Schematic of a solar module with enhanced radiative cooling.
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Fig. 3.10. Temperature reduction (with respect to module temperatures
in Fig. 3.2) using diﬀerent cooling methods (S. Cooling: selective-spectral
cooling; R. Cooing: radiative cooling; S.& R. Cooling: selective-spectral
cooling and radiative cooling combined) for diﬀerent technologies.

Temperature reduction. Figure 3.10 illustrates the temperature reduction
(ΔTP V ) using the cooling schemes, compared to the module temperatures in Fig.
3.2. One important observation is that the selective-spectral cooling method can re-
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duce module temperatures by ∼4 K for CIGS and Si and ∼8 K for CdTe, but only
∼0.5 K for GaAs. This is because most of the sub-BG photons are already reﬂected
in GaAs and further ﬁltering these photons do not provide eﬃcient cooling. Perfect
radiative cooling provides limited cooling beneﬁts (∼1 K to 2 K reduction) compared
to glass covered modules for all technologies, which agrees with the calculation in [9].
The results indicate that replacing glass (ε̄ = 0.82) and PVF backsheets (ε̄ = 0.85)
with ideal thermal emitters does not result in a large decrease in the temperatures
of conventional terrestrial PV modules. By applying both cooling schemes simultaneously, one can achieve a superposed temperature reduction. The additive cooling
is understandable since these two cooling methods address diﬀerent sources of PV
self-heating, namely, parasitic sub-BG absorption and imperfect thermal radiation.
Environmental factors dictate self-cooling. So far, we have calculated TP V
by assuming the ambient temperature TA = 300 K, an eﬀective convective coeﬃcient
h = 10 W/(K.m2 ) (∼0.5 m/s wind speed), and the atmospheric transmittance for
New Delhi in spring (Fig. 3.5). The remaining question is how environmental factors
change the cooling eﬀect. First, as h increases in a windier condition, more of the
heat is lost through convection. Hence, the eﬀectiveness of spectral and radiative
cooling (reﬂected in absolute Δ TP V ,

see Fig. 3.11(a)) is reduced at higher wind

speeds (higher h), because the excess heat is carried away by convection. Since wind
speed depends on the season and the geographical location (e.g., average monthly
wind-speed in New Delhi is around 4.2 m/s and 0.8 m/s in June and October, respectively [221]), the overall eﬀectiveness of the self-cooling strategies must be evaluated
carefully for a solar farm installed in a given geographical location. Second, at a ﬁxed
wind speed, radiative cooling is more eﬀective in a hotter climate as shown in Fig.
3.11 (b), because thermal radiation power scales with temperature as P ∼ TP V 4 . On
the other hand, intrinsic power loss (e.g., carrier recombination) increases with temperature, leading to more heat dumped from the above-bandgap irradiance. Hence,
reﬂecting the heat power from sub-BG photons, i.e., selective-spectral cooling, is
slightly less eﬀective with increasing TA , as shown in Fig. 3.11 (b). Even though
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selective-spectral and radiative cooling show diﬀerent trends with the ambient temperature, the cooling gain by integrating these cooling methods is almost independent
of TA . Third, the degree of cooling depends on the illumination intensity, see Fig.
3.11 (c). Since the heat dissipated in the module is reduced at lower illumination, the
relative eﬃciency improvement by the proposed cooling techniques is also suppressed
at lower illumination. Finally, the presence of water vapor and CO2 reduces the
transmittance between 8 m and 13 m of the atmosphere, directly suppressing thermal radiation from the glass encapsulation to the outer space [193]. Consequently,
radiative cooling is expected to be less useful in humid and cloudy climates.
Beneﬁts of Cooling. We have demonstrated temperature reduction of the cooling methods on diﬀerent PV technologies. The next obvious question is: how much
energy yield gain can be achieved by cooling PV modules? For Si solar modules in terrestrial environments with an average ambient temperature of 300 K and wind speed
of 0.5 m/s, the highest temperature reduction by applying the cooling methods is 6 K
for Si commercial modules. Given the typical temperature coeﬃcient β ≈ −0.45 %/K
of Si, 6 K can provide 2.7 % improvement to the short-term electricity output, corresponding to 0.5 % absolute increase in the eﬃciency of Si solar modules. Hence, the
proposed cooling methods oﬀer an alternative way to improve the eﬃciencies without
changing the intrinsic material properties of the solar cells.
What about long-term energy gain due to self-cooling? Most degradation processes, such as moisture ingress and potential-induced degradation, are thermally
activated; according to an Arrhenius relationship, the time to failure of solar modules
is proportional to exp(−EA /kB T ), where EA is the eﬀective activation energy and kB
is the Boltzmann constant. Using the calibrated average activation energy, EA = 0.89
eV, accounting for a variety of degradation mechanisms (e.g., corrosion of interconnect, EVA yellowing, potential-induced degradation) [222] and the empirical equation
for lifetime from [93], 6 K reduction in average operating temperature can delay PV
module failure due to thermally activated degradation by up to ∼85%. As a result,
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Fig. 3.11. Temperature reduction of conventional Si modules as a function
of (a) convective coeﬃcient/wind speed, (b) the ambient temperature, and
(c) the illumination intensity. The default environment parameters for this
simulation are TA = 300 K, h = 10 (W/(m2 .K)), and illumination = 1000
W/m2 . The atmospheric transmittance is taken from Fig. 3.5.

selective-spectral and radiative cooling can oﬀer signiﬁcant reliability improvements
and greatly reduce the levelised cost of electricity (LCOE).
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Environmental Factor. So far, the calculation of short- and long-term energy
gains due to cooling has assumed a constant average ambient temperature of 300 K,
solar irradiance of 1000 W/m2 , and wind speed of 0.5 m/s (h = 10 W/(K.m2 )). In
practice, the increase of energy yields of a PV module over the course of an entire year
depends on the local environment (e.g., illumination, wind speed, relative humidity,
and ambient temperature). For example, the eﬀectiveness of selective-spectral and
radiative cooling is reduced at locations with high wind speed, because the module
temperature is already low, and the additional beneﬁts of selective-spectral/radiative
cooling is relatively small. In addition, solar modules installed in environments with
higher humidity and higher ambient temperature degrade substantially faster; hence,
cooling the solar modules will signiﬁcantly enhance the reliability and boost integrated energy yields. Hence, one must properly account for the geographic and temporal variation of the environmental factors to accurately predict all the incremental
electricity yields by adopting the approaches discussed in this section.
Selective-spectral vs. Radiative Cooling. Integrating selective-spectral and
radiative cooling provides the most cooling advantages for solar modules, but one
also needs to consider the feasibility and cost in practice. Zhu [69] has demonstrated
experimentally the use of a photonic crystal (PhC) structure to improve the hemispherical emissivity for radiative cooling but the emissivity still drops substantially
at higher incidence angles (Fig. 3.8 (b) in [69]) and the hemispherical emissivity
is estimated to be around 0.9, still far from unity. The fabrication cost of a nanophotonic structure also makes it an impractical option for large-scale manufacture.
Additionally, though Ref. [68] argues that PhC structure can exhibit hydrophobicity and self-cleaning function, the potential soiling issues from the deep air holes
in PhC still need to be carefully considered especially in environments lack of rain
water. Other high-emissivity coverglass applications have also been explored especially for extraterrestrial PV modules, such as pseudomorphic glass (PMG) [223].
The economic viability of adopting such a glass-technology, especially for large-scale
terrestrial solar farms, remains an interesting open question.
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On the other hand, selective-spectral cooling in general is more beneﬁcial than
radiative cooling, making selective-spectral cooling much more preferable. Optical
ﬁlters with customized wavelength selectivity are commercially available and may
be suitable for large-scale manufacturing. Including additional UV blocking in the
ﬁlter can further prevent performance degradation from yellowing and delamination of
encapsulants [215,216]. The non-ideal sharpening of the ﬁlter which can degrade short
circuit current and the tradeoﬀ between cutoﬀ sharpness and pass-band transmissivity
must be carefully engineered. It also is important to note that the bandgaps of Si and
GaAs decrease with temperature, characterized by the temperature coeﬃcient (-4.73
x 10−4 eV/K for Si and -5.41 x 10−4 eV/K for GaAs), which may aﬀect the optimal
cutoﬀ wavelength of the ﬁlter. The variation of bandgaps, however, is very small
(∼0.01 eV in the temperature range of interest for one-sun solar modules (300 K to
320 K). For concentrated PV with much higher operating temperature, the cutoﬀ of
the ﬁlter has to be optimized carefully to account for the temperature-dependence
of bandgap. Alternative ways for selective-spectral cooling include de-texturing the
front layer or nitridizing the back surface ﬁeld in Si modules, both of which have
been demonstrated experimentally [61, 224]. Hence, selective-spectral cooling can
be more advantageous than radiative cooling for conventional solar modules, unless
cost-friendly cover materials with high IR emissivity and solar transmittance are
discovered. However, radiative cooling could be very eﬀective for extraterrestrial
solar modules in the absence of air convective cooling. Therefore, for both space and
concentrated PV, radiative cooling remains promising to be further explored.

3.5

Conclusions
In this chapter, we discuss the self-heating eﬀect in solar modules and propose

the corresponding remedial self-cooling methods to counteract heating. The main
conclusions of this chapter are:
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1. We develop an opto-electro-thermal coupled simulation framework to ﬁnd the
stead-state operating temperature of solar modules by solving the energy-balance
equation. The results are systemically validated by measurements for a variety
of PV technologies.
2. By integrating the physics-based compact model from Chapter 2 into an eletrothermal coupled circuit network, We create an open-source SPICE-based simulation framework to study the magnitude and spatial proﬁle of non-uniform
self-heating eﬀects for monolithic solar modules.
3. we ﬁnd that the intrinsic self-heating in PV modules has large components due
to parasitic sub-BG absorption and inadequate thermal radiation. These results
are conﬁrmed by measurements of diﬀerent solar technologies (i.e., GaAs, CIGS,
Si and CdTe) and outdoor tests in literature [62, 69].
4. Besides intrinsic self-heating, shading-induced self-heating is also very deleterious to the reliability of solar modules, especially for monolithic solar module
where bypass diode provides limited protection. Our simulation indicates that
partial shading can elevate the temperature of the shaded cell up to 330 K,
greatly accelerating the thermally activated PV degradation processes.
5. To reduce the operating temperature, we have proposed to optically redesign
solar modules by implementing selective-spectral cooling (i.e., eliminate subBG parasitic photon absorption) and radiative cooling (i.e., enhance thermal
radiation to the surroundings).
6. Substantial temperature reduction has been demonstrated in diﬀerent PV technologies based on our self-consistently opto-electro-thermal simulation. Potentially, the temperature reduction can provide 0.5% absolute increase in eﬃciency
and extend the lifetime by 80% for one-sun Si terrestrial solar modules.
7. We also predict that selective cooling is likely to be more cost-competitive as well
as more eﬀective than radiative cooling for conventional solar modules, while
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the prospects of using radiative cooling in concentrated and extraterrestrial
PV remain encouraging. The eﬀectiveness of these cooling methods bring new
potentials to improve reliability and performance of photovoltaics.
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4. FORWARD MODELING OF BIFACIAL SOLAR
MODULES
4.1

Introduction
In the last two chapters, we developed a physics-based modeling framework to

calculate the temperature of a self-heated solar module, and its temperature- and
illumination-dependent performance. In this chapter, we will extend the framework
R 1 Year
to estimate the annual energy yield ( 0
PM odule (IL, T, t)dt) of bifacial solar modules with realistic meteorological data (with hourly/daily/seasonal variations of temperature and illumination).
As mentioned in Sec. 1.4, bifacial solar modules have demonstrated great potential
to oust monofacial modules and further drive down the LCOE of PV. Several groups
have reported on the performance of south-north-facing, optimally tilted, standalone
bifacial solar modules, both numerically [91, 225–227] and experimentally [228, 229].
These studies have shown that the deployment parameters (e.g., elevation, orientation) and the environmental conditions (e.g., irradiance intensity, ground albedo)
dictate the energy output of bifacial solar modules, and the synergistic eﬀects of
these factors ought to be accounted for when evaluating the performance of bifacial
technologies. Unfortunately, these analyses are conﬁned to only a few locations, so
these studies do not oﬀer any guidance regarding the optimized conﬁguration and
the maximum energy output in a global context where irradiance and albedo vary
signiﬁcantly.
Other groups have focused on worldwide studies but conﬁned themselves to speciﬁc conﬁgurations that are not necessarily optimal. For example, Guo et al. [230]
and Ito et al. [231] have presented worldwide analyses of east-west-facing, vertical
bifacial solar modules. These vertical modules reduce soiling/snow losses [232, 233]
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and produce more energy output during peak-energy-consumption hours compared
to their south-north-facing counterparts. Guo et al. concluded that, for an arbitrary
geographic location, an albedo threshold always exists above which vertical bifacial
solar modules will outperform optimally tilted monofacial counterparts.
All these studies, however, conﬁne themselves only to speciﬁc module conﬁgurations [230] or few geographic locations [91]. Consequently, there is still a lack of
understanding in terms of the energy yield and optimization of bifacial module in
a global context. Therefore, a full investigation of this promising technology can be
very valuable to the community. Hence, we provide a global analysis and optimization
of a variety of module conﬁgurations using our comprehensive opto-electro-thermal
simulation framework. Our results reveal that the bifacial gain of ground-mounted
bifacial modules is no more than ∼10% across the globe for an albedo of 0.25, typical
for groundcover of vegetation and soil. On the other hand, increasing albedo to 0.5
using artiﬁcial reﬂectors (e.g., white concrete) can double the bifacial gain to ∼20%;
further, elevating the module 1 m above the ground can improve the bifacial gain to
∼30%. These results highlight the importance of highly reﬂective groundcover and
module elevation for increasing/optimizing bifacial gain.
We also summarize our numerical results into a set of empirical equations that
can analytically and optimally conﬁgure bifacial modules as a function of three design
parameters—elevation (E), azimuth angle (γM ), and tilt angle (β)—as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Our optimization results anticipate that for ground-mounted
bifacial modules with an albedo of 0.5, east-west-facing vertically installed bifacial
modules (BiEW ) will outperform south-north-facing optimally tilted (BiSN ) ones by
up to 15% for latitudes within 30o , and vice versa for latitudes above 30o . In summary,
our work oﬀers a global perspective on standalone bifacial solar modules to facilitate
a more detailed LCOE calculation of this technology [234, 235].
This chapter 1 is organized as follows: Section 4.2 introduces the simulation framework. Section 4.3 presents the global performance of bifacial solar modules for various
1

The contents of this chapter are taken from [236]
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deployment scenarios. Section 4.4 shows the derivation of a set of empirical equations
that can analytically optimize bifacial solar modules for any arbitrary geographic
location. Finally, Section 4.5 provides some concluding thoughts.
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Fig. 4.1. The three parameters discussed in this chapter to optimize bifacial modules.

4.2

Simulation Framework

4.2.1

Irradiance Model

Solar Path. First, we begin by calculating the position of the sun, i.e., the solar
path, which is a prerequisite to obtaining the insolation and its collection by solar
modules. In this section, we use NREL’s solar position algorithm [237] implemented
in the Sandia PV modeling library [238] to simulate the solar path—speciﬁcally,
the solar zenith (θZ ) and azimuth (γS ) angles at any arbitrary time and geographic
location.
Simulate GHI. Next, we estimate the intensity of solar irradiance as follows.
First, we calculate the intensity of global horizontal irradiance (GHI or IGHI ) on
a minute-by-minute basis by inputting the solar path into the Haurwitz clear-sky
model [239–241] implemented in PVLIB [238]. The clear-sky model assumes an idealized atmospheric condition (i.e., high irradiance transmission), which exists only
for certain locations and weather conditions. Therefore, directly applying the clearsky model often results in an overestimation of solar insolation. Fortunately, the
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NASA Surface Meteorology and Solar Energy database [242] provides open access
to the satellite-derived 22-year monthly average insolation on a horizontal surface
(kWh/(m2 day)), InHor , with a spatial resolution of 1 × 1 degree (latitude and longitude). The challenge here is that the database only provides monthly average
irradiance, while accurate simulation of PV output necessitates a higher temporal
resolution. Therefore, it is imperative to convert this monthly average into a minuteby-minute basis (given by the clear-sky model). To do so, we ﬁrst assume constant
daily horizontal insolation within a given month, and for each day thereof, we scale
the minute-by-minute simulated IGHI,clear−sky to the average insolation InHor to obR
tain the ﬁnal IGHI following IGHI = IGHI,clear−sky × (InHor / IGHI,clear−sky dt). Consequently, our approach allows us to simulate IGHI while fully accounting for the
geographic and climatic factors.
Irradiance Decomposition. The calculated IGHI must be further decomposed
into two segaments: a) direct normal irradiance (DNI or IDN I ) and b) diﬀuse horizontal irradiance (DHI or IDHI ). The relationshp between these irradiance components
can be expressed as follows:

IGHI = IDN I × cos (θZ ) + IDHI .

(4.1)

Next, given the minute-by-minute sky clearness index kT (M ) , we use the Orgill and
Hollands model [243] to empirically estimate IDN I and IDHI from IGHI . Speciﬁcally,
the clearness index is deﬁned as the ratio between IGHI and extraterrestrial irrdiance
(I0 ) on a horizontal surface, i.e., kT (M ) = IGHI /(I0 × cos (θZ ) ), where IGHI is already
known and I0 can be analytically computed based on the day of year (DOY) [244,245].
Inputting kT (M ) into the Orgill and Hollands model, we can decompose IGHI into
IDN I and IDHI . An example of the simulated irradiances at Washington DC (38.9o
N and 77.03o W) on June 10th is shown in Fig. 4.2. Other empirical models have
also been proposed for GHI decomposition [246–248], but they produce comparable
results [249]. The conclusions therefore are not aﬀected by the model selection herein.
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Fig. 4.2. Global horizontal irradiance (GHI), direct normal irradiance
(DNI), diﬀuse horizontal irradiance (DHI) at Washington, DC (38.9o N
and 77.03o W) on June 10th .

Next, we model the angular contributions of IDHI obtained earlier. Note that the
angular distribution of IDHI is strongly correlated to the clearness index [92]. The
diﬀuse irradiance that subtends the angular region adjacent to IDN I is referred as the
circumsolar irradiance IDif f (C) . IDif f (C) results from light scattering by aerosols particularly prevalent under clear sky. The diﬀuse irradiance that emerges from the Earth
horizon at θZ = 90o is called horizon brightening IDif f (H) and is caused by the Earth
albedo irradiance. Both IDif f (C) and IDif f (H) are then superimposed on an isotropic
diﬀuse irradiance background IDif f (Iso) to form an overall anisotropic diﬀuse irradiance spectrum [250]. The anisotropicity of the diﬀuse irradiance has a vital impact
on the performance of solar modules due to the angularly dependent self-shading and
light collection. Hence, we need to adopt the angle-dependent Perez model [250, 251]
obtained from [238] to decompose IGHI to correct for the overoptimistic estimation
of PV energy production associated with a simpler isotropic model [92].
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4.2.2

Light-Collection Model

After calculating the irradiance, the second step involves calculating the integrated
light collection by a solar module arising from each irradiance component, i.e., direct,
diﬀuse, and albedo light, as depicted in Fig. 4.1. In our view-factor based approach,
we consider a single standalone module in two dimensions, which is equivalent to an
inﬁnitely long row of modules in three dimensions.
Direct Irradiance. To evaluate the contribution of the direct irradiance IDN I ,
we ﬁrst need to know the angle of incidence (AOI ) between IDN I and the front/rear
surface of a solar module. Fortunately, AOI can be analytically calculated based on
the solar θZ and γS angles as well as the tilt (β) and azimuth (γM ) angles of the solar
module, expressed as

AOI = cos−1 {cos (θZ ) × cos (β) + sin (θZ ) × sin (β) × cos (γS − γM ) } .

(4.2)

For a bifacial solar module, the tilt βRear and azimuth γM (Rear) angles of the rear side
are (180o − βF ront ) and (γM (F ront) + 180o ), respectively. Finally, the illumination by
IDN I on both the front and rear sides of solar modules can be estimated as follows:

IP V :Dir(F ront/Rear) = (1 − RLoss ) × cos(AOI (F ront/Rear) ) × IDN I ,

(4.3)

where RLoss is the angle-dependent reﬂection loss from the module surface. Here, we
use a widely applied empricial equation from [230, 251–253] that has demonstrated
great accuracy in analytically approximating the angular reﬂectivity.
Tracking System. Because the solar module is not always perfectly aligned with
the solar position (i.e., AOI 6= 0), it can not fully collect the direct irradiance. Solar
trackers, which can continuously align the module with the direction of the direct
irradiance, can recover this loss. For example, assuming that the Sun only moves
from east to west (i.e., on the equator during spring/fall equinox) with a constant
intensity I0 , a dual-axis tracking system (that rotates both the tilt and azimuth angles
of the solar module) can recover
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of the direct light for a horizontal module relative to a ﬁxed-tilt system (t is the
total daytime and θZ changes from 0 to π/2 linearly with time). It should be noted
that tracking systems will provide a lower gain for a tilted solar module, and they
also can not improve the collection of diﬀuse light. Therefore, it is hard to achieve
this gain of 57% in practice. Still, more than half of the utility solar farms (mostly
monofacial modules) in the United States have already implemented either single-axis
(only rotate the tilt angle) or dual-axis trackers [254]. Moreover, Dupuis et al. have
also shown single-axis tracking can boost the energy yield of a bifacial solar module
by up to 23.7% [255]. In spite of the additional cost, integrating bifacial modules with
tracking systems can be a very attractive option to achieve ultra-high energy yields,
and therefore should be thoroughly investigated in the future.
Diﬀuse Irradiance. The calculation of diﬀuse light is more involved than that of
direct light due to the anisotropic angular spectrum consisting of circumsolar, horizon
brightening, and isotropic diﬀuse light. Each of the diﬀuse components requires a
distinct approach to estimate its light collection by solar modules. A complete list of
equations to calculate the contribution from diﬀuse light is given below,

Int
IP V :Dif f (Iso) = (1 − RLoss
) × IDif f (Iso) × V F M →Sky ,

(4.4)

IP V :Dif f (C) = (1 − RLoss ) × IDif f (C) × cos(AOI Cir ),

(4.5)

IP V :Dif f (H) = (1 − RLoss ) × IDif f (H) × sin(θT ),

(4.6)

IP V :Dif f = IP V :Dif f (Iso) + IP V :Dif f (C) + IP V :Dif f (H) ,

(4.7)

where V F M →Sky = (1 + cos (θT ) )/2 is the module-to-sky view factor and AOI Cir is
the angle of incidence for circumsolar diﬀuse light (equal to that of direct light until
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θZ > 850 ). Note, that because IDif f (Iso) is isotropic, rather than for one ﬁxed angle,
Int
in Eqn. 4.4 is the integral of reﬂection losses over the solid-angle window of
RLoss

the isotropic diﬀuse irradiance incident onto the surface (see Eqns. (6a–6c) in [253]).
Equations 4.4 to 4.7 enable us to analytically calculate the diﬀuse illumination on
both the front and rear surfaces of solar modules.
Albedo Irradiance. Light-collection calculation of ground-reﬂected albedo light
requires careful examination of self-shading, i.e., the ground shadow cast by solar modules, which substantially reduces illumination onto the ground, and consequently, the
ground-reﬂected albedo irradiance both on the front and rear sides of a solar module [91, 256]. Since bifacial solar modules do not absorb the infrared sub-bandgap
photons (which potentially can mitigate self-heating, see Chapter 3) [84], only the
visible above-bandgap photons will be self-shaded in the ground shadow. There are
two categories of self-shading eﬀects: 1) self-shaded direct and circumsolar diﬀuse irradiances, and 2) self-shaded isotropic diﬀuse irradiance, both of which are considered
in our calculation as described below.
Dir + DiffCir

Diffiso

𝜃2

𝜃1

x

shaded

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.3. Self-shading of albedo light from (a) direct (IDir) ) and circumsolar diﬀuse light (IDif f (cir) ), and (b) isotropic diﬀuse light (IDif f (iso) ).

Reﬂected Direct and Circumsolar Diﬀuse Irradiance. As shown in Fig.
4.3(a), part of the ground does not receive IDir and IDif f (C) due to self-shading by
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solar modules. Thus, only the unshaded portion of the ground can contribute to the
reﬂected IDir and IDif f (C) albedo light. It can be evaluated by

DN I+Dif f (C)

Int
IP V (F ront/Rear):Alb = (1 − RLoss
) × RA × [IDir × cos(θZ ) + IDif f (C) ] × cos(θZ(Cir) )

×(

1 − cos(θT (F ront/Rear) )
− V Fshaded→F ront/Rear × LShadow /H),
2
(4.8)

where RA is the ground albedo coeﬃcient, θZ(Cir) is the zenith angle of the circumsolar
diﬀuse light (equals θZ until θZ > θZ(M ax) = 85o ), LShadow is the length of the shadow
cast by a solar module, H = 1 m is the module height, and V F shaded→F ront/Rear is
the view factor from the shaded region of the ground to the front/rear side. We
calculate LShadow and V F shaded→F ront/Rear analytically following the methodologies
in [257–259]. Note that the ground in our framework is assumed to be a Lambertian
reﬂector, i.e., an ideal diﬀuse reﬂector with a rough surface that reﬂects the incident
light isotopically. In practice, no surface is purely Lambertian, but instead, they
lie between a Lambertian reﬂector and a specular reﬂector (like a mirror where the
Fresnel law governs reﬂection). Coakley has presented a set of empirical equations
that can model the directional albedo light for a variety of groundcovers [260]. The
impact of this anisotropic albedo light on bifacial modules remains an interesting
open question for future research.
Reﬂected Isotropic Diﬀuse Irradiance. Blocked by solar modules, only a
fraction of isotropic diﬀuse irradiance from the sky can reach to the ground and
be reﬂected, see Fig. 4.3(b). Self-shading due to sky masking of IDif f (Iso) erodes the
albedo collection of solar modules, because IDif f (Iso) depends strongly on the location
of the ground (x) from which the view factor V F x→sky (x) is calculated [251], i.e.,

V F x→sky (x) = 1 − [cos(θ1 ) + cos(θ2 )]/2,

(4.9)

The masking angles θ1 and θ2 at position x are labeled in Fig. 4.3(b). Note
that only a portion of the reﬂected IDif f (Iso) illuminates the rear side of a solar
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module, characterized by the view factor from position x to the front/rear side,
V F x→F ront/Rear (x) = 1 − V F x→Sky (x). Finally, one must integrate the albedo irradiance collected by the solar module over the ground to estimate the total illumination
Dif f (Iso)

Int
IP V (F ront/Rear):Alb = 1/H × (1 − RLoss
) × RA × IDif f (Iso) ×
Z +∞
V F x→sky (x) × V F x→F ront/Rear (x)dx.

(4.10)

−∞

Here, Eqn. 4.10 assumes an inﬁnitely large ground reﬂector, which yields slightly
higher albedo light compared to the ﬁnite ground reﬂector used in [11], [14]. Our
framework is general and can account for ﬁnite ground correction, if needed.
Eventually, the total contribution of the albedo irradiance on the front/rear side
is given by the sum of Eqns. 4.8–4.10:
Dif f (Iso)

DN I+Dif f (C)

IP V (F ront/Rear):Alb = IP V (F ront/Rear):Alb + IP V (F ront/Rear):Alb .

(4.11)

The light-collection model enables us to rigorously calculate the total illumination
on both the front and rear sides of a bifacial solar module by accounting for selfshaded albedo light. Knowing the total amount of light incident on the module, we
next couple this optical illumination to the electro-thermal model of the module to
assess the total energy production by a bifacial solar module. This crucial aspect of
the calculation has sometimes been omitted in various publications [259, 261].

4.2.3

Electro-Thermal Module Model

Power Conversion Eﬃciency. In the third and ﬁnal step of the overall model,
we must convert the incident light into electrical output. In our framework, the energy
conversion from solar illumination into electricity is estimated as follows:

PP V = IP V (F ront) × ηF ront + IP V (Rear) × ηRear ,

(4.12)

wherePP V is total output power by bifacial solar modules, ηF ront and ηRear are the
front- and rear-side eﬃciencies, respectively, and IP V (F ront) and IP V (Rear) denote the
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front- and rear-side illumination of solar modules, respectively. Although the model
is general and can be used for any technology, for illustration, we use the performance
parameters obtained from commercially available bifacial solar module Bi60 manufactured by Prism Solar [262]. Speciﬁcally, the standard test condition (STC) eﬃciency
of the front side for the simulated bifacial module ηF ront(ST C) = 17.4%.The bifaciality of the module, which is deﬁned as the ratio between the rear-side and front-side
eﬃciencies, is ηRear(ST C) /ηF ront(ST C) = 90%, corresponding to ηRear(ST C) = 15.6%.
Electro-Thermal Model. The eﬃciency (η(TM )) of bifacial solar modules in
the ﬁeld also depends on the real-time operating temperature described by

η(TM ) = η(ST C) × {1 + β × (TM − 298 K)}.

(4.13)

Here, β = −0.41%/K is the temperature coeﬃcienct retreived from [262] and TM
is the module temperature. Under solar illumination, self-heating elevates TM above
the ambient temperature TA [192]. Due to the additional rear-side absorption relative
to monofacial, the bifacial module is expected to have greater energy input. However, bifacial modules are more transparent to sub-bandgap photons than monofacial
modules, resulting in less self-heating [84]. Indeed one can solve the energy-balance
equation self-consistently to obtain TM , but this approach is only amenable to numerical methods and is not ideal for large-scale simulation. Hence, we use an analytical
formula developed by Faiman [194] that empirically calculates TM based on the illumination and windspeed as follows:

TM = TA +

IP V (F ront) + IP V (Rear)
,
U0 + U1 × W S

(4.14)

where W S denotes the wind speed that dictates convective cooling; and U0 and U1 are
empirical ﬁtting parameters contingent on module type and deployment (e.g., open
rack and rooftop). Equation 4.14 calculates the module temperature based on both
the front and rear solar absorption, thereby has explicitly considered temperature
variation due to diﬀerent ground albedo (e.g. vegetation vs. concrete). Here, we
calibrate U0 and U1 to the nominal operating cell temperature (N OCT = 47C o ) of the
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Prism Solar Bi60 bifacial solar modules [262]. Global monthly average windspeed and
ambient temperature data sets, also provided by the NASA meteorological database
[242], are used in Eqn. 4.14 to calculate TM , and sequentially, the temperaturecorrected eﬃciency of bifacial solar modules. Note that the windspeed and TA data
in [242] involve monthly averages; in other words, our simulation assumes that the
windspeed and TA are constant within a month. For locations with high intra-day
temperature variation, the results may overestimate the energy yield since the highest
diurnal temperature (when solar modules generate most power) can be higher than the
average (a morning-to-noon temperature diﬀerence up to 45 o C in desert environments
[263]) and therefore signiﬁcantly reduces the eﬃciency. Accounting for the hourly
variation of TA and windspeed will improve the accuracy of the results, which will be
an important aspect of future research on the topic.
Power Loss due to Nonuniform Illumination. As demonstrated by both
simulation and experiments, self-shading can cause spatially nonuniform illumination
on the rear surface of solar modules [91, 264, 265]. Equation 4.12 neglects this additional power loss from non-uniform illumination distribution. Note that elevating
modules above the ground improves the illumination uniformity and reduces the loss
associated with nonuniform illumination. Furthermore, the homogeneous front-side
illumination can also oﬀset the nonuniformity at the rear side and mitigate the corresponding loss. Nonetheless, if needed, the inclusion of such performance degradation
can be easily achieved in our framework by using the analytical method described
in [266].

4.2.4

Simulation Demonstration

To validate the aforementioned comprehensive simulation framework, we benchmark our results against the available data from the literature (including simulation [91] and experiments [229,267]) as well as ﬁeld data measured by NREL. Among
these data sets, Ref. [91] performed sophisticated ray-tracing simulation for optimiz-
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ing annual production of bifacial modules in two diﬀerent locations (i.e., Cairo and
Oslo). Sugibuchi et al. [267] measured bifacial gain with two diﬀerent albedo coefﬁcients (grass versus shell grit), and here, only data from May to August is used
to eliminate snowing eﬀects. The measured data from Ref. [229] was taken at Albuquerque, New Mexico, by the Sandia National Labororaties from 02/2016 to 02/2017,
and it covers variously conﬁgured bifacial modules (e.g., 15o tilted east-west and 30o
tilted south-north facing bifacial modules). Finally, the ﬁeld data recorded by NREL
were taken at Golden, Colorado, dating from 12/2016 to 08/2017. Note that the
geographic locations of our benchmark results span across Asia, Africa, Europe, and
North America.
Remarkably, our results match the bifacial gain reported in the literature within
6.4%. This excellent match was obtained even though our framework uses the NASA
22-year average meteorological database and assumes idealities such as inﬁnite-size
ground reﬂectors and obstruction-free shading. The benchmark results against ﬁeld
measurement are summarized in Table 4.1. The framework allows us to simulate and
optimize the performance of standalone bifacial solar modules with diﬀerent conﬁgurations (e.g., bifaciality, orientation, elevation, albedo) at any arbitrary time and
geographic location. For example, Fig. 4.4 summarizes the simulated output power
of three unique types of solar modules: 1) south-north-facing monofacial (MonoSN ),
2) south-north-facing bifacial (BiSN ), and 3) east-west-facing bifacial (BiEW ). These
modules are all elevated 0.5 m above the ground with an albedo of 0.5 typical for
white concrete. BiEW is tilted 90o , i.e., vertical installation, whereas the tilt angles of MonoSN and BiSN are optimized (for maximum production) at 37o and 48o ,
respectively.
In the following section, we will extend our single-day analysis to the annual
performance of diﬀerently conﬁgured solar modules in a global context, while fully
exploring the eﬀects of self-shading on the performance and optimization of bifacial
solar modules.
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Table 4.1.
Modeling Framework Validation Against Literature
Location

Elevation /

Albedo

(Type)

Height
(Sim.)

Cairo

/

Tilt Angle

Reported

Calculated Diﬀerence

Bifaciality

/ Facing

Bi. Gain

Bi. Gain

1/0.93 (m)

0.2/0.8

26o /South

11.0 %

11.1 %

-0.1 %

(Sim.)

1/0.93 (m)

0.5/0.8

22o /South

24.8 %

25 %

-0.2 %

(Sim.)

0.5/0.93

0.2/0.8

51o /South

10.4 %

13.6 %

-3.2 %

0.2/0.8

47o /South

16.4 %

22.8 %

-6.4 %

0.2/0.95

35o /South

23.3 %

25.7 %

-2.4 %

0.5/0.95

35o /South

8.6 %

13 %

-4.4 %

0.55/0.9

15o /South

32.5** %

30.2 %

2.3 %

0.55/0.9

15o /West

39** %

36.7 %

2.3 %

0.25/0.9

30o /South

19** %

14.6 %

4.4 %

0.25/0.9

90o /South

30.5** %

32.2 %

-1.6 %

0.2/0.6

30o /South

8.3 %

8.6 %

-0.3 %

[91]
Cairo
[91]
Oslo
[91]
Oslo

(m)
(Sim.)

[91]

0.5/0.93
(m)

Hokkaido

*

(Exp.) [267]
Hokkaido

0.5/1.66
(m)

*

0.5/1.66

(Exp.) [267]

(m)

Albuquerque

1.08/0.984

(Exp.) [229]

(m)

Albuquerque

1.08/0.984

(Exp.) [229]

(m)

Albuquerque

1.03/0.984

(Exp.) [229]

(m)

Albuquerque

0.89/0.984

***

(m)

(Exp.)

[229]
Golden

1.02/1.02

(Exp.) ****

(m)

* Only data from May to August were used to eliminate snow eﬀects. ** Average bifacial gain of multiple test modules was used. *** The east-west-facing vertical modules
measurement in [229] shows great discrepancy between two modules; therefor, it is not
included here. **** Bifacial measurement (12/2016 to 08/2017) performed by NREL.
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BiSN
MonoSN
BiEW

Albedo = 0.5
Elevation = 0.5 m

Fig. 4.4. Electricity output of a solar module in three conﬁgurations on
a minute-by-minute basis at Washington, DC (38.9o N and 77.03o W) on
June 10th .

4.3

Global Performance of Bifacial Solar Modules
Global maps of location- and conﬁguration-speciﬁc performance of optimized bi-

facial solar modules have not been reported in the literature. Hence, we apply the rigorous framework presented in Sec. 4.2 to investigate bifacial gain of bifacial modules
relative to their monofacial counterpart worldwide. For concreteness, we will focus
on the worldwide results for three cases: (a) ground mounting with a ground albedo
of 0.25 (natural ground reﬂector such as vegetation and soil), (b) ground mounting
with a ground albedo of 0.5 (white concrete), and (c) 1 m elevation with a ground
albedo of 0.5. Here, we will illustrate that only limited bifacial gain is achievable
across the entire world due to the low albedo of natural groundcover and self-shading
of albedo light; however, one can substantially improve the bifacial gain by deploying
highly reﬂective groundcovers and elevating the modules above the ground to reduce
self-shading. For a comprehensive comparison of bifacial performance, Appendix B
includes an extensive table of global maps of optimal deployment, bifacial gain, and
annual electricity production for a broad range of elevation and ground albedo.
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Bifacial Gain. Bifacial gain is deﬁned by Eqn. 1.2, which measures the improvement of bifacial module over monofacial ones. Figure 4.5(a.2) shows that an albedo
of 0.25 (typical for natural groundcover) results in a bifacial gain of less than 10%
globally, even when the ground-mounted bifacial solar modules have been optimized
for azimuth and tilt angles to maximize annual energy production. The limited bifacial gain herein is attributable to 1) the low ground albedo coeﬃcient as well as 2)
performance erosion due to self-shading. To further improve the bifacial gain, one
must either increase the ground albedo coeﬃcient, elevate modules above ground to
reduce self-shading, or apply both simultaneously. Indeed, our results elucidate that
increasing the ground albedo to 0.5 can boost the bifacial gain of ground-mounted
modules to ∼20% globally, as shown in Fig. 4.5(b.2). The substantial improvement
of bifacial gain encourages the development of cost-eﬀective artiﬁcial ground reﬂectors to supersede natural groundcovers. In addition, our simulation also predicts that
elevating the module 1 m above the ground can further increase the bifacial gain to
∼30% by recovering self-shading induced losses, see Fig. 4.5(c.2). However, elevating
modules can result in additional installation cost; so, careful optimization of module
elevation is required to maximize the bifacial gain while restraining installation cost.
In the next section, we will derive a set of empirical rules to calculate the optimum
elevation analytically.
Clearness Index. The performance of bifacial solar modules also depends on the
local climatic condition, i.e., the annual sky clearness index kT(A) , which indicates the
amount of extraterrestrial irradiance transmitting through the atmosphere and reaching to the ground. Interestingly, bifacial gain decreases with clearness index, i.e., the
absolute bifacial gain is ∼5% higher in Shanghai than Cairo as shown in Fig. 4.5(c.2).
This increase in the bifacial gain is due to the higher concentration of diﬀuse light
in the lower-transmitting atmosphere in Shanghai (kT(A) ≈0.35 in Shanghai compared
to kT(A) ≈0.7 in Cairo). Therefore, despite the lower total solar insolation, bifacial
solar modules beneﬁt more in Shanghai than Cairo due to the additional rear-side absorption of diﬀuse light. This ﬁnding, i.e., bifacial modules are more advantageous in
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Elevation = 0 m

(a.1)

Albedo = 0.5

Albedo = 0.5

Albedo = 0.25

Elevation = 0 m

(b.1)

Elevation = 1 m

(c.1)

Bifacial Gain (%)

Shanghai

Cairo

(a.2)

(b.2)

(c.2)

Fig. 4.5. Three diﬀerent deployment scenarios of bifacial solar modules
are simulated (depicted in the ﬁrst row), i.e., (a) ground mounted with a
ground albedo of 0.25, (b) ground mounted with a ground albedo of 0.5,
and (c) 1m elevated with a ground albedo of 0.5. Global maps of these
scenarios showing optimal bifacial gain (the second row)

cloudier locations, has a profound yet practical implication on the adoption of bifacial
modules globally. Note that the analytical equations developed to estimate bifacial
gain in [268–270] do not always account for the clearness index, so the results may
not be accurate. Hence, great caution should be taken when applying these equations
to evaluate the location-speciﬁc performance of bifacial solar modules.
In this section, we have summarized our key results for ground-mounted modules
with an albedo of 0.25, the bifacial gain of fully optimized bifacial modules is less
than 10% worldwide. Increasing the albedo to 0.5 and elevating modules 1 m above
the ground, one can increase the bifacial gain up to ∼30% globally. In the following
section, we will explain how these optimizations were achieved and present a set of
empirical guidelines for deploying bifacial modules.
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4.4

Worldwide Optimization of Bifacial Modules
As already highlighted, there are three design parameters to optimize the elec-

tricity yield of bifacial modules—elevation (E ), azimuth angle (γM ), and tilt angle
(β). These parameters are mutually dependent; speciﬁcally, optimal azimuth and tilt
angles are a function of elevation. To isolate correlation among the parameters, we
optimize the energy yield of bifacial modules by changing a single parameter, while
keeping the other two parameters constrained. In this section, we speciﬁcally discuss
the 1) minimum elevation E95 to achieve 95% of maximum energy production; 2)
optimum azimuth angle at ﬁxed elevation, 3) ﬁnally, optimum tilt angle for given E
and γM . More importantly, for each parameter, we have derived a set of empirical
equations that can analytically estimate the optimal value for any arbitrary location.

4.4.1

Elevation

Eﬀect of Elevation. An important factor aﬀecting the performance of bifacial
modules is their elevation above the ground. Highly elevated modules suﬀer considerably less from self-shading as shown in [91,227,256], which accords with our results
in Sec. 4.3. Therefore, elevation is a crucial design parameter to optimize the performance of bifacial solar modules. However, as the elevation continues to increase, the
loss due to self-shading diminishes gradually until its eﬀect is completely negligible.
Hence, for inﬁnitely large ground reﬂectors, the energy production of bifacial modules
plateaus at high elevation above the ground [91,256] and elevating the module further
does not improve the energy yield, see Fig. 4.6(a).
The elevation cutoﬀ where production of bifacial solar modules starts to saturate
is valuable to installers for minimizing the installation cost while preserving suﬃcient
electricity yields. So, we estimate the average minimum elevation (E95 ) to achieve 95%
of the maximum energy production (i.e., self-shading free) as a function of latitude
at a ﬁxed ground albedo, see Fig. 4.6(b). It is noteworthy that E95 decreases almost
linearly with latitude, which is attributable to the suppressed self-shading by higher

Yearly Production (kW.h/m2)
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95% of Maximum: E95

Jerusalem
N and 35.2o E)
Albedo = 0.5

(31.7o

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.6. (a) Yearly electricity production of optimally oriented and tilted
bifacial solar modules with a height of 1 m as a function of elevation at
Jerusalem (31.7o N and 35.2o E). The ground albedo is 0.5. The dashed
line is the cutoﬀ for 95% of the self-shading-absent maximum energy yield
and red circle is the minimum elevation E95 to achieve this threshold. (b)
E95 of bifacial solar as a function of absolute latitude for ground albedos
of 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. Note that the minimum elevation for each latitude
in this plot is the average over longitudes with diﬀerent clearness indexes

optimal tilt angle at higher latitude. In addition, E95 rises with higher ground albedo
up to almost 3 m near the Equator. Higher ground albedo increases the contribution
of albedo light, making bifacial modules more susceptible to self-shading. Thus, E95
has to increase to compensate the added self-shading loss.
Empirical Equations. By applying linear regression to the results in Fig. 4.6,
we derive a set of empirical equations to estimate E95 as a function of module height,
latitude, and ground albedo, see Table 4.2. The relative error of the empirical equations compared to our numerical results is less than 1% for realistic albedo coeﬃcients
(from 0.25 to 0.75). Hence, these equations can assist installers to minimize the installation cost associated with elevating modules without sacriﬁcing energy production.
Note that our equations assume a large ground reﬂector area (> 100 times the mod-
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ule area [91]); otherwise, E95 is expected to drop because of the reduced view factor
between the small ground area and the bifacial modules at high elevation.
Note that elevating solar modules can also enhance convective cooling power (wind
speed increases with elevation [271]), thereby reduce the operating temperature. This
cooling gain can boost the eﬃciency as well as improve the long-term durability of
solar modules [192]. On the hand other, it must be pointed out that elevating modules
above the ground can impose additional installation expenditure (contingent on labor
and material cost), but the empirical rules derived here does not account for these
additional costs. Thus, a full optimization of elevation will balance the installation
cost versus the energy yield for minimizing the LCOE.

4.4.2

Optimal Azimuth Angle (East-West vs. South-North)

Once the elevation is determined, one must also optimize the orientation of bifacial modules to maximize energy production. Here, we optimize the azimuth angle
of bifacial modules at a given elevation. Our simulation reveals that the optimal
azimuth angle of bifacial solar modules is essentially either east-west- or south-northfacing, except for the Arctic and Antarctic regions where the bifacial gain is essentially
independent of azimuth angle due to the polar day. Therefore, we conﬁne our optimization to two orientations: 1) east-west-facing bifacial modules (BiEW ) and 2)
south-north-facing bifacial modules (BiSN ).
Figure 4.7 summarizes the performance comparison between BiEW and BiSN for
the deployment scenarios as presented in Sec. III, i.e., (a) ground mounting with a
ground albedo of 0.25, (b) ground mounting with a ground albedo of 0.5, and (c) 1
m elevation with a ground albedo of 0.5. Note that the tilt angles of BiEW and BiSN
in Fig. 4.7 are also optimized, which will be discussed in detail later. We point out
that across the entire globe, the optimal tilt angle of BiEW is found to be 90o , i.e.,
vertical installation, which accords with [230].
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Fig. 4.7. Global maps showing energy yield ratio of BiEW over BiSN
for three diﬀerent scenarios: (a) ground mounted with a ground albedo
of 0.25, (b) ground mounted with a ground albedo of 0.5, and (c) 1 m
elevated with a ground albedo of 0.5.

Low Albedo. Interestingly, our simulation anticipates that BiSN can outperform
vertical BiEW by up to 15% worldwide for ground mounting with an albedo of 0.25,
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see Fig. 4.7(a). With a limited albedo of 0.25, the collection of direct light dictates
the total production; vertical BiEW , however, does not absorb any direct light at
noon, when direct light peaks. Consequently, BiSN is more favorable than BiEW with
a low albedo.
High Albedo. If the albedo increases to 0.5 at zero elevation, surprisingly, BiEW
can produce more electricity than BiSN up to 15% within 30o latitude from the
Equator, see Fig. 4.7(b). With albedo equal to 0.5, the contribution of albedo
light is comparable to direct and diﬀuse light. Self-shading of albedo light, however,
diminishes the production of BiSN ; thus, BiEW (vertical installation is less susceptible
to self-shading) is the preferred conﬁguration. Note that the superior performance
of vertical BiEW shown here has an important implication for bifacial technologies,
especially for desert environments (e.g., Saudi Arabia), where BiEW has the additional
advantage of reduced soiling arising from higher tilt angle. Reduced soiling has two
advantages, namely, increased energy output and reduced cleaning cost. At higher
latitude, the optimal tilt angle BiSN increases rapidly, which, in turn, diminishes
the loss from self-shading. Consequently, BiSN outperforms BiEW in regions of high
latitude, see Fig. 4.7(b).
Elevation. Remarkably, our simulation indicates that once the modules are
mounted more than 1 m above the ground, the optimal orientation of bifacial modules again becomes BiSN globally, see Fig. 4.7(c). This change of optimal azimuth
angle reﬂects the fact that elevation reduces self-shading of bifacial modules. Thus,
BiSN suﬀers less from self-shading and can produce more power than BiEW . As a
result, at an elevation of E95 with minimal self-shading, the optimum orientation is
always south-north facing across the entire world.
Critical Latitude. We have shown that BiEW can outperform BiSN if selfshading is severe, and vice versa. The magnitude of self-shading at a given location
varies as a function of elevation and ground albedo. Speciﬁcally, for a given elevation
and ground albedo, there exists a critical latitude (LatCri ) below which BiEW is more
productive than BiSN and vice versa. For example, in Fig. 4.7(b), LatCri is about
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30o , with a slight variation along longitude due to the clearness index. Enabled
by our simulation framework, we have calculated the average LatCri as a function
of ground albedo and elevation for diﬀerent clearness indexes, see Fig. 4.8. Next,
we perform linear regression to our results to develop the empirical equations that
calculate LatCri based on elevation E, module height H, and ground albedo RA , see
in Table 4.2. These equations will help installers to choose between BiEW and BiSN
for maximizing electricity yields for a given location and elevation.

𝐿𝑎𝑡 < 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝐶𝑟𝑖 : BiEW
𝐿𝑎𝑡 > 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝐶𝑟𝑖 : BiSN

Fig. 4.8. Critical latitude (LatCri ), below which BiEW is more favorable
than BiSN and vice versa, as a function elevation for albedo of 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.

4.4.3

Optimal Tilt Angle

After optimizing azimuth angle, it is important to determine the optimal tilt
angle of bifacial modules. As mentioned, for BiEW , vertical installation (β = 90o )
produces the most electricity. Tilting BiSN optimally, on the other hand, depends
on geographic location and module deployment. Consequently, we have performed
a comprehensive study on the optimal tilt angle of BiSN as a function of latitude,
elevation, and albedo, see Fig. 4.9.
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Elevation = 0 m
Albedo = 0.25,
0.5 ,0.75

Analytical (MonoSN )

(a)

Albedo = 0.5
Elevation = 0,
0.5, 1 m

Analytical (MonoSN)

(b)

Fig. 4.9. The optimal tilt angle of BiSN above Bicri for (a) albedo of 0.25,
0.5, and 0.75 with ground-mounting and (b) elevations of 0 m, 0.5 m, and
1 m at ﬁxed albedo of 0.5. The optimal tilt angle here is the average
over longitudes with diﬀerent clearness indexes. The arrow indicates the
increment of albedo and elevation in (a) and (b), respectively. The black
dashed line is the optimal tilt angle for MonoSN obtained analytically
from [92].

Our simulation results show that the optimal tilt of BiSN follows the same trend
as MonoSN as shown in Fig. 9 (i.e., tilt angle increases with latitude) although the
tilt angle of BiSN is always slightly higher from that of the monofacial counterpart
(black dashed lines). This increased tilt enhances the rear-side albedo light collection,
consistent with previous studies [91, 227]. The higher tilt angle of BiSN make them
more resistant to soiling compared to monofacial ones, since the soiling loss reduces
with increasing tilt angle [272]. Reduced soiling loss will further enhance the bifacial
gain of BiSN relative to MonoSN in the ﬁeld. Because the optimal tilt angle may diﬀer
between MonoSN and BiSN , the analytical equation previously developed to access
optimal tilt angle of monofacial modules is not applicable to bifacial ones. Therefore,
we developed a new set of equations formulated to tilt BiSN optimally as a function
of elevation (E), module height (H), and ground albedo (RA ), whereby we implicitly
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take the eﬀect of self-shading into account. Equations for this calculation are listed
in Table 4.2 of the appendix. The inﬂuence of clearness index on optimal tilt is found
to be minimal; thus, it has been neglected in these empirical relationships.
Overall, we ﬁnd that the energy production of bifacial modules optimized by our
equations in Table 4.2 is within 5% relative diﬀerence compared to those optimized
numerically, which ensures the ﬁdelity of the empirical guidance developed here.
Note that the empirical rules herein are developed for a single standalone bifacial
module. At the farm level, in addition to self-shading, a shading eﬀect caused by
adjacent rows (i.e., mutual shading) will further diminish the performance, thereby
aﬀecting the optimization [256]. For instance, E95 is higher for a farm than for a
standalone module in order to mitigate mutual shading between each row. We also
wish to emphasize the location-speciﬁc optimum conﬁguration (Table 4.2) obtained
in this work assumes an idealized condition (e.g. the absence of shading from nearby
objects such as a tree or a chimney, etc.). With these local objects present, a module
may have to be tilted/elevated diﬀerently from the empirical rule herein. Software
tools such as PVsyst [273] that account for non-ideal factors (e.g., obstruction shading) should be used in practical designs. Obviously, these non-ideal conditions will
reduce the energy output on a case-by-case basis.

Lat: Latitude

β: Tilt Angle

RA: Albedo
E: Elevation

Fig. 4.10. Physical deﬁnitions of the parameters in Table 4.2
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Table 4.2.
A set of analytical equations to optimize the elevation and orientation
of bifacial solar modules
E95 in meter for a module height of H
E95 is the minimum elevation to achieve at least 95% of the selfEo = H × (−Lat × (0.028 × RA + 0.009) +
shading absent maximum energy yield, i.e., further elevation
3.3 × RA + 0.4)
only provides limited energy boost.
if Eo ≤ 0, E95 = 0 and if Eo > 0, E95 = Eo

Latcri of bifacial solar module for a given elevation (E), module height (H), and albedo (RA )
Lato = E/H ×(44×RA −62)+37×RA +12
if Lato ≤ 0, Latcri = 0o and if Lato > 0,

Latcri is the critical latitude below which BiEW produces more
electricity than BiSN and vice versa.

Latcri = Lato

Optimal tilt angle βOpt for BiSN for a given elevation (E), module height (H), and albedo (RA )
βo = a × Lat + b
a = 0.86 − 0.57 × RA × exp(−E/H)
b = 4.5 + 62 × RA × exp(−E/H)

βOpt is the optimal tilt angle for BiSN for the maximum electricity yield

if βo ≥ 90o , βOpt = 90o and if βo < 90o ,
βOpt = βo

4.5

Conclusion

In summary, we have developed a comprehensive opto-electro-thermal framework to
study and optimize bifacial solar modules in a global context. The key conclusions of
the chapter are:
1. Our framework calculates the minute-by-minute solar irradiance data by combining the NASA 22-year average meteorological database [242] with our sophisticated irradiance model for arbitrary location and time. The calculated
irradiance is used as inputs into our light-collection model, where the contributions from direct, diﬀuse, and albedo light are physically and geometrically
estimated on both the front and rear surfaces of a bifacial solar module. Here,
the eﬀect of self-shading is fully accounted for. Last but not least, we use an
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opto-electro-thermal coupled framework to self-consistently convert light absorption into annual electricity yield.
2. Our calculation predicts that for a low ground albedo of 0.25 corresponding to
vegetation/soil, ground-mounted bifacial solar modules can only achieve bifacial gain up to 10% relative to their monofacial counterpart across the entire
world (except for the Arctic and Antarctic regions). However, by boosting the
albedo to 0.5 via artiﬁcial ground reﬂectors as well as lifting modules 1 m above
the ground surface to reduce self-shading, one can potentially enhance the bifacial gain up to 30%. Hence, our ﬁnding encourages the future development of
cost-eﬀective ground reﬂectors and module-elevating schemes to make bifacial
modules more ﬁnancially viable.
3. We demonstrate the enormous impact of self-shading on the optimization of
bifacial solar modules. Our analysis reveals that under severe self-shading,
i.e., high albedo and low elevation, the vertical BiEW conﬁguration is superior
because BiSN is more prone to self-shaded albedo loss. For instance, for an
albedo of 0.5 and zero elevation, vertical BiEW can outperform BiSN up to 15%
below the latitude of 30o , and vice versa beyond the latitude of 30o . In contrast,
with a reduced albedo to 0.25, i.e., less self-shading, BiSN is more beneﬁcial than
BiEW across the globe.
4. Enabled by our rigorous simulation framework, we have developed a set of empirical design rules to analytically and optimally conﬁgure bifacial solar modules in arbitrary geographic locations. Speciﬁcally, they can 1) determine the
minimum elevation to achieve 95% of the maximum self-shading free energy
production, above which further elevating modules oﬀers insuﬃcient beneﬁts,
2) locate the critical latitude LatCri below which the east-west orientation is
more favorable than the south-north orientation, and 3) calculate the optimal
tilt angle of bifacial modules. These empirical equations (within 5% relative
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diﬀerence compared to numercial simulation) enable rapid design of bifacial
modules globally without performing sophisticated local optimization.
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5. INVERSE MODELING OF PV RELIABILITY — THE
SUNS-VMP METHOD
5.1

Introduction
In the previous chapter, the annual energy yield of bifacial solar module is cal-

culated assuming no degradation; namely, PM odule (IL, T, t) does not degrade and
Rt
tLif e = 1 Year in 0 Lif e PM odule (IL, T, t)dt. In reality, however, PM odule (IL, T, t) often monotonically decreases with time because of various degradation mechanisms
(e.g., corrosion, EVA yellowing), and consequently modules fail at tLif e . Therefore,
without properly taking degradation into account, the projected energy output will
be over-optimistic. In this chapter, we have developed a simple and powerful strategy to mine the time-series ﬁeld data to yield a deep understanding of the temporal
evolution of PM odule (IL, T, t) and identify various degradation pathways, inspired by
the well-known Suns-Voc method,. The Suns-Voc method [274], where one monitors
the open-circuit voltage by manually varying illumination intensity of a solar simulator (see. Fig. 5.1), has been demonstrated to be a useful characterization tool
during module development. Obviously, it cannot apply directly to ﬁeld data composed exclusively of maximum power point (MPP) current (Imp ) and voltage (Vmp )
information. Hence, we propose the Suns-Vmp method that, by taking advantage of
the natural daily variation of sunlight, can deduce circuit parameters as a function
time by ﬁtting the reconstructed MPP IV throughout the day, see Fig. 5.1. By systematically and physically mining the streaming MPP data, the method can monitor
the reliability of solar modules in real time.
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In this chapter 1 , we begin by introducing the detailed methodology of the SunsVmp method in Sec. 5.2. In Sec. 5.3, the Suns-Vmp method is applied to an NREL
test facility to extract the degradation rate and identify the dominant degradation
modes. Sec. 5.4 discusses the implication of the Suns-Vmp method on the prediction
and design of PV reliability and the limitation herein. Finally, we summarize the
chapter in Sec. 5.5.
Solar Simulator
Noon

Illumination

Morning

Evening

Noon

Morning

Evening

Suns-Voc
(Indoor)

Suns-Vmp
(Outdoor)

Fig. 5.1. A schematic illustration to explain the working principles of the
Suns-Voc and Suns-Vmp method.

5.2

Algorithm Overview of the Suns-Vmp Method
In this section, we will discuss the Suns-Vmp algorithm, as summarized in Fig.

5.2. The algorithm has the following four steps: 1) develop the physics-based equivalent circuit model for a speciﬁc technology; 2) extract pristine (time-zero) circuit parameters based on datasheet/pre-installation IV characteristics; 3) preprocess MPP
The contents of this chapter are taken from [275] Copyright ©1999-2018 John Wiley & Sons, Inc
(still under review)

1
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data to reconstruct IV characteristics synthetically, and 4) ﬁnally, analyze the timedegradation of circuit parameters for insights regarding the dominant degradation
modes.
(3) Data
Preprocessing
Next Time Step:

ti+1 = ti + Δt

MPP data
VMP IMP

Environmental
Data
IL

TM

(2) Pristine Circuit
Parameters

Reconstruct IV

Physics-Based
Equivalent Circuit

Initial Guess Datasheet
only at t = 0 Fitting

Initial Guess at ti+1
Extract Circuit
Parameters

(4) IV Fitting
(1) Equivalent Circuit

Fig. 5.2. The ﬂowchart of the Suns-Vmp method. The analytical formulation of the ﬁve-parameter model is from [40, 133] and summarized in
Appendix C.

5.2.1

Step 1: Development and Choice of the Equivalent Circuit (Compact Model)

Mainstream PV technologies can be categorized into three groups: 1) p-n homojunction (e.g., c-Si and GaAs), 2) p-i-n junction (e.g., a-Si and perovskites), and 3)
p-n heterojunction (e.g., CIGS and CdTe). Depending on a particular technology,
we select the corresponding equivalent circuit in the Suns-Vmp method, see for example, [137] for CIGS, [135] for perovskites, [34] for silicon heterojunction. Since a
solar cell is exposed to varying illumination intensity and temperature, the equivalent
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circuit must be capable of describing the illumination- and temperature-dependent IV
curves.
In this chapter, we will demonstrate the Suns-Vmp method on a c-Si PV system,
therefore we make use of the well-known ﬁve parameter model for Si solar modules
[40], which explicitly accounts for the illumination- and temperature-dependencies of
circuit parameters, namely, JP H , J01 , J02 , RSH , and RS , see Fig. 5.2. The complete
set of equations and parameter descriptions for the ﬁve parameters is summarized
in Appendix C. If needed, the ﬁve parameter model can be generalized to include
nonlinear shunt resistance [56] and temperature- and illumination-dependent series
resistance [146, 276].

5.2.2

Step 2: Extracting Pristine Module Parameters

Next, we extract the pristine (time-zero) module parameters (before the module
is ﬁelded) as robust initial guesses for the Suns-Vmp method. We do so by ﬁtting the
complete illumination- and temperature-dependent IV measurements available from
the datasheet or pre-installation measurements. With the robust initial guesses, we
can eliminate multiple solutions in the sequential IV ﬁtting process, see Fig. 5.3.
Typical datasheet usually provides a set of full IV measurement under various illumination and temperature conditions which guarantee the uniqueness of the extracted
circuit parameters and consequently the robustness of the initial guess.

5.2.3

Step 3: Preprocessing MPP Data

After obtaining the time-zero circuit parameters, we construct – at any time during
the onsite operation – a synthetic IV curve by sampling MPP data over a given period
(typically 2-3 days, referred as measurement window hereafter). Recall that in the
Suns-Voc measurement [278, 279], one traces the open circuit voltage of solar cells,
through deliberately varying the intensity of the solar simulator, to construct the
IV curve in the absence of series resistance. In the Suns-Vmp method, however, we
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1000 W/m2
25 oC
1000 W/m2
47 oC
500 W/m2
25 oC

Fig. 5.3. Initial ﬁtting to the datasheet (Siemens M55 [277]) for time-zero
circuit parameters. The extracted circuit parameters are summarized in
Appendix C.

take advantage of the natural temporal variation of the sunlight (the plane-of-array
irradiance: GP OA ) and the cell temperature (TC ) to track the maximum power point.
Hence, due to the changing GP OA and TC , the module output Imp and Vmp (operating
current and voltage at the maximum power point, respectively) increase from morning
to noon then decrease from noon to evening, see Fig. 5.4(a). For example, if the data
is recorded every 10 minutes of 8 diurnal hours over a 3-day measurement window,
then 144 data points of four variables (i.e. GP OA , TC , Imp , Vmp ) are available to
calculate the circuit parameters of the compact model, namely, calibrating the circuit
parameters until the MPP IV is reproduced as shown in Fig. 5.4(b). Note that
Suns-Vmp method does not interrupt the normal module operation by disconnecting
solar modules for IV sweeps or deviating them from the MPP bias [274,280]; thus the
technique empowers characterization of solar modules in real-time operation.
In the Suns-Vmp methodology, to reduce uncertainties in the extraction, we also
explicitly preprocess the data to account for 1) cell-to-module temperature diﬀerence, 2) spectral mismatch between pyranometer and solar modules, and 3) reﬂection
loss as a function of time. The speciﬁc steps are summarized in Appendix C. Also,
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Model

Real-time data

GPOA (W/m2)

11/10/2002

Date

11/11/2002

11/12/2002

Environmental Data

TC (K)

MPP Data

11/09/2002

(a)
Reconstructed “IV”
from 11/09/2002 to
11/11/2002

(b)

Fig. 5.4. (a) Three-day MPP and environmental data (circles) from
11/09/2002 to 11/11/2002 of the test facility in Sec. 5.3. The ﬁtting
results of the MPP data (solid lines) using the Suns-Vmp method is also
present. (b) An illustration of reconstructing IV from the MPP data in
(a).

while the basic algorithm is easy to understand, it is important to realize that the
(GP OA , TC , Imp , Vmp ) may involve noisy or corrupted data. In this case, the window
duration must be choosen judiciaously and the corrupted data must be rejected, for
a robust parameter extraction of the compact model. Hence, we have developed a
physics-based self-ﬁltering algorithm to preprocess the data as follows before ﬁtting
(see Appendix C for additional details).
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The measurement window of MPP data must be chosen such that it is long enough
to contain suﬃcient illumination/temperature variations, but short enough such that
the module does not degrade signiﬁcantly within the window. The time-scale of
degradation processes is slow [129], thereby the circuit parameters can be assumed
to be constant over the course of a few days. Hence, the recommended measurement
window of MPP data can be up several days (e.g., three days in Fig. 5.4), as long
as there exists suﬃcient variation in illumination and temperature to reconstruct the
MPP IV. In the case of catastrophic degradation (such as partial shading degradation
in thin-ﬁlm solar modules [50]), the extracted circuit parameters become the average
value of pre- and post-degradation values over time.

5.2.4

Step 4: MPP IV Fitting Algorithm

After reconstructing MPP IV and preprocessing environmental data, we proceed
with using rigorous ﬁtting algorithms to model the measured MPP data and extract circuit parameters. In this chapter, we have used the nonlinear least-squares
ﬁtting algorithm and bio-inspired particle swarm optimization (PSO) (“lsqcurveﬁt”
and “particleswarm” functions in Matlab® [179], respectively), both of which have
been found to give identical results. Note that both ﬁtting algorithms require a
lower and upper bound of each circuit parameter at each time step. In our analysis, circuit parameters are assumed to degrade monotonically as a function of time
(i.e., no recovery) with a maximum degradation rate of 1%/day, except for the shortcircuit current JP h . Hence, given the used length of measurement window, the upper
and lower bound can be determined. Since the short-circuit current may ﬂuctuate
abruptly due to soiling and precipitation, the upper and lower bound thereof are set to
be the datasheet short-circuit current and zero, respectively. Even though recovery of
certain degradation pathways is possible (e.g., output power recovers after removing
voltage stress for potential induced degradation [93, 281]), such recovery is expected
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to be negligible due to constant environmental stress (e.g., thermal cycling, moisture
exposure) applied on the operating solar modules.
For any inverse algorithm such as the Suns-Vmp method, one must ensure that
the uniqueness of the degradation analysis. Hence, we present a sensitivity analysis of
these two algorithm parameters, i.e., measurement window and maximum degradation
rate of circuit parameters, on the ﬁnal extraction of degradation rates, see Fig. 5.5.
Our results show that moderate change in the algorithm parameters in the Suns-Vmp
method does not interfere with the ﬁnal results — the deduced degradation rates of
performance metric remain unique.

3 Days & 1%
3 Days & 2%
4 Days & 1%
2 Days & 1%

Fig. 5.5. Degradation rate of performance metrics of the negative array as
a function of diﬀerent settings (i.e., measurement window and maximum
degradation rate of circuit parameters) in the Suns-Vmp method.

In the next section, we will demonstrate the Suns-Vmp method on an NREL test
facility with recorded ﬁeld data to analyze the degradation of solar modules in real
time. The analysis will reveal the possible root causes of power losses by physically
interoperating the time-dependent circuit parameters.
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5.3

Application to Field data

5.3.1

Introduction to the Field Data

The studied PV system (No: NREL x-Si #7) perches at the west side of the
Solar Energy Research Facility (SERF) building at NREL, Golden, CO, USA. It
comprises two arrays with negative and positive monopole, each of which consists of
ﬁve strings with 14 x-Si Siemens M55 solar modules [277] totaling to around 7.42
kW capacity. In 2007, a negatively grounded inverter replaced the previous bipolar
inverter, but we maintain the bipolar naming convention (negative versus positive) in
this chapter. The modules are 45o tilted and oriented 22o east of south. All the onsite
MPP and environmental data (illumination and module temperature) including the
metadata were retrieved from the publicly accessible NREL PV Data Acquisition
(PVDAQ) database [282] with time resolution spanning from 1 min to 15 min. The
analyzed ﬁeld data is from 05/13/1994 to 12/31/2014. Three measurements of module
temperature were initially recorded by thermocouples attached to the backsheets
but signiﬁcant inconsistency was found after the eighth year. Therefore, we applied
the calibrated Faiman model [194] to obtain module temperature. In addition to
continuous MPP data, outdoor IV measurements were also carried out at the array
level using a portable Daystar I–V tracer. These IV data sets help us validate the
analysis obtained from the Suns-Vmp method. More details on this PV systems can
be found in Appendix C.
Figure 5.6 displays the example data while highlighting the two major challenges
of analyzing this ﬁeld data – 1) several gaps even up to 5 years of absent ﬁeld data
and 2) corrupted data with outliers possibly due to instrumentation error, inverter
clipping, weather condition, etc. First, to mitigate the uncertainty in deducing the
circuit parameters induced by missing data, the Suns-Vmp method makes use of the
results from the previous time step as initial guesses and establishes the upper/lower
bounds with a preset maximum change rate when ﬁtting the MPP IV. Second, we
need a self-consistent scheme to detect and remove these outliers. Toward this goal,
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we have created a continuous self-ﬁltering algorithm as summarized in Appendix C.
Enabled by these techniques, the Suns-Vmp method can retain excellent error control,
i.e., the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is less than 5% for both Vmp and
Imp throughout the entire 20-year analysis.

5.3.2

Results and Validation

Figure 5.7 summarizes the extracted circuit parameters of the negative array by
ﬁtting the ﬁve-parameter model (see Fig. 5.2) in [40, 133] to the MPP data with a
three-day measurement window over a span of 20 years (from 1994 to 2014). The positive array also shows a very similar result, therefore not included here. The maximum
photocurrent (JP H ) ﬂuctuates possibly due to the accumulation of dust/snow [98] or
recalibration of the pyranometer during 20 years. However, it is expected that this
ﬂuctuation in JP H does not disturb the extraction of other parameters, since the ﬁveparameter model assumes voltage-independent JP H and therefore the ﬂuctuation will
just shift the IV in Fig. 5.4 but not change the underlying IV characteristics (shape).
Remarkably, it appears that all the circuit parameters in Fig. 5.7 were degrading
(e.g., shunt resistance (RSH ) reduces, and series resistance (RS ) increases). To quantify the degradation rate, we calculate the eﬃciency at standard test condition (STC)
at each time step, see Fig. 5.8.

Validation 1: Comparison to DC/GP OA
Remarkably, the extracted STC eﬃciency by the Suns-Vmp method compares well
with that of the conventional DC/GP OA method [283], showing both the negative and
positive arrays near their warranty lifetime (80% of initial eﬃciency). However, the
result obtained from the DC/GP OA method shows greater ﬂuctuation than the SunsVmp method due to 1) the empirical approaches to ﬁltering outliers and 2) linear
temperature-correction of real-time output power to STC by a constant temperature coeﬃcient (which changes over time). Because the Suns-Vmp method uses a
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Missing Data

TC (K)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.6. (a) 20-year data of IMP and VMP of the negative monopole. (b)
One-day data exhibits the existence of corrupted outlier points.

physics-based equivalent circuit for outlier ﬁltering and temperature correction, the
ﬂuctuation is substantially reduced. Note that, for the Suns-Vmp method, we correct
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Fig. 5.7. The extracted circuit parameters under standard test condition
of the ﬁve-parameter model for the negative array as a function of time.
Notations: JP H is the maximum photocurrent density; J01 is the reverse
saturation current density with ideality factor of 1; J02 is the reverse saturation current density with ideality factor of 2; RSH is the shunt resistance;
RS is the series resistance. JP H is corrected so that it monotonically decreases with time (red dashed line).

JP H so that it monotonically decreases with time (i.e., soiling loss is recoverable)
when calculating the STC eﬃciency, see Fig. 5.7.
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(a)

(b)

Suns-Vmp
DC/GPOA

Fig. 5.8. Temporal STC eﬃciencies calculated by the Suns-Vmp and
DC/GPOA methods for the arrays with a negative (a) and positive
monopole (b), respectively.

Validation 2: Outdoor IV Measurement
To further validate the Suns-Vmp method, we benchmark the obtained results
against those characterized by the periodic outdoor IV measurement through 20
years. Figure 5.9 shows the comparison between real-time (not STC) PV performance metrics calculated by circuit parameters deduced by the Suns-Vmp and direct
outdoor IV measurements. Indeed, we ﬁnd great consistencies (less than 4% MAPE)
between these two methods, which corroborates the accuracy of the extraction by the
Suns-Vmp method.

Validation 3: Parameter Degradation Rates
Besides the performance metric, we also benchmark the rate of change of the
performance metrics estimated from the Suns-Vmp method against outdoor IV from
[99] in Fig. 10 (top), which again are in good agreement. The error bars are calculated
within 95% conﬁdence interval. We note that, given that the Sun-Vmp method
is a real-time analysis, it can substantially reduce the uncertainty associated with
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MAPE=3.5%

Suns-Vmp
Outdoor IV

(b)

(a)
MAPE=1.2%

(c)

MAPE=2.8%

MAPE=3.1%

(d)

Fig. 5.9. Comparison of performance metric generated by the Suns-Vmp
method and outdoor array IV measurement for the negative array. The
mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) are also labeled in each plot.

calculating the degradation rate (the uncertainties of the eﬃciency degradation rate of
the negative pole are around 0.02 %/Year and 0.2 %/Year extracted by the Suns-Vmp
method and outdoor IV, respectively), compared to the intermittent IV measurements
which only contains a limited number of data points.

The degradation rate of

the eﬃciencies for both the negative and positive arrays are around 0.7%/Year. It
is noteworthy that the eﬃciency degradation may be primarily attributed to the
reduction in ﬁll factor (-0.6 to -0.4 %/Year), while Voc and Isc only worsen slightly.
We attribute this degradation to the increased series resistance, which erodes ﬁll
factor without substantially aﬀecting Voc and Isc. Both the Suns-Vmp and outdoor
IV measurement reveal the rapid increment of series resistance at the rate of 5 –
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Fig. 5.10. Rate of change of the performance metrics (top) and series
resistance RS (bottom) of the analyzed PV systems via the Suns-Vmp
method and outdoor IV measurement.

10%/year as shown in Fig. 5.10 (bottom), which conﬁrms our conjecture of seriesresistance induced eﬃciency degradation.

Validation 4: Onsite inspection
Next, we will deconvolve and quantify the power losses ascribed to each circuit
parameter to identify the predominant physical degradation pathways. As shown in
Fig. 5.11 (a), we deconvolve the power losses associated with each parameter for the
negative array. The key observations are threefold:
1. At the end of 20 years, Fig. 5.11(a) elucidates that the increased series resistance
is the dominant contributor to eﬃciency reduction for both the negative and
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positive polarities. Remarkably, the on-site infrared image in Fig. 5.11(a)(b)
exhibits localized hot spots caused by solder bond failure, in accord with our
deconvolution analysis of increasing series resistance. It is generally known that
the failure of solder bonds is because of thermal stress induced by the diﬀerent
thermal expansion coeﬃcients of solder joints and components during repeated
thermal cycles [102, 104]. Therefore, solder bonds fail (crack) at the cycle of
failure in a stepwise fashion [284]. Indeed, the incremental time signature of the
series resistance is stepwise in the Suns-Vmp analysis, see Fig. 5.11(a).
2. Discoloration of the encapsulants can be expected because of the relatively high
ultraviolet light concentration at Denver (altitude of ∼1800 m) [285]. Indeed, a
photograph of the solar modules in the ﬁeld shows that the majority of the solar
cells suﬀer from discoloration, see Fig. 5.11(c). Meanwhile, notwithstanding the
JP H ﬂuctuation shown in Fig. 7, our deconvolution results also manifests a symmetric decrease of JP H and ascribes a signiﬁcant amount of power loss (∼4%)
to JP H reduction, an indicator of discoloration. This agreement again conﬁrms
the PV degradation diagnosed by the Suns-Vmp method. It is noteworthy that
the photocurrent reduction due to discoloration has occurred within the ﬁrst
year of installation. Another study has also found early advent of discoloration,
i.e., discoloration has been seen in 50% of the solar module less than ﬁve years
old [97].
3. The operating voltage of the modules is only around 200 V; therefore, the
eﬃciency degradation by potential-induced degradation (PID) is expected to
be insigniﬁcant [106]. Indeed, our result conﬁrms this conjecture by showing
that only ∼3% power loss is due to shunting (RSH ) and increased recombination
currents (J01 andJ02 ), both of which are eﬀective indicators for PID [286, 287].
As demonstrated here, the Suns-Vmp allows us to quantitatively and qualitatively
diagnose the pathology of degraded solar modules exposed in the ﬁeld by analyzing
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(b)

(c)

(a)

Fig. 5.11. (a) Temporal degradation deconvolution with respect to circuit
parameters for the negative polarity. (b) IR image shows a hot spot
caused by solder bond failure. (c) Picture shows that most cells suﬀer
from discoloration in the center. *(b) and (c) are obtained from [99]
©2015 IEEE.

and interpreting the time signature of individual circuit parameters. All the results
have been validated by both outdoor IV measurement and on-site characterization.

5.4

Implications of the Suns-Vmp Method
In the previous section, we have applied the Suns-Vmp method to an NREL test

facility and demonstrated its capability of analyzing the degradation of solar modules
in real time. Next, we discuss the potential use of the time-dependent parameters
obtained through the analysis and limitations of the approach.

5.4.1

Geography and Technology-Speciﬁc Reliability-Aware Design

The underlying physical degradation mechanisms of PV are strongly contingent on
local meteorological factors and diﬀerent technologies, e.g., solar modules exposed in
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humid regions are more susceptible to contact corrosion [29], and monolithic thin-ﬁlm
solar modules are vulnerable to partial shading degradation [50]. Similarly, modules
more likely to suﬀer from PID should adopt Corning® Willow™ Glass to impede
ion migration [114]. Therefore, ideally, module design ought to be geography- and
technology-dependent. However, solar modules are often overdesigned for reliability
(perhaps at a considerable cost) so that they can survive a broad range of weather conditions. This is due to the lack of comprehensive understanding of local degradation.
The Suns-Vmp method oﬀers an opportunity to eﬃciently diagnose the degradation
pathways of ﬁelded solar modules of diﬀerent technologies across the entire world.
The results can be ultimately collected in a global database, allowing the manufacturers to design and produce the next generation reliable-aware PV with maximized
durability.

5.4.2

More Accurate Long-Term Reliability Prediction

Accurate prediction of long-term energy production by PV systems is crucial to
evaluating the bankability thereof. Various degradation pathways depend nonlinearly
on stress time and local stress factors (irradiance, voltage, moisture, temperature).
Therefore, it is diﬃcult to predict future energy yields based on empirical linear
degradation models [119]. In this regard, the Suns-Vmp method can facilitate accurate reliability prediction. Recently, several physics-based degradation models have
been developed that can directly map various PV degradation modes (e.g., corrosion, PID, yellowing) to the temporal behavior of circuit parameters [288, 289]. We
have discussed these degradation models in details in Appendix D. The extracted circuit parameters by the Suns-Vmp method can be used to calibrate these degradation
models (e.g., moisture diﬀusion coeﬃcient for corrosion). Integrated with the weather
forecast, the calibrated degradation models will predict the lifespan of solar modules.
Alternatively, the time-dependent circuit parameters can train machine learning algorithms; the trained machine learning algorithms [129] can predict PV lifetime. The
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validity of these predictive approaches, however, remains an interesting open question
and requires more rigorous research eﬀorts.

5.4.3

Guidance for Collecting Field Data

The Suns-Vmp methodology highlights the importance of physics-based modeling
in creating databases. For example, we have seen ﬁtting of the pristine module characteristics requires temperature- and illumination-dependent IV measurement to ensure
a robust and unique initial guess. Second, we have noted that weather data may be
corrupted or missing. Thus it is important for PV databases to contain complementary information from multiple sources [290]. Finally, compact model parameters oﬀer
an important recipe for improving data compression and computational eﬃciency; the
model parameters can diagnose the module by only deciphering the stored Vmp-Imp
information (a byproduct data of normal operation at maximum power point) for the
entire duration.This eliminates the need for deliberate measurement of massive IV
data [131] and time-consuming collection of ﬁeld data [97].

5.4.4

Intra-Cell Variability

Process-induced variability can lead to performance variation in the cell, module, or array levels [34, 38, 132], especially for the thin-ﬁlm PV where binning is not
possible. Similarly, various degradation modes introduce local variability as well.
For example, non-uniform degradation (e.g., cells adjacent to module edges are more
prone to contact corrosion than those located away from the edges [101]; solar modules
close to the negative array are more susceptible to PID [291]), etc. As implemented,
the Suns-Vmp method uses a single equivalent circuit to analyze a string consisting
of multiple modules and thus accounts for “average” variability/degradation. As a
result, it is critical to investigate how performance variability can potentially aﬀect
the accuracy of the Suns-Vmp method. Therefore, we have tested Suns-Vmp under
various scenarios of performance variability, and the results are listed in Appendix
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C. Remarkably, our ﬁndings highlight that the circuit parameters extracted by the
Suns-Vmp method are still valid to interpret PV degradation with moderate nonuniformity. Aﬀected by severe non-uniformity, however, the Suns-Vmp method may
not be able to identify the primary circuit parameters contributing to power losses.
For instance, the Suns-Vmp method could attribute the predominant degradation to
the increased recombination current (J01 and J02 ), and series resistance RS , whereas
the actual degradation is due to reduced shunt resistance RSH . For these cases, it
will be important to represent the string by a few equivalent circuit models. Despite
the increase in the parameter number, the following considerations are expected to
simplify the calibration process: 1) availability of time-zero information of each module, 2) the large amount of data available within the measurement window, and 3)
several degradation modes (e.g., yellowing) are expected to aﬀect all the modules uniformly, while others (e.g., PID) are dominated by a few modules. Ability to account
for non-uniform degradation will be an important direction of future research on this
topic.

5.5

Conclusion
To summarize, we have presented a novel method, i.e., the Suns-Vmp method, for

analyzing the PV degradation:
1. The Suns-Vmp method enables in-situ monitoring and diagnosis of PV reliability in real time by systemically and physically mining the time-series MPP
data. The method can extract physically deﬁned circuit parameters by ﬁtting
IV consisting of the varying MPP data over a characterization window. The
extracted circuit parameters can be used to estimate the STC eﬃciency, quantitively deconvolute PV degradation, and identify the dominant degradation
pathways.
2. We have demonstrated the Suns-Vmp method by analyzing MPP data from
an NREL test facility, where physics-based circuit parameters and eﬃciency
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of the solar modules have been extracted as a function of time. Independent
outdoor IV measurements have systemically validated our results. Our analysis
suggests that the PV system degrades at a rate of 0.7%/Year, primarily due to
reduced short-circuit current and increased series resistance most likely caused
by discoloration and weakened solder bond, respectively. The on-site optical
photograph and IR image indeed substantiate our interpretation of the physical
degradation pathways, i.e., discoloration and solder bond failure.
3. The analysis of deconvoluting the underlying degradation pathways by the
Suns-Vmp method can deepen the current understanding of technology- and
geographic-dependent degradation, and inspire more robust environment-speciﬁc
designs for the next-generation reliability-aware solar modules. The Suns-Vmp
method can be used to calibrate physics-based degradation models as well as
train machine learning algorithms, both of which can then predict power degradation of PV and improve the evaluation of bankability.
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
6.1

The Summary of This Thesis
Through decades of research and development, solar modules have ﬁnally achieved

a LCOE comparable to that of conventional fossil fuels. To meet the surging demand
for renewable energy, however, we must continue making solar modules more eﬃcient
and reliable to drive down the LCOE, which is described by Eqn. 1.1. As the PV
performance is getting close to its fundamental limit, it has become much harder
to keep the improvement momentum forward. In this regard, new innovations and
novel research approaches are needed. Therefore, in this thesis, we have established a
novel framework encompassing three components (multiscale, multiphysics, and
time) of solar modules to exploit new potentials for enhancing the performance and
extending the lifespan thereof, as shown in Fig. 1.3. The essential contributions of
this thesis are summarized below:

6.1.1

Chapter 2: Modeling PM odule (IL, T, t)

In this chapter, we have developed the foundational compact models, indispensable
for end-to-end modeling of solar modules for both perovskite and CIGS technologies:
1. By analytically solving the coupling drift-diﬀusion and Poisson equations, we
have derived a set of compact models that describe the salient characteristics
of variously conﬁgured perovskite (i.e., p-i-n/p-p-n and n-i-p/n-p-p junctions)
and CIGS solar cells.
2. Enabled by our physically deﬁned parameters, we extend the model of CIGS
solar cells to describe the illumination- and temperature-dependent IV ranging
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from forward bias to reverse breakdown. This ability is crucial to study partialshading degradation in which non-uniform temperature distribution prevails.
3. The models developed here enables rapid characterization of cell performance
merely by IV measurement, even can extract physical parameters (e.g., the
built-in potential for a p-i-n junction) which cannot be directly measured by
conventional techniques, such as capacitance spectroscopy.
4. The extracted parameters from the models can provide useful insights into the
construction and pathology of cell performance, and suggests new opportunities
for further improvements.
5. The models are compatible to be integrated into a large-scale module-level
simulator that serves to diminish the cell-to-module eﬃciency gap, investigate electro-thermal reliability issues, interpret module-level characterization
(e.g., electroluminescence imaging), and predict/optimize the system-level performance of solar farms.

6.1.2

Chapter 3: Improving PM odule (IL, T, t) and tLif e

Here we investigate the self-heating eﬀects of solar modules including their erosion
to electrical performance and develop self-cooling methodologies. The compact model
developed in the prior chapter has been applied here to simulate shading-induced selfheating. The ﬁndings in this chapter highlight the importance of thermal properties
in PV and have profound implications on the short- and long-term electricity yields
of PV systems:
1. By numerically solving the energy-balance equation, we have developed an optoelectro-thermal coupled simulation framework to simulate the temperature of
modules exposed outside accurately. Incorporating this framework into the
SPICE-based module simulation, we are also able to anticipate the thermal
distribution of partially shaded modules adequately.
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2. We have identiﬁed two classes of phenomena contributing signiﬁcantly to PV
self-heating: intrinsic self-heating and shading-induced self-heating. The ﬁrst
phenomenon originates from the sub-bandgap absorption observed experimentally in four diﬀerent widely-used technologies as well as the imperfect thermal
radiation of coverglass within the atmospheric transmission window (8 -13 m
wavelength). The latter type of self-heating is due to the fact that shaded cells
in series-connected monolithic modules are coerced to reverse breakdown in order to maintain current continuity with the unshaded neighbors. Revealed by
our simulation, the light-enhanced reverse breakdown discussed in Chapter 2
will exacerbate shading-induced heating substantially and must be considered
in the IEC 61215 qualiﬁcation test for shading.
3. Last but not least, we have correspondingly developed techniques targeted at
the fundamental sources of self-heating selective spectral (reject sub-bandgap
photons by optical ﬁlters) and radiative cooling (increase thermal radiation
upwards to the sky) to cool down solar modules in the ﬁeld spectrally. Our
calculation anticipates a temperature reduction of 6 degrees for commercial
solar modules attainable by our methods. This cooling gain can provide a 0.5%
absolute increase in eﬃciency and prolong lifetime by 85%.

6.1.3

Chapter 4: Predicting

R tLif e
0

PM odule (IL, T, t)dt

Long-term projections of electricity yields of PV systems determine the ﬁnancial
viability and thereby must be carefully evaluated. The resurgence of bifacial solar
modules (the ﬁrst one dates back to the 1960s) have received much attention due
to their higher output power, more reliable structure, and compatibility with current fabrication processes. The performance and optimization of bifacial modules
in a global context, however, is still missing in the literature. Hence, we study the
worldwide prospects of this technology in this chapter.
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1. We have developed a rigorous modeling framework for bifacial modules, comprising three parts: 1) the temporal- and geographic-speciﬁc irradiance model
based on the NASA 22-year meteorological database; 2) an analytical and geometric light collection model, whereby contributions of direct, diﬀuse, and
albedo irradiance onto both the front and rear sides are evaluated, and more
importantly, self-shading of albedo irradiance, which dictates the performance
and optimization of bifacial modules, are explicitly accounted for; 3) an electrothermal coupled model that calculates the operating temperature of bifacial
solar modules, and consequently the temperature corrected electricity output
from the total illumination.
2. We have performed a global investigation and optimization of bifacial solar
modules using our modeling framework. Remarkably, our simulation anticipates
the bifacial gain of ground-mounted modules to be less than 10% worldwide for
an albedo of 0.25 (typical for natural groundcover). However, elevating modules
to 1 m and adopting highly reﬂective groundcover (albedo = 0.5) can enhance
bifacial gain to 30% globally. These ﬁndings encourage the future development
of cost-eﬀective artiﬁcial ground reﬂector as well as module elevation techniques
to ensure suﬃcient energy production improvements of bifacial technologies.
3. By applying regression analysis, we have derived a set of practical guidelines
for installers to maximize energy output while retrenching installation cost.
Speciﬁcally, for a given location, our design rules can analytically calculate:
1) the minimum elevation E95 of bifacial modules to achieve at least 95% of
the self-shading absent maximum energy production, 2) the preference between
east-west versus south-north orientation, and 3) the optimal tilt angle.
4. The results in this chapter provide insights into the potential performance of
bifacial solar modules in a global context and lay out the groundwork to a more
detailed LCOE study for scrutinizing the ﬁnancial viability of this promising
technology. Furthermore, the empirical design rules developed here can fas-
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ten the total design cycle of bifacial solar modules by providing a preliminary
optimization scheme.

6.1.4

Chapter 5: Extending tLif e

To further reduce the LCOE of PV, the module lifetime must be increased, without increasing the cost, if possible. A module optimized for a speciﬁc geographic
condition can achieve these conﬂicting objectives; unfortunately, the geographic- and
technology-dependent degradation mechanisms (e.g., corrosion is more pronounced
in hot and humid environments) have been diﬃcult to quantify based on traditional
on-line and oﬀ-line measurements. The lack of understanding, in turn, makes it challenging to create reliability-aware designs for durable PV. Hence, in this chapter,
we have developed a novel technique, i.e., the Suns-Vmp method, that can interpret
the routinely collected maximum power point (MPP) data of installed solar modules
to produce a signiﬁcant amount of information regarding the geography-speciﬁc PV
degradation. The resulting databased will eventually facilitate the geographic- and
technology-speciﬁc design to improve module lifetime.
1. The Suns-Vmp method is an in-situ monitoring and diagnostic method for PV
degradation of in-ﬁeld modules. The method tracks the time-varying MPP data
over a measurement window of a few days to create a synthetic MPP IV. The
evolution of these synthetic IV over the years translated to a set of physics-based
circuit parameters allows one to deconvolute PV degradation quantitatively, and
ascertain the predominant degradation pathways.
2. We have validated the proposed method on a silicon module system, which has
been running over 20 years, operated by NREL. Separate outdoor IV measurement has systemically validated our results. We ﬁnd that the system degrades
at a rate of 0.7 %/Year and we attribute the major degradation to solder bond
failure and EVA discoloration, consistent with on-site optical characterizations.
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3. The method developed here can extend the current understanding of geographicand technology-contingent degradation, and facilitate more durable environmentspeciﬁc design. Moreover, integrated with time-dependent degradation models
or Machine Learning algorithms, the Suns-Vmp method can also serve to predict the long-term reliability of solar farms and in turn help scrutinize the
bankability of solar installation at any arbitrary location in the world.

6.2

Future Work
This thesis is intended to lay out the groundwork for a universal framework to

tackle the current research challenges of continuously improving the performance and
reliability of PV systems, and ultimately reducing the LCOE. In this section, we
would like to propose a few prospective research directions that can be built on the
framework developed in this thesis.

6.2.1

Farm-Level Study of Solar Farm

Mutual Row Shading. In this thesis, we study the performance and optimization of a single standalone bifacial module. In this isolated circumstance, self-shading
of albedo light by the module itself is the detrimental factor to the total energy output. Once extended to the farm-level study (composed of multiple rows of modules
installed in proximity), calculation of system performance ought to also include the
eﬀect emerging from mutual shading as depicted in Fig. 6.1. There are four types
mutual shading concurrent in a bifacial solar farm:
1. Shadow of direct light directly cast by neighboring row can occur in the case
of extremely close row spacing, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1(a). This shading
eﬀect can impose undesired non-uniform illumination on the module and lead
to serious power loss even under the protection by bypass diodes. However, this
eﬀect will vanish when modules are placed far apart.
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(a)

(b)

Row Spacing

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6.1. Diﬀerent types of mutual shading between adjacent rows in a
bifacial solar farm. Mutual shading due to (a) blocking of direct and
(b) partial masking of diﬀuse light onto the module by neighboring rows,
which could lead to severe non-uniform shading. Mutual shading of albedo
light from (c) blocking of direct light and (d) partial masking of diﬀuse
light onto the ground.

2. Partial masking of isotropic diﬀuse varies as a function of position on the module. It is because the part near the bottom of a module encounters a wider
masking angle by the adjacent module compared to the region near the top, see
Fig. 6.1(b). Masking of diﬀuse light creates non-uniform illumination, particularly in cloudy and overcast climates.
3. Additional to self-shading, neighboring rows can also block direct light reaching
onto the group, thereby decreasing albedo light, see Fig. 6.1(c). In a bifacial farm, where the contribution from albedo light is much pronounced than
monofacial ones, such an eﬀect should be carefully evaluated.
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4. Also similar to self-shading, adjacent rows can also mask diﬀuse light onto the
ground, see Fig. 6.1(d). This eﬀect strongly depends on the positions of the
group as well as the module because of highly position-resolved view factors
involved in this calculation.
It shall be noted that the analytical and geometric simulation framework present
in Chapter 4 can be easily extended to capture all these four shading eﬀects, and the
same equations are applicable with adjusted parameters. Moreover, we can also input
the calculated illumination proﬁle to the module simulator present in Chapter 3 to
accurately quantify power lost to partial illumination because of mutual shading.
More Complicated Optimization. For the optimization of a single bifacial
module, we only considered three critical parameters, i.e., elevation (E), azimuth angle (γM ), and tilt angle (β). Once expanding into farm design, row spacing (R) should
be fully accounted for. The essential challenge of farm-level optimization is that the
dependencies of mutual-shading on all four parameters (E, γM , β, R) and the coupling eﬀect among them. For example, a module with a ﬂatter tilt angle are less prone
to partial shading of blocking direct light by neighbors; hence, it has higher tolerance
to very close row spacing. The bottom line here is that a simple “trial-and-error”
approach obviously cannot yield meaningful results for such an intricate optimization
problem and one must search the optimum solution in this four-dimensional design
space.

6.2.2

Comprehensive Economic Evaluation:

Module Cost versus Land Cost. Regarding the design of solar farms, a key
metric for comparison is the LCOE in the unit of $/kW.h, namely, the amount of
ﬁnancial cost to generate a certain quantity of electricity. The initial investment
for large-scale solar farms is very capital intensive, primarily coming from the cost
of purchasing modules and land area; but the cost of these two elements can be
conﬂicting as a function of row spacing in a farm. For instance, setting the module
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far apart can mitigate loss from mutual shading (particularly prevalent in bifacial
solar farms), thereby improving the energy yield per module cost. Obviously, a farm
does not fully utilize the land area for widely separated row spacing, which in turn
reduce energy output per land cost. The unit price for modules and especially land
strongly vary from region to region and country to country. Hence, each farm entails
a unique design to optimum balancing the cost tradeoﬀ between module and land.
New Rule Must Be Developed. The historical rule-of-thumb of optimizing
monifacial farms starts with ﬁnding the optimal tilt angle for the modules using an
empirical equation (derived for a single standby module), and then determine the row
spacing to guarantee no blocking of direct light by adjacent rows on Dec. 21 at 9 am
(i.e., it is on winter solstice when the Sun has the lowest elevation angle and modules
are most likely to suﬀer from mutual shading of direct light through the year). The
rule is well-suited when land cost is not a constraint (e.g., in suburb areas). If land
(e.g., urban areas) is expensive, this rule does not apply. The emerging ﬂoating solar
farms provides an illustrative example [292]. Since land area is a constraint in the
ﬂoating solar farms, the row spacing ought to be more compact (modules are placed
in vicinity to each other), and module will be tilted less oblique (modules are tilted
nearly ﬂat in this case) to prevent blocking of direct light by close-by modules. There
is no comprehensive study on optimizing bifacial solar farms in full consideration of
land versus module cost. Therefore, we encourage future research to focus on the
optimization of bifacial PV at the farm scale accounting for these economic factors.
Reliability Factors. Besides energy output, long-term in-ﬁeld reliability of solar
modules must be considered to calculate LCOE of bifacial solar farms — a topic not
fully explored in the literature. For example, it has been demonstrated experimentally that compared to conventional tilting, east-west facing vertical installations is
immune to soiling degradation; so cleaning costs and water usage are signiﬁcantly reduced. Moreover, south-north facing bifacial solar modules are also more tilted than
monofacial counterparts to avert shading losses. Therefore, of great interest to the
community is to map a critical latitude across the globe where the tilt angle of bifacial
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modules are higher than the avalanche angle of soil or snow such that it can recover
soiling/snowing loss. In the future, along with energy output, these aforementioned
factors pertinent to reliability ought to be thoroughly analyzed for LCOE calculation.

6.2.3

Holistic Inverse Modeling Framework: Inclusion of Degradation
Models

In this thesis, we present the Suns-Vmp method to inversely characterize degraded
solar modules by merely examining the MPP data. However, this method only identiﬁes major degradation pathways based on the extracted circuit parameters (e.g., series
resistance increase is an indicator of solder bond failure); yet it can neither distinguish between degradation pathways that have the same eﬀects on circuit parameters,
nor can it predict future behavior of these degradation processes. In this section, we
would like to introduce a broader perspective on inverse modeling, speciﬁcally with
the inclusion of time-dependent degradation models.

Fig. 6.2. The illustration of the holistic inverse modeling framework.
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Overview of the Framework
The holistic inverse modeling framework embodies four major foundational blocks,
i.e., Input, Circuit Library, Degradation Model Library, and Output, as depicted in
the diagram of Fig. 6.2. Each block is interconnected in the calculation to yield
insightful information on module degradation as well as accurate short- and longterm projections of future energy yields. Next, we will illustrate the calculation ﬂow
of this framework in depth as followings:
Step 1: The input into this framework encompasses two elements: 1) the electrical data which can either be intermittent IV sweep or time-series MPP data;
and 2) the other is a comprehensive set of environmental data which dictates the
system performance. By integrating these two data sets into our technologyspeciﬁc circuit models (see Chapter 2), we can extract the temporal evolution
of circuit parameters. It must be noted that the Suns-Vmp method developed
in Chapter 5 plays a vital role in this process in terms of physically deciphering
input data, especially if full IV sweep is absent or recorded in inadequate time
resolution (e.g., only one IV measurement per year).
Step 2: After acquiring the time-resolved circuit parameters, we input them
into our library of degradation models (e.g., potential-induced degradation, corrosion) coupled with a complete list of environmental data (e.g., irradiance, temperature, humidity). In Appendix D, we have listed a set of analytical models to
simulate PV degradation. The degradation models here must be physics-based,
namely, they appropriately model the physical processes underlying a speciﬁc
degradation mechanism as well as the corresponding eﬀect on the relevant circuit parameters (e.g., solder bond failure to series resistance). Moreover, these
models must incorporate environmental data into the calculation which dictates
the rate and distribution thereof. One example will be modeling how ultraviolet
light gradually depletes the protective photobleacher inside EVA and eventually
cause encapsulant discoloration [94]. Note that the physical parameters used by
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the degradation model will be technology- and manufacturer-speciﬁc, such as
the content of photobleacher inside EVA in the discoloration model diﬀers from
manufacturer to manufacturer. Hence, in the same location, there can exist a
broad distribution of degradation rates of solar modules made by diﬀerent manufacturers [119]. Since the framework calibrates the physical parameters speciﬁc
to the analyzed technology, we can physically account for a variety of these
location- and technology-speciﬁc degradation processes. It must be pointed out
that previous work where degradation models were also applied calibrate the
parameters through a set of accelerated tests pertinent to a speciﬁc degradation
model, e.g., UV test for EVA discoloration, see Fig. 6.3. Here, one must design
the accelerated tests to cover all the degradation modes, while each test must
be executed multiple times at diﬀerent conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity) for parameter calibration (e.g., activation energy). This procedure can be
cumbersome, and still one may overlook speciﬁc degradation when designing
the experiments. Moreover, this technique may not apply to existing aged PV
systems, which have already suﬀered from degradation signiﬁcantly and does
not permit accelerated tests. One of the breakthroughs in our framework is to
physically extract these parameters of degradation models by mining the past
ﬁeld data (dashed line in Fig. 6.3). This new approach fully takes advantage of
the natural test chamber — the outside environment — and can eliminate the
need for accelerated tests.
Step 3: The calibrated degradation models from Step 2 enables a set of useful outputs, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. First, the deconvolution analysis of
degradation mechanism can inspire technology- and location-speciﬁc reliability
design for manufacturers. For instance, if the framework indicates that contact
corrosion dominates, for the next ﬂeet of modules to be installed in the same location, manufacturers may increase the width of mental ﬁngers and implement
better sealing encapsulants such that they are more resistant to corrosion. The
corrosion degradation model can even project the amount of degradation as a
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function of ﬁnger width increment, if necessary. Second, input with short-term
weather forecast, the framework can predict the short-term energy production
, which is crucial for utility companies to regulate electrical grid in advance.
Hour-by-hour, day-by-day, and season-by-season variability of solar energy are
one of the obstacles to complete energy reliance on PV for humanity. Obviously, energy storage can potentially solve this issue of variability, but recent
technology development in battery still cannot suﬃce to meet the required capacity. As a result, to prevent electricity shortage or overloaded grid, utility
companies need the short-term projection of photovoltaic energy yields to optimally regulate other sources (e.g., coal plants) as well as distribute electricity
in the grid accordingly. In this context, once calibrated and input with weather
forecast, this framework can serve this important mission by providing projected short-term energy yields to utility companies. Third, our framework can
perform more accurate long-term projection of energy yields than conventional
methods (e.g., simple linear regression) that fail to model the inherent nonlinearity of PV degradation. The calculated energy yield is crucial to estimate
the LCOE and assess the bankability of a solar farm for investors. Inaccuracy
or error in the long-term projection can cause undesired ﬁnancial losses, particularly when amortization is involved. Therefore, our framework — that can
comprehensively and physically model PV degradation — will shed some light
on the future development of software used for predictive calculation of solar
farms [293].
Step 4: Last but not least, the framework is not one-time calculation. Rather,
it continuously mines the ﬁeld data to circumvent the possibility of missing
certain degradation pathways which may appear invisible initially but arise later
to inﬂict damages on the module performance. It is also of equal importance
to continually update our degradation library, which may not be complete in
the ﬁrst place. If pronounced discrepancies are detected between the model and
the ﬁeld data, we need to immediately develop new models as well as reﬁne
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the physics and formulation of the existing degradation models, with the help
from sophisticated oﬀ-line characterization techniques (e.g., electroluminescence
imaging) to fully understand the physics behind certain degradation.

Accelerated Test

Parameters of
Degradation
Models

Field Data

Fig. 6.3. The ﬂow of modeling approach of traditional approaches such
as [94]; meanwhile, this holistic framework enables extracting physical
parameters of degradation directly from ﬁeld data.

Technical Challenges of This Framework
Once successfully implemented, this holistic inverse framework will become an
omnipotent tool for improving the reliability of solar modules. Yet, there still exist a
few technical challenges that need to be overcome as we will discuss below.
1. Modeling Degradation Processes:
Incomplete Understanding of Physics. Since calibrating degradation models
entails processing massive environmental data (may up to decades with a minute-byminute resolution), conventional and computationally intensive modeling approaches
based on Finite Element Method (FEM) are not suited here. Instead, one must
simplify the model into an analytical (compact) form. However, degradation mechanisms inside solar modules involve slow and complex physical processes, which may
be diﬃcult to model analytically. Therefore, the veracity of the model assumptions
must be validated with great caution. Since the rates of degradation pathways gen-
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erally follow the Arrhenius relationship (i.e., processes accelerate exponentially with
temperature as exp(−EA /kT )), time windows with high temperature (e.g., summer)
contribute prominently to the development of degradation processes, and render other
time periods irrelevant in the calculation. Therefore, the degradation models may be
able to selectively simulate degradation processes only for the high-temperature time
windows which can substantially simplify the calculation. Indeed, the ﬁdelity of this
approach in practice remains as an open question for future research.
Coupling Eﬀect of Degradation Processes. As shown in Table 1.1, besides
deteriorating module performance, a degradation process can also be activated or
accelerated by others. For example, glass cracking creates extra paths for moisture
ingress and ultimately accelerates contact corrosion. This coupling eﬀect – that considerably intertwines the modeling of these degradation processes – ought to be adequately modeled in this framework. To make physical parameters of the degradation
model as a function of other processes could be one solution to this problem.
2. Mapping Degradation to Circuit Model:
Degradation Processes Are Not Orthogonal. Even with fully speciﬁed
degradation models, it still requires mapping their impacts to the parameters in the
circuit model for inverse modeling. Ideally, the impact of degradation processes should
be orthogonal. Namely, one degradation only aﬀects one speciﬁc circuit parameter
without overlapping each other. In reality, however, multiple degradation pathways
can change the same circuit parameter concurrently, thereby making them indistinguishable, e.g., both EVA delamination and EVA discoloration reduce photocurrent.
In this case, one may have to rely on acceleration tests to calibrate degradation models
beforehand in order to decompose them in the ﬁeld data.
Non-Uniform Degradation. The Suns-Vmp method discussed in Chapter 5
applies a single circuit to represent a string of solar modules which can further break
down into multiple cells. Many of the common PV degradation pathways, nonetheless,
are highly position-resolved (PID varies from cell to cell with a module, see Fig. 13
in [294]) and a single circuit may be insuﬃcient in the case of severe non-uniformity,
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as discussed in Sec. 5.4.4. One obvious solution is, instead of merely one circuit, to
adopt multiple sub-circuits to account for this non-uniformity. The ensuing issues
here is that the increased number of circuit parameters can cause non-uniqueness of
the solution when ﬁtting to either MPP or full IV sweep.
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Fig. 6.4. (a) IR image (facing the backsheet) of a two years old solar
module installed in India showing the distribution of hot cells. (b) Electrothermal coupled simulation results of the temperature proﬁle for cells M1
and M2 in (a). This plot is taken from [295] ©2016 IEEE.

To overcome this numerical diﬃculty, one may add another thermal probe in addition to the existing electrical probe (current and voltage), see Fig. 6.4 (a). Speciﬁcally,
thermal imaging can easily translate the non-uniform characteristics present in a degraded module to temperature distribution. Applying the electro-thermal framework
developed in Chapter 2, one spatially determines the variation between each cell from
the thermal image and ultimately extract the circuit parameters for each cell from
the electrical measurement self-consistently, as demonstrated in see Fig. 6.4 (b). Of
course, the feasibility of this approach shall be explored as a future research problem.

6.3

Final Remarks
Energy demand is increasing with the exploding world population; also, global

warming is endangering the environment for us and our posterity, a result of con-
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sumption of fossil fuels for decades. Therefore, it is the author’s deepest belief that
clean energy, such like solar PV, will sooner or later supersede traditional fossil fuels
to become the dominant energy source for humanity. However, the only path toward
this Utopia is to continuously reduce the LCOE of PV to make them more ﬁnancially
competitive. As the performance of PV is approaching the fundamental physical
limit, new research angles and ingenious engineering must be invented and carried
out to keep pushing the boundary of improvements.
This thesis has brought new perspectives to PV research. Part of the framework discussed in the thesis is inspired by other ﬁelds, such as the cell-to-module
approach discussed here is in analogous to the transistor-to-computer route in electronics. However, this quasi-orthogonal approach is versatile and ubiquitous, and
utterly transferable to other research areas. For instance, like PV, self-heating is
becoming a pressing issue for deeply scaled transistors with increasing power density. Radiative cooling, already demonstrated for PV, could also serve as a means to
alleviate self-heating, particularly for portable electronics where active cooling is difﬁcult. Moreover, one can also apply the inverse modeling framework to applications
where reliability is a serious concern, such as biosensors and internet-of-things (IoT)
devices. The author hopes that the thesis can also enlighten readers outside the PV
community, and facilitate the future conﬂuence of multidisciplinary research.
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A. DERIVATION OF PHYSICS-BASED ANALYTICAL
MODEL
A.1

Analytical Derivation

Here we will discuss the analytical derivation of the physics-based model. We will
illustrate the steps using the example of perovskite solar cells, but the underlying
mathematic techniques are also applicable to CIGS solar cells.

A.1.1

Intrinsic Absorber

We will begin with solving the electron and hole continuity equations given in [154]

Contact

Perovskites

Contact
TiO2

Perovskites

(A.1)

Spiro-OMeTAD

(b) n-i-p

(a) p-i-n

PCBM
Contact

Contact
PEDOT: PSS

∂n
1 ∂Jn
=
+ G(x) − R(x),
∂t
q ∂x

Fig. A.1. (a) The energy diagram of (a) Type 1 (p-i-n) and (b) Type 3
(n-i-p) perovskite
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∂p
1 ∂Jp
=−
+ G(x) − R(x),
∂t
q ∂x

(A.2)

where n and p are the electron and hole concentrations, G(x) and R(x) denote the
generation and recombination processes, and Jn and Jp are the electron and hole
currents expressed as follows:

Jn = qµn nE + qDn

∂n
,
∂x

(A.3)

Jp = qµp pE − qDp

∂p
.
∂x

(A.4)

In Eqns. A.3 and A.4, E is the electric ﬁeld, µn and µp are the electron and hole
motilities, Dn and Dp are the electron and hole diﬀusion coeﬃcients, respectively.
Assuming that the bulk recombination is negligible (i.e.,R(x)=0) [2], eqns. A.1 to
A.4 reduce to,

D

∂n(x)
∂ 2 n(x)
+ µE(x)
+ G(x) − R(x) = 0,
2
∂x
∂ x

(A.5)

D

∂ 2 p(x)
∂p(x)
−
µE(x)
+ G(x) − R(x) = 0.
∂x
∂2x

(A.6)

To solve the equations, we ﬁrst need to calculate E by solving the Poisson equation,
and the generation proﬁle, G(x), by solving the Maxwell equations.
The Poisson equation is written as
ρ
∂ 2φ
=− .
2
∂x
ε

(A.7)

Assuming that the absorber is intrinsic (so that ρ=0), therefore, φ(x) = ax. Since
the voltage drops primarily across the absorber layer, therefore, φ(x = 0) = 0 and
φ(x = t0 ) = Vbi − V in the p-i-n structure. Hence, we can express the electric ﬁeld
as a =

Vbi −V
t0

=

∂φ
∂x

= −E, so that E =

V −Vbi
.
t0

Recall that Vbi is the built-in potential

across the absorber that is mainly determined by the doping of the selective transport
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layers as well as the band alignment at the interface, and t0 is the absorber thickness,
see Fig. A.2 (a).

(a)

(b)

Fig. A.2. (a) The energy diagram of a p-i-n cell with boundary conditions
labeled. (b) The approximated generation proﬁle in the absorber

After inserting E(x) and G(x) in Eqns. A.5 and A.6, the general solutions are
given by
x

n(x) = An e

−ε0 x

Gn λ2ave e− λave
+
+ Bn ,
ε0 λave − 1

(A.8)

x

p(x) = Ap e

ε0 x

2
Gp λave
e− λave
−
+ Bp , .
ε0 λave + 1

(A.9)

where ε0 ≡ qE/kT is the normalized electric ﬁeld, Gn ≡ Gef f /Dn and Gp ≡ Gef f /Dp
represent the normalized generation rates, An(p) and Bn(p) are constants to be determined from the boundary conditions.
In the case of Type 1 (p-i-n), the boundary conditions for eqns. A.8 and A.9
at x = 0 and x = t0 are depicted in Fig.A.2, where the eﬀective doping concentration
NA,ef f and ND,ef f are the equilibrium hole and electron concentrations at the ends
of the i-layer. The concentrations are determined by the doping and the electron
aﬃnities of the transport layers, the built-in potential is Vbi =

N
N
kT
log( A,ef fn2 D,ef f ),
q
i

and sn and sp are the minority carrier surface recombination velocities.
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Using the boundary conditions, we solve for Bn and Bp as

Bn =

Bp =

ND,ef f eεo t0 −

NA,ef f eεo t0 −

ni2
NA,ef f

n2i
ND,ef f

−

Gn λave
(λave − Dn εo ts0n−1
εo t0 −1
eεo t0 − 1 + εosµnn kT
q

+

t0

− λave eεo t− λave )

Gp λave − λ t0
e ave (λave − Dp εo ts0p+1
εo t0 +1
ε µ
eεo t0 − 1 + osp p kT
q

,

(A.10)

t0

− λave eεo t− λave )

.

(A.11)

Now utilizing Eqns. A.3 and A.4, the current density J = J (0) = Jn (0) + Jp (0)
can be expressed as J = qE (µn Bn + µp Bp ). Substituting Eqns. A.10 and A.11,
we can ﬁnd the current divided into two parts, a dark diode Jdark (independent of
generation), and a voltage-dependent photocurrent Jphoto so that,

Jdark = (

Jf 0
eV 0 −1
V0

+

+ βf



0
1−eV −m
V 0 −m
eV 0 −1
V0

Jphoto = qGmax (

Jb0
eV 0 −1
V0

− βf

qV

)(e kT − 1),



0
1−eV +m
V 0 +m
eV 0 −1
V0

−

+ βf

n2

ef f )

Dn(p)
t0

− βb

e−m ),

(A.13)

+ βb

Jlight = Jdark + Jphoto .
i
Here, Jf 0(b0) = q NA,ef f (D,

(A.12)

+ βb

(A.14)

is the diode current for electrons and holes recom-

bining at the front or back contact; βf (b) =

Dn(p)
t0 sn(p)

depends on the diﬀusion coeﬃcient

t0
λave

is the ratio of the absorber thick-

and surface recombination velocities; m =

ness and the average absorption decay length; Gmax = Gef f λavg is the maximum
R∞
generation (Gmax = o Gef f e−x/λavg dx); V 0 represents q(V − Vbi )/kT .
Eqns. A.12 to A.14 can be further simpliﬁed to
0

αf (b)

eV − 1
= 1/(
+ βf (b) ),
V0


0
1 − eV −m
A = αf × (
− βf ),
V0−m

(A.15)

�

(A.16)
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0
1 − eV +m
B = αb × (
− βb .
V0+m
�

(A.17)

Consequently,
qV

Jdark = (αf × Jf 0 + αb × Jb0 )(e kT − 1),

(A.18)

Jphoto = qGmax (A − Be−m ).

(A.19)

Similarly, one can derive the equations for Type 3 (n-i-p) perovskite solar cells


ni 2
with diﬀerent boundary conditions (i.e., Jp (o) = qsp ni − ND,ef
and n(0) = ND,ef f ;
f
Jn (to ) = qsn (ni −

A.1.2

ni 2
)
NA,ef f

and p(to ) = NA,ef f ).

Doped Absorber

Due to the intrinsic defects, perovskite ﬁlms might be self-doped. Generally, selfdoping is more pronounced in low/medium (6 ∼ 12%) eﬃciency devices. Here, we
derive a physics-based compact model for both p-p-n and n-p-p structures following

Contact

Contact
TiO2

Perovskites

Perovskites

Spiro-OMeTAD

(b) n-p-p

(a) p-p-n

PCBM
Contact

Contact
PEDOT: PSS

a recipe similar to that of p-i-n/n-i-p structures.

Fig. A.3. (a) The energy diagram of (a) Type 3 (p-p-n) and (b) Type 4
(n-p-p) perovskite cells
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The energy diagrams of p-p-n and n-p-p structures are shown in Fig. A.4. The
system can be divided into two parts: 1) the depletion region, Wdepletion (V ) =
q
−V
Wdepletion (0 V) VbiVbi
(V < Vbi ); 2) the neutral charge region, t0 − Wdepletion (V ).
Fig. S1.5 shows the corresponding electric ﬁeld proﬁles (V < Vbi ), where the ﬁeld in
the neutral charge regions are zero, while that in the depletion region is presumed
linear following |Emax (V )| =

2(Vbi −V )
.
Wdelp (V )

(a) p-p-n

(b) n-p-p

Fig. A.4. The energy diagram of (a) p-p-n and (b) n-p-p perovskite solar
cells with boundary conditions labeled.

Fig. A.5. Electric ﬁeld of (a) Type 2 (p-p-n) and (b) Type 4 (n-p-p) perovskite solar cells.

We adopt the same boundary conditions and generation proﬁle as in Section A.1
to solve Eqns. A.5 and A.6. Additionally, the charges and the currents must be con-
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tinuous at the boundary between the depletion and neutral regions, i.e., Jn(p) (l− ) =
Jn(p) (l+ ) and n, p (l− ) = n, p (l+ ) , where l = t0 − Wdepletion (V ) and l = Wdepletion (V )
for p-p-n and n-p-p, respectively.
Following the same procedures in Section A.1, we can derive the equations for
dark and photo currents (V < Vbi ) following:
Type 2 (p-p-n):

αf,ppn = 1/(Δ + βf ),

(A.20)

0

αb,ppn = 1/(Δ × eV + βb ),

Appn = αf ×

Bppn = αb ×


1 � −m×Δ
e
− 1 −β f
m

(A.21)


,

(A.22)


0

eV � −m×(Δ−1)
m
e
− e − βb ,
m

(A.23)

Type 4 (n-p-p):
0

αf,npp = 1/(Δ × eV + βf ),

(A.24)

αb,npp = 1/(Δ + βb ),

(A.25)


Anpp = αf ×

0

eV � −m
e − em×(Δ−1) − βf
m


Bnpp = αb ×


,



1 �
m×Δ
1−e
− βb .
m

(A.26)

(A.27)

p
The new parameter Δ = 1 − n (Vbi − V )/Vbi , where n = Wdepletion (0 V)/t0 is the
ratio of the equilibrium depletion width and the absorber thickness.
We assume that the self-doped absorber behaves identically as an intrinsic cell
when V ≥ Vbi . Hence we use Eqns. A.15 to A.19 to describe the operation of a
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self-doped device at V ≥ Vbi . Please note that Eqns. A.15 to A.19 give the same
limit as Eqns. A.20 to A.27 when V → Vbi .

A.2

Assumption Validation - CIGS Solar Cells

Here, we validate the assumptions used to derive the analytical equations for CIGS
solar cells based on simulation and experiment data. The simulation was performed
using the commercial device simulator, Sentaurus [157]. The discussion is divided into
two parts: 1) illumination-independent diode current, and 2) voltage-independent
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Current Density (mA/cm )

generation-induced bulk recombination current.
40
20

light
light
dark
dark
diode (one sun)
injection

0
-20
-40
0

𝜂 = 18.2 %
Sim.

0.2

0.4
V (V)

0.6

Fig. A.6. The simulated I-V characteristics with 18.2% eﬃciency, showing that the frozen potential diode (injection) current is the same as dark
current

A.2.1

Illumination-Independent Diode Current

We simulate a CIGS solar cell with 18.2% eﬃciency; see Fig. A.6. The device parameters are summarized in Table A.1. We take the approach discussed
in [146] to separate the diode current and photocurrent under illumination, where
the illuminated diode (injection) current is obtained by freezing the solution of the
potential proﬁle obtained under illumination and solving the frozen potential driftdiﬀusion equations after setting the photo-generation to zero. As shown in Fig. A.6,
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JDiode (one sun) = JDark is found for V < VOC . We also have experimentally proved
that the diode current is illumination-independent by calculating the carrier-collection
eﬃciencies (η (V ) = (JLight (V ) − JDark (V ))/JSC ) for diﬀerent illumination intensities;
see Fig. A.7 (note that it is the same CIGS sample as shown in Fig. 2.6). The argument is that if JDiode = JDark under diﬀerent sun intensities, the collection eﬃciency
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A.2.2

Voltage-Independent Generation-Induced Bulk Recombination Current

Here, we try to validate the assumption that the generation-induced bulk recomRt
Rt
bination current (JGen−Rec = o (RLight (x) − RDark (x))dx= o RGen (x)dx) is voltageindependent up to VOC through simulation. The signiﬁcance of the voltage-independent
generation-induced bulk recombination current is that it allows us to simplify the term
G (x) − RGen (x) in Eq. 2.6 to a normalize generation proﬁle, G0 (x), as discussed in
Sec. 2.3.1.

3

x 10

20

(x)

Dark

𝑅𝐺𝑒𝑛 (𝑥) = 𝑅𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑥 − 𝑅𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘 (𝑥)
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0.5
𝑥 = 𝑊𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑝 (0.5 V)
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RGen(x)
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0
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Bulk recombination at 0.5 V

1
x (m)

1.5

Fig. A.8. The bulk recombination rate as a function of position inside the
CIGS layer at 0.5 V. The generation-induced bulk recombination (dots)
occurs mostly in the quasi-neutral region.

The bulk recombination rates under dark (RDark (x)) and light (RLight (x)) and
the generation-induced bulk recombination (RGen (x)) are plotted in Fig. A.8. At
V = 0.5 V, although there are considerable RDark (x) and RLight (x) occurring in the
depletion region (x < 0.4 m), RGen (x) occurs mostly in the quasi-neutral bulk region.
Hence, RGen (x) is voltage-independent. Consequently, as shown in Fig. A.9(a), the
generation-induced bulk recombination current, JGen−Rec , is a small portion of the
total generation current and exhibits voltage-independent characteristics up to VOC .
Beyond VOC , JGen−Rec increases with voltage due to high-level injection. In addition,
JGen−Rec remains at 5% of the total generation current, JT ot−P hoto , for diﬀerent illumination; see Fig. A.9(b). So the short-circuit current (the maximum photocurrent),

2
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Fig. A.9. (a) Total photocurrent (JT ot−P hoto ) and generation-induced bulk
recombination current (JGen−Rec ) as a function of bias under one-sun conditions. JGen−Rec is a small portion of JGen−Rec and remains almost voltageindependent up to open-circuit voltage. (b) The linear relation between
JGen−Rec and JT ot−P hoto for diﬀerent illumination intensities.

JSC , can be written as JT ot−P hoto − JGen−Rec = 0.95 × JT ot−P hoto and is linear with
illumination intensity.
So far, it has been conﬁrmed that the diode current is voltage-independent, and the
generation-induced bulk recombination current is voltage-independent under normal
operating conditions. With these two assumptions, we can derive Eqns. 2.6–2.11 for
photocurrent.
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Table A.1.
The simulation parameters used in Sentaurus numerical simulations [153]
Properties

n-layer

n-layer

p-layer

Thickness

200 nm

50 nm

1.5 µm

Doping (cm3 )

1 × 1018

1 × 1017

2 × 1016

Hole mobility (cm2 /Vs))

25

25

25

Electron mobility (cm2 /Vs))

100

100

100

Bandgap (eV)

3.3

2.4

1.15

Electron aﬃnities (eV)

4.4

4.2

4.5

Type

Donor

Acceptor

Donor

Defect level (eV)

Midgap

Midgap

Midgap

Gaussian distribution

0.1

0.1

0.1

Defect density (cm-3 )

1 × 1017

1 × 1017

2 × 1014

Hole cross-section (cm2 )

1 × 10−12

1 × 10−17

5 × 10−12

Electron cross-section

1 × 10−15

1 × 10−12

1 × 10−15

Defect
width (eV)

(cm2 )
Contact properties

Ohmic contacts (sf = 107 cm/s)
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B. COMPREHENSIVE GLOBAL MAPS OF
PERFORMANCE AND OPTIMIZATION FOR BIFACIAL
SOLAR MODULES
Here we will present four tables of global maps summarizing the optimization and
performance (i.e., tilt angle, azimuth angle, annual energy yield, and bifacial gain) for
bifacial solar modules with diﬀerent deployment scenarios (i.e., elevation and albedo).
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Albedo = 0.5

Albedo = 0.75

E=2m

E = 1.5 m

E=1m

E = 0.5 m

E=0m

Albedo = 0.25

Fig. B.1. Optimal tilt angle of a 1 m high module for diﬀerent ground
albedo and elevations (E).
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Albedo = 0.5

Albedo = 0.75

E=2m

E = 1.5 m

E=1m

E = 0.5 m

E=0m

Albedo = 0.25

Fig. B.2. Optimal azimuth angle of a 1 m high module for diﬀerent ground
albedo and elevations (E).
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Albedo = 0.5

Albedo = 0.75

E=2m

E = 1.5 m

E=1m

E = 0.5 m

E=0m

Albedo = 0.25

Fig. B.3. Maximum annual electricity yield of a 1 m high module for
diﬀerent ground albedo and elevations (E).
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Albedo = 0.5

Albedo = 0.75

E=2m

E = 1.5 m

E=1m

E = 0.5 m

E=0m

Albedo = 0.25

Fig. B.4. Maximum bifacial gain of a 1 m high module for diﬀerent ground
albedo and elevations (E).
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C. DETAILED IMPLEMENTATION AND VARIABILITY
TEST OF THE SUNS-VMP METHOD
Here we will discuss the speciﬁc implementation of data processing and physics-based
ﬁltering as well as the analytical equations of the compact model used in the algorithm introduced in Sec. 5.2. In addition, we will examine the susceptibility of the
Suns-Vmp method to intra-cell variability and the resulting eﬀects on the parameter
extraction.

C.1

Preprocess Environmental Data

The Suns-Vmp method relies on environment data, i.e., cell temperature and
irradiance. The weather information is used as inputs to the equivalent circuit to ﬁt
the reconstructed MPP IV. The raw data can contain seasonal irradiance variation
and temperature correction. Hence, it is important to preprocess the raw data so
that the parameters extracted are accurate and robust. Below, we discuss this issue
of data preprocessing in detail.

C.1.1

Cell Temperature

Module temperature is typically measured by attaching thermal sensors to the
back side of solar modules. The actual cell temperature can be higher than the
measured back-side module temperature regardless of convective and radiative heat
transfer at the module surfaces. Ref. [?] has developed an empirical equation to
predict cell temperature (TC ) based on illumination intensity (GP OA ) and module
temperature (TM ), which is used in this algorithm.
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C.1.2

Irradiance Data

In addition to thermal information, we also need the illumination data to perform
the Suns-Vmp method. The on-site illumination data is typically measured by pyranometers orientated as same as solar modules to collect the plane-of-array irradiance
GP OA . However, directly applying the raw GP OA data to the Suns-Vmp method can
cause inaccuracy in extracting short-circuit current because of 1) air mass dependent
spectral mismatch between ﬁeld and standard test condition (STC) and 2) reﬂection
loss of ﬂat-plate solar modules. Thus, one must preprocess GP OA data to eliminate
the above non-idealities, as discussed below.

C.1.3

Spectral Mismatch

The spectral proﬁle of GP OA under which MPP data is generated can diﬀer from
the AM1.5G spectrum used in the STC for initial rating. Because the extracted circuits from the Suns-Vmp method are eventually corrected to their STC values, the
spectral mismatch between real-time ﬁeld irradiance and STC can contaminate the
ﬁtting results primarily for the short-circuit current. Fortunately, the Sandia PV Array Performance Model (SAPM) has developed a polynomial equation to empirically
describe the spectral content of solar irradiance as a function of air mass (AM ) [?].
In this algorithm, we use the SAPM to correct the real-time GP OA to its STC values, where AM is calculated by the Sandia PV modeling library [238] and the Direct
Normal Incidence (DNI) is retrieved from [296] at the installation location.

C.1.4

Reﬂection Loss

Pyranometers can accept irradiance coming from a highly oblique angle of incidence (AOI) thanks to the doom-shaped glass cover, while ﬂat-plane solar modules
are susceptible to reﬂection loss at high AOI. Consequently, one must also adjust
GP OA measured by pyranometers to account for reﬂection loss. In this algorithm, we
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also utilize the SAPM module [?] to correct for reﬂection loss of the direct normal
incidence, given the tilt and azimuth angles of the analyzed solar modules.
Although the metrological information is often available from the on-site weather
station, this may not be the always the case. In this case, meteorological databases,
such as Ref. [296] can be alternative sources for reproducing illumination and temperature information [194].

C.2

Physics-Based Filtering Algorithm

Model

Real-time data

MPP Data

0

6

12

18

24

Environmental Data

GPOA (W/m2)

Outlier

Fig. C.1. Raw MPP data with outliers, ﬁltered MPP data, and the environmental data on 05/16/1994 of the NREL test facility.

Outlier data points due to instrumentation error, inverter clipping, weather condition, etc., can exist in the ﬁeld data [125]. For example, the Imp data point at around
9 am in Fig. C.1 shows substantial inconsistency with GP OA . The inclusion of these
outliers in the Suns-Vmp method can induce signiﬁcant uncertainties in extracting
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Fit MPP Data with GPOA >
0 W/m2 within the
measurement window

Discard data points
with relative fitting
error > 50%

No
Move to the
next time step

Yes
Fit the filtered
MPP Data

and
are the numbers of remaining
*
and total data points, respectively.

Fig. C.2. Flowchart of our self-ﬁltering algorithm to identify and eliminate
outlier data points.

circuit parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a self-consistent scheme to
detect and then remove these outliers. Toward this goal, we have created a continuous
self-ﬁltering algorithm to eliminate outlier data points, see Fig. C.2. The steps are
as follows:
1. Fit the MPP data with non-zero POA irradiance using the equivalent circuit
(MPP data with zero irradiance always yields zero current and voltage, thereby
irrelevant). Note that this ﬁtting step is conﬁned to the MPP data only within
the measurement window at a single time step.
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2. Calculate the relative error of ﬁtting each MPP data point. If the error is greater
than 50%, the corresponding data point is treated as an outlier and discarded.
3. Examine the number of the remaining data points after step 2. If the remaining
still consists of more than 80% of the raw data points, proceed to step 4. Otherwise, the corresponding time step is considered as an outlier as a whole (i.e.,
remove all the data points at this time step), and will not be analyzed further.
Rather, the Suns-Vmp method will directly move to the next time-window. The
entire measurement window may consist of corrupted data if temporary instrumentations malfunctions for more than a few days.
4. Fit the ﬁltered MPP data by the equivalent circuit and extract the circuit parameters.
5. Move to next time step.

C.3

Equations of the Five Parameter Model for Si Solar Modules

Table C.1.
The equations of the analytical model
Analytical equations for I-V characteristics
JD1 = J0 (e
JD2 = J0 (e

qV −J×RS
kT

− 1)

qV −J×RS
2kT

− 1)

JShunt = (V − J × RS )/RShunt
J = JP h + JD1 + JD2 + JShunt
Illumination and temperature dependencies of the parameters
G
GST C

J02

× JP H,ST C × (1 + β × (T − TST C ))

3
E
C
T
J01 = J01,ST C × TST
× exp( k1 ( TG,ST
− ETG ))
C
ST C

2.5
E
C
T
J02 = J02,ST C × TST
× exp( k2 ( TG,ST
− ETG ))
C
ST C

EG

EG = EG,ST C + α × (T − TST C )

JP h
J01

RShunt

JP h =

RShunt = RShunt,ST C ×

G
GST C
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Here, we will present the analytical formulation of the ﬁve-parameter model [40]
used in the Suns-Vmp method (see Fig. 5.2) and the temperature- and illuminationdependency of each parameter in Table C.1. Also, detailed description and initial
STC value for Siemens M55 [277] of each parameter is listed in Table C.2. Note that
GST C = 1000 W/m2 and TST C = 25 o C for standard test condition in for standard
test condition in Table C.2.
Table C.2.
Parameter description and their initial STC values for Siemens M55 [277]
JP h,ST C

Maximum Photo Current

282 mA/cm2

J01,ST C

Diode recombination current with ideality

1.3 × 10−8 mA/cm2

factor of 1
J02,ST C

Diode recombination current with ideality

4.6 × 10−4 mA/cm2

factor of 2
RShunt

Shunt resistance

0.12 Ω.cm2

RS

Series resistance

1.7 × 10−4 Ω.cm2

β

Temperature coeﬃcient of short-circuit

(0.49 %/K)

current

C.4

EG

Bandgap of Si absorber

(1.12 eV)

α

Temperature coeﬃcient of Si bandgap

(-6 × 10−4 eV/K)

Variability Test of the Suns-Vmp Method

We have tested the Suns-Vmp method under various scenarios of variability using
synthetic weather data in Fig. C.3. Non-uniform degradation of solar cells in the
ﬁeld can occur due to diﬀerent degradation pathways and have diﬀerent levels of nonuniformity. Hence, we have emulated four cases of performance variability: 1) 6 out
of 36 cells degrades due to contact corrosion (RS increases tenfold); 2) 6 out of 36
cells have encapsulant delamination (only retain 80% of initial short-circuit current);
3) 6 out of 36 cells suﬀer from moderate potential-induced degradation (shunt resis-
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tance decrease by one order); 4) 6 out of 36 cells suﬀer from server potential-induced
degradation (shunt resistance decrease by two orders). All the tests of performance
variability are summarized in Figs. C.4 to C.7.
As shown in Figs. C.4 to C.7, the Suns-Vmp method is still capable of diagnosing the
pathology of solar modules with non-uniform degradation. For example, the SunsVmp method has attributed eﬃciency degradation to the increased series resistance in
Fig. C.4. This result, however, is not surprising since series resistance can essentially
be aggregated into one single resistance in a series-connected circuit in Fig. C.4(a).
Remarkably, the Suns-Vmp method is still valid even for non-uniform delaminationand PID-induced degradation where simple superstition of either short-circuit current
and shunt resistance of healthy and degraded cells does not hold, see Figs. C.5
and C.6. The Suns-Vmp, however, cannot correctly extract the degraded circuit
parameter by only one single equivalent circuit under severe performance variability,
see Fig. C.7. Hence, it is recommended to utilize multiple equivalent circuits in the
Suns-Vmp method to analyze solar modules with substantial performance variability.

Time (h)

Fig. C.3. Synthetic weather data containing hourly illumination and module temperature is used to test the Suns-Vmp method.
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Fig. C.4. (a) A schematic of the simulated 36-cell solar module including
6 cells degraded due to contact corrosion. The degraded circuit elements
are also highlighted. (b,c) Vmp and Imp of the solar module using the
synthetic weather data in Fig. C.3. Circles are simulated data and solid
lines are ﬁtting data using the Suns-Vmp method. (d) Table summarizes
input parameters (both default and degraded) and extracted parameter set
using the Suns-Vmp method (aﬀected parameters are in bold).
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Fig. C.5. (a) A schematic of the simulated 36-cell solar module including
6 cells degraded due to delamination. The degraded circuit elements are
also highlighted. (b,c) Vmp and Imp of the solar module using the synthetic weather data in Fig. C.3. Circles are simulated data and solid lines
are ﬁtting data using the Suns-Vmp method. (d) Table summarizes input
parameters (both default and degraded) and extracted parameter set using
the Suns-Vmp method (aﬀected parameters are in bold).
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Fig. C.6. (a) A schematic of the simulated 36-cell solar module including
6 cells degraded due to moderate potential induced degradation. The degraded circuit elements are also highlighted. (b,c) Vmp and Imp of the
solar module using the synthetic weather data in Fig. C.3. Circles are
simulated data and solid lines are ﬁtting data using the Suns-Vmp method.
(d) Table summarizes input parameters (both default and degraded) and
extracted parameter set using the Suns-Vmp method (aﬀected parameters
are in bold).
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Fig. C.7. (a) A schematic of the simulated 36-cell solar module including
6 cells degraded due to moderate potential induced degradation. The degraded circuit elements are also highlighted. (b,c) Vmp and Imp of the
solar module using the synthetic weather data in Fig. C.3. Circles are
simulated data and solid lines are ﬁtting data using the Suns-Vmp method.
(d) Table summarizes input parameters (both default and degraded) and
extracted parameter set using the Suns-Vmp method (aﬀected parameters
are in bold).
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D. A SET OF TEMPORAL DEGRADATION MODELS
FOR EVA YELLOWING, POTENTIAL-INDUCED
DEGRADATION, METAL CORROSION
Here we will brieﬂy discuss the physics of three important degradation mechanisms,
i.e., EVA yellowing, potential-induced degradation (PID), and metal corrosion, as
well as the temporal models used to simulate their processes and impacts on PV
performance. These models have been validated against a set of accelerated tests.

D.1

EVA Yellowing

Physics of EVA Yellowing. In commercial solar modules, a polymer layer
ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) is applied to encapsulate the solar cells for mechanical
stability (a buﬀer between rigid glasses and solar cells), and it can also impeding
moisture diﬀusion. The EVA layer must be transparent in the solar spectrum to pass
the useful photons into solar cells for energy conversion. EVA itself is essentially
a copolymer of ethylene (C2 H4 ) and vinyl acetate (C4 H6 O2 ), consists of a variety
of chemical bonds (e.g., C-C, C-H, C-O) to form a polymer chain. Unfortunately,
the bonding energies of these bonds (e.g., C-C = 3.6 to 3.7 eV) are lower than the
UV photon energy; therefore, they (R) can be broken by photoexcitation under UV
exposure described as below
R + hv

k2

Y.

The broken bonds become defects and produce light-absorbing yellow chromophores
(Y ), which increase the yellowing index. Consequentially, they reduce the optical
transmission of the EVA encapsulants. The entire process is known as EVA yellowing.
UV Absorber for Protection. To combat EVA yellowing, people have added
UV-protective chemical into EVA to strengthen the yellowing-resistance [94]. This
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chemical additive behaves as a UV absorber; namely, it absorbs the detrimental UV
photons, which otherwise will be absorbed by EVA itself. Hence, it can signiﬁcantly
reduce UV-induced bond breaking and inhibit EVA yellowing. This process, referred
as photo-bleaching, is carried out by an independent photo-induced reaction as
A + hv

k1

B.

Here, A is the nascent UV absorber, and B is the photo-bleached UV absorber.
Because photo-bleaching will gradually deplete the UV absorber, it is not a permanent
cure for yellowing; instead, can only delay the yellowing process temporarily, see Fig.
D.1.

Wavelength (nm):
400, 500, 600, 700

Exp.
Sim.

Fig. D.1. Test results as a function of exposure time in accelerated UV
tests at 50 o C (left) and 110 o C (right). The wavelength ranges from 400
to 700 nm. The data is obtained from [94].

Model the reactions. Now we know that EVA yellowing is the result of two independent yet concurrent photo-induced reactions, where 1) the protective UV absorber
is being consumed and 2) EVA is being broken into yellow chromophores. These two
processes must be taken into account simultaneously to properly model the yellowing
degradation. We apply the kinetic equations (see Table D.1) to describe the reaction
rates herein, which are calculated by the pre-factors (k1 (t) and k2 (t)) and the reagent
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concentrations (A(t) and R(t)). This approach has successfully simulated physical
processes akin to yellowing (e.g., defect generation in MOSFETs [297]). These two
prefactors are proportional to the total number of absorbed UV photons by the UV
absorber and the EVA, respectively. In the beginning, we assume that the EVA does
not absorb any UV photons (i.e., k2 (0) = b×(A(0)−A(0))×NU V = 0), thereby extricated from yellowing. Later, as a result of the UV absorber depletion, the rate for the
EVA-breaking reaction accelerates. Also, since the prefactors are thermally activated
(exponentially depend on temperature), yellowing develops much faster with elevated
temperature, see Fig. D.1.
Model optical loss.

Once obtaining the concentration of the yellow chro-

mophore, one can estimate the resulting optical loss by applying the Beer-Lambert
law. If one assumes no reﬂection loss, the light transmission (T ) can be calculated by
the Beer-Lambert law following

T = 1 − exp(α × thicknessEV A ),

(D.1)

where α denotes the absorption coeﬃcient which depends on the photon wavelength.
McIntosh et al. have experimentally demonstrated weak wavelength dependence
above 400 nm [?]. Therefore, we can approximate the light absorption using a single eﬀective absorption coeﬃcient αef f across the spectrum. Since the Beer-Lambert
also indicates that the absorption coeﬃcient is proportional to the concentration of
light-attenuating species (the yellow chromophore in this case), we assume that αef f
increments linearly with the concentration of the yellow chromophore, which is simulated in the photo-induced reaction mentioned above, see Table D.1. Lastly, we
can calculate the evolving transmission loss caused by EVA yellowing and reduce the
maximum photocurrent available for solar modules accordingly.
Model validation. Up to now, we have successfully developed a physics-based
model for EVA yellowing that, starts with simulating two involving photo-induced
reactions inside EVA, and then translate the amount of the produced yellow chromophore to the optical loss via the Beer-Lambert law. We have validated the model
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Table D.1.
The Temporal Degradation Model for EVA Yellowing
Encapsulant Photo-Thermal Kinetics Modeling
Photo-Induced Reactions
A + hv

R + hv

k1

k2

Time-Dependent Equations
dA(t)
dt

B

= −k1 (t) × A(t)

k1 (t) = a × NU V
dY (t)
dt

Y

= k2 (t) × R(t)

k2 (t) = b × (A(0) − A(t)) × NU V
Optical Performance Modeling

Physical Outputs

Analytical Equations

Eﬀective Absorption Coeﬃcient

αef f (t) = αef f (0) + c × Y (t)

for the Useful Solar Spectrum
Optical Transmission of the EVA

T (t) = 1 − exp(αef f (t) × thicknessEV A )

Layer

against accelerated UV test [94] for diﬀerent wavelengths (400, 500, 600, 700 nm)
at diﬀerent temperatures (50 and 100 o C) as shown in Fig. D.1. Remarkably, an
excellent agreement has been attained.

D.2

Potential-Induced Degradation

Physics of Potential-Induced Degradation. Potential-Induced degradation
(PID) has long been recognized to be one of the most detrimental degradation pathways for solar modules [291]. Revealed by its name, PID ensues from high electrical
potential drop between the grounded metal framework and solar cells which consequentially drives sodium ions toward to solar cells. This displacement of charged
sodium ion creates what is known as leakage current, an indicator for PID. Then,
sodium ions get neutralized by the electrodes and pile up. Next, they diﬀuse through
the SiN anti-reﬂection coating and eventually shorted the semiconductor junctions
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[287], which reﬂects as a reduced shunt resistance in the circuit model. Other studies also have illustrated that PID can increase the carrier recombination current by
introducing mid-gap recombination defects in silicon, sodium ions [286].
Model Potential-Induced Degradation. Undeniably, PID is a complex process that involves drift-diﬀusion of ions and defect generation in semiconductors,
where external factors such as temperature and applied voltage must be accounted
for. Here, we introduce the semi-empirical model developed by Braisaz et al. to
simulate PID analytically [298], see Table D.2. First, the model calculates the degradation factor of the shunt resistance based on a set of inputs. Note that ion drift
is proportional to the electrical ﬁeld induced by the applied voltage, and the mobility of ions is also a thermally activated process. Hence, the degradation factor for
PID is proportional to the applied voltage (V ) while being exponentially dependent
on temperature characterized by an activation energy EA . Moreover, Hoﬀmann and
Koehl have manifested a humidity threshold beyond which an electrically conductive
layer starts to form on the glass by the condensed moisture and greatly exacerbates
PID [105]. Therefore, a sigmoidal function is used to model the dependence of PID
on relative humidity (RH). Second, to account for the incremental deterioration by
PID over time, we estimate the decreasing shunt resistance as a function of time by
integrating the degradation factor, see Table D.2. Finally, we validate the model by
showing that the simulated PID-impacted shunt resistance coincides greatly with the
experimental data from accelerated test [298], see Fig. D.2.
Table D.2.
The Temporal Degradation Model for Potential Induced Degradation
Out Parameters
Degradation Factor of Shunt

Temporal Equations
RD (t) = A × V × exp(− EkTA ) ×

1
1+exp(B−C×RH)

Resistance
Shunt Resistance

RSH (t) =

R (0)
R SH
1+ 0t RD (u)du
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Fig. D.2. Temporal Evolution of RSH at with T = 60 o C and RH = 85%
under a -1000V voltage stress [298].

D.3

Metal Corrosion

Physics of Metal Corrosion. Moisture can intrude solar module in many ways,
e.g., through glass microcrack, sealing plugs for electrical wiring, degraded backsheet.
Sequentially, moisture diﬀuses through EVA encapsulants and attack the metallic
contact. Moisture ingress can thin the metal grid by corrosion and also dissolve the
silver paste adhering metals to solar cells, both of which in turn increase the series
resistance in the equivalent circuit. Metal corrosion is particularly detrimental in a
hot and humid environment where there exist abundant moistures in the ambient to
quickly diﬀuse (a thermally activated process) into solar modules.
Model for Metal Corrosion. In this section, we introduce a modiﬁed Peck
model presented in [298] to simulate metal corrosion, see Table D.3. In this model,
a power law for humidity stress and an exponential Arrhenius law for temperature
stress are applied to calculate the degradation factor. The ﬁnal series resistance is
simulated by integrating the calculated degradation factor over time. The model is
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also validated against experimental data under diﬀerent humidity and temperature
stressors, see Fig. D.3.

95 Co/85%
95 Co/58%

85 Co/85%

Fig. D.3. Temporal evolution of series resistance in the accelerated tests
with temperature/relative humidity of 95 o C/85%, 95 o C/58%, and 85
o
C/85%. Symbols and dashed lines are experimental and simulation data,
respectively.

Table D.3.
The Temporal Degradation Model for Metal Corrosion
Output Parameters

Temporal Equations

Degradation Factor of Series

RD (t) = A × (RH)n × exp(− EkTA )

Resistance
Series Resistance

RS (t) = RS (0) +

Rt
0

RS (u)du
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